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In this dissertation, we explore research data management using an information systems 

research perspective. Research data management (RDM) is a recent phenomenon in academia, at 

least if we consider RDM as it has been evolving until today, as a service from institutions to 

researchers. There are many reasons why academic institutions see benefits in professionalizing 

data management. Research data has steadily gained a more prominent place in recent discoveries 

involving complicated technical infrastructures as much as redefining the scientific method. 

Scientific knowledge emerges from a variety of ways, including the meticulous gathering of data 

and large-scale analyses of thousands of objects and measurements. In the recent history of science, 

this reliance on infrastructure, data, and computations has come with significant discoveries and, 

also, a more troublesome side of research. 

On the one hand, the last two decades have been rich in significant scientific discoveries 

where the role of large scientific infrastructures has been essential. In 2003, the human genome 

project completed the decoding of human DNA after a tough competition where investments in 

efficient sequencing and computing infrastructure were determinant for the success of the whole 

genome sequencing project (Collins et al., 2004; Craig Venter et al., 2001). In 2012, we heard about 

the discovery of the Higgs boson (Aad et al., 2012). Not long after that, in 2016, the LIGO 

announced the detection of gravitational waves (Abbott et al., 2016), which led to a global media 

outreach and activities on university campuses to comment on the importance of such advances. 

More recently, in 2019, the Event Horizon Telescope collaboration showed us the first picture of a 

black hole (Doeleman, 2019). Those are just three examples from biology, physics, and 

astrophysics, which were significant in the scale of the scientific communication efforts to make 

these results known to a broad audience. In other words, those discoveries exemplify science at its 

best in the eyes of the public. 

On the other hand, the last two decades also brought major scientific crises that profoundly 

impacted several research fields, including in the Netherlands, where studies in psychology 

contained fabricated data (Levelt, 2012; Schoonen, 2020). Worldwide, there were cases of fraud, 

sloppy experimental designs, and irreproducible results, which brought a tumultuous side of science 

to the surface (Mehra et al., 2020; Munafò et al., 2017; Steen et al., 2013). Across the globe, 

fabricated studies and flawed results led to articles being retracted (Steen et al., 2013) and provoked 

long-lasting damages as m+uch as public distrust in scientific findings (Jamieson et al., 2019). 

Furthermore, a tumultuous side of science has been observed by many citizens around the globe. 

For example, in COVID-19 times, doubts have been cast on studies published too fast with profound 

policy implications. Besides, the massive production of publications and preprints has been 
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nurturing an open science agenda for more transparency of (clinical) study results and sharing of 

scientific data (Homolak et al., 2020). 

That being said, not all events of irreproducible results are rooted in similar causes. For 

instance, irreproducible results may occur due to the wrong application of algorithms during 

experimentation. In that case, irreproducibility is due to errors and is not committed intentionally, 

for instance, to deceive the scientific community. Algorithms, software, and datasets are artifacts, 

i.e., by-products of scientific experimentations, that are created during scientific experimentation. 

Sharing those artifacts used or produced during experimentation can potentially facilitate the 

identification of such errors by letting independent researchers rerun the published analyses 

(Hothorn and Leisch, 2011). To make the detection of such mistakes easier, RDM materializes a 

solution to this problem by facilitating the preservation and sharing of software and the data from 

experiments.  

Nevertheless, some scientific publications report on a growing list of deficiencies in the 

academic system such as inefficiency (Burley, 2017), irreproducibility (McNutt, 2014), irrelevance 

(Miller et al., 2011), untrustworthiness (Yarborough et al., 2019), and sloppiness (C. L. Williams 

et al., 2019). Hereunder, we explain the rationales behind these, not mutually exclusive, 

deficiencies: 

• Inefficiency in scientific knowledge creation processes is perceived as rooted in the way 

scholarly communication operates. There are incentives to disseminate poorly designed 

studies that waste (costly) experimental resources (Ioannidis et al., 2014). At the same 

time, it is challenging to capture poorly executed research without additional information 

such as documented protocols, data, and software. Therefore, the lack of research data 

availability beyond publications is seen by funding agencies as something open science is 

expected to correct in order to make science more efficient (Burgelman et al., 2019) 

• Irreproducibility is due to the unavailability of resources such as code and data; published 

results cannot be verified easily. This criticism led to a movement known as reproducible 

research (Peng et al., 2006; Peng and Hicks, 2020; V Stodden et al., 2014) and is now 

fully integrated as one of the objectives of open science: making science transparent and 

enabling the verification of previous results (Nosek et al., 2015) 

• Irrelevance stems from the idea that the incentives to publish also leads to studies with 

questionable relevance as they mostly serve career advancement (Miller et al., 2011). 

Irrelevance has also appeared in research with strong practical incentives such as 
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translational medicine, where published experiments were hard to implement for drug 

innovation and clinical trials, pointing to the lack of reproducibility as a reason for 

irrelevance (Huang and Gottardo, 2013; Rahimzadeh and Bartlett, 2014) 

• Untrustworthiness is a critic that occurred in clinical research, where flawed trials raised 

concerns about how well science (and scientists) can be trusted in the eye of the public 

(Jamieson et al., 2019; Laine et al., 2007a) 

• Sloppiness is a questionable research practice leading to reporting errors that may lead to 

retractions (Haven et al., 2019; Le Maux et al., 2019; C. L. Williams et al., 2019) and has 

been reported as being more problematic for (junior) scholars than fraud (Bouter et al., 

2016; Haven et al., 2019) 

The research community appears to concur with these observations, at least if we consider 

the opinions from 1576 researchers, collected by Nature Publications in 2016, where more than half 

of the respondents, representing varying scientific backgrounds, stated that the reproducibility crisis 

is significant and more than 70 percent failed to reproduce published findings at least once in their 

careers (Baker, 2016a, 2016b). These (sometimes extreme) cases posed severe challenges to the 

design and implementation of data management initiatives in academia, as the number of issues to 

tackle and the divergences between (and within) disciplines is quite large. 

Therefore, academia is currently undergoing a close examination of how research is 

conducted (Grimes et al., 2018). Predominantly, open science tackles communication, 

reproducibility, incentives, and free access to scientific knowledge (European Commission, 2015). 

Therefore, a significant part of improving research resides in how scientific data, software, and 

other relevant material can be better preserved and shared between scientific communities to make 

research communication more transparent and reproducible (Prager et al., 2019). In consequence, 

a crucial element of the success of OS is the proper management (also known as stewardship) of 

scientific artifacts during the whole research lifecycle, from data creation to publication of results 

(Simms et al., 2016). 

Likewise, academic stakeholders, such as public funders and library services, tend to agree 

that scientific practices such as those listed earlier, need a response from a research governance 

point of view. For instance, several public funders get more involved at the start of research projects 

by implementing more stringent rules for managing research data (Akers, 2017; European 

Commission, 2016b). These new requirements from funders led to universities' efforts to invest in 

research data management with technology, human resources, and training to support researchers 
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(van Reisen et al., 2019). The recent uptake of research data management (RDM), as a means for 

funders to (partly) correct these inefficiencies, is an intriguing attempt to transform scientific 

practice. Therefore, RDM, as an object of study, has recently attracted more attention from the 

scholarly community, as it has become the focus of essential stakeholders in academia. 

Moreover, RDM has recently become a topic of interest to the Information Systems 

research community (Wilms, Brenger, et al., 2018; Wilms, Stieglitz, et al., 2018). RDM first 

emerged in information science and computer science disciplines. Most of RDM research until 

today embraces a wealth of scopes and perspectives. For instance, computer science focuses on the 

technological level (e.g., large-scale storage systems, efficient data compression), and search 

algorithms and information science on the stakeholders and ways to get the value out of the data 

(e.g., challenges to re-use and curate research data, RDM support services in research institutions). 

In the literature, developments about RDM are discussed in other scientific disciplines (Pryor, 2012) 

and even policy initiatives across OECD countries (OECD, 2007). Therefore, RDM is 

fundamentally a nascent object of study. There is much room to investigate the many aspects of 

RDM, namely the integration of RDM policy, infrastructure, and RDM for diverse types of research 

(Paul Ayris et al., 2016). 

Another reason for diving further into RDM is that the development of RDM also sheds 

light upon a complex reality of managing the (laboratory) resources needed for the production, 

preservation, and dissemination of scientific knowledge (Baykoucheva, 2000; Goecks et al., 2010). 

In an open science context, as described in Section 1.1, RDM is a new frontier of research 

policymaking with emerging new expectations on the way research results are communicated 

(Munafò et al., 2018). Remarkably, RDM is evolving in a way that appears unfamiliar to 

longstanding data management concepts and practices found in business and industry literature 

(Earley et al., 2017). Hence, many facets of the management of research data have yet to be explored 

as they are not well represented in traditional data management and governance frameworks. 

Moreover, data sharing practices are not systematic, and the RDM needs of scientific fields widely 

differ. As an example, the number of datasets indexed by Dimensions.ai, which is shown in Figure 

1.1, with data from Digital Science0F0F0F0F

1. A growing number of citable data sets is being  deposited in 

generic repositories (see Figure 1.1.), which then receive a unique identifier that can be cited in 

scientific publications (Silvello, 2018). Citable data with unique identifiers is one of the foreseen 

 

1 Data from Digital Science, Dimensions, available from https://app.dimensions.ai and 
accessed on July 8, 2020, under a license agreement. 

https://app.dimensions.ai/
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outcomes of proper data management from the start of a research project. One side-effect is that 

datasets can also become the target of quantitative analysis of the publication landscape.   

Figure 1.1  

The Amount of Citable Research Datasets in Zenodo, Dryad, and Figshare From 2011 to 2019 

 
Overall, this introductory chapter sets the scene and background of RDM and open 

science. We first elaborate on why RDM is of interest, and hence we motivate our research in 

Section 1.1. Next, we introduce key concepts such as openness, socio-technical systems, and 

experimental systems in Section 1.2. In Section 1.3, we introduce the necessary conceptual 

background. Finally, we present the research design and research questions in Sections 1.5 and 1.6, 

respectively. 

1.1 Why Research Open Science and Research Data Management? 

Open science, while recent, has many definitions that can be identified in the literature. 

One dimension of open science is, in its original form, to be an extension of open access. Open 

access is the free access to scientific literature at the time of publication and with permissive licenses 

for reuse in multiple scenarios. As stated by the Budapest open access initiative, open access is 

“free availability on the public internet, permitting any users to read, download, copy, distribute, 

print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for indexing, pass them as data to 

software, or use them for any other lawful purpose, without financial, legal, or technical barriers 

other than those inseparable from gaining access to the internet itself.” (Chan et al., 2002) Open 

science is a continuation of open access, promoting open research data and software for 

reproduction and reuse.  
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The richness of the open science concept in the literature brought Vicente-Saez and 

Martinez-Fuentes to define open science comprehensively, encompassing the networked nature of 

modern scientific practice: “Open Science is transparent and accessible knowledge that is shared 

and developed through collaborative networks.” (2018, p. 434). Fecher and Friesike (2014) opted 

for a representation of open science as schools of thoughts, showing that open science covers several 

dimensions that augments Vicente-Saez and Martinez-Fuentes ’definition by giving goals to open 

science, namely: efficiency, alternative measurements of performance, broader access to knowledge 

including to citizens and the evolution of infrastructure for science. 

Similar to open science, research data management (RDM) is perceived differently by 

different actors in academia, ranging from the technicalities of software and algorithms to manage 

large scale scientific data (Shoshani and Rotem, 2009), the management of research data throughout 

research data lifecycles (Cox and Tam, 2018), and the creation of new roles (e.g., data stewards) to 

curate and enrich research data (Jones et al., 2020; Wilkinson et al., 2016). Nevertheless, the main 

ambition of RDM can be summarized as Plomp et al. suggest, where RDM is a means of 

standardization by “implementing standard practices for accurate data collection and processing, 

documentation and analysis” (Plomp et al., 2019). 

The efficient preservation and dissemination of scientific artifacts require research data 

management (Corti et al., 2014), as explained earlier. For that reason, academic institutions, and 

funders, among other stakeholders, introduced research data management (RDM) as a driving force 

of Open Science (OS). OS is expected to lead to more transparent and reproducible research in 

academic institutions. Since RDM is seen as a pillar of Open Science, we need to understand RDM’s 

current challenges and the role of information technology in shaping the future of OS. In this 

dissertation, we consider RDM as a collective means to achieve open science, and therefore opt for 

the concept of RDM instead of data stewardship. Data stewardship is, in our view, a role in RDM, 

where RDM is the more generic perspective. This way, we strive to balance challenges experienced 

by academic stakeholders such as funders, publishers, library services, IT, and researchers; instead 

of exclusively focusing on a narrower view of research data in laboratories.  

According to the (corporate) data management book of knowledge (DAMA-DMBOK, 

2009), data management is “the planning, execution, and oversight of policies, practices, and 

projects that acquire, control, protect, deliver, and enhance the value of data and information assets” 

(Mosley et al., 2010, p. 18). A lighter definition of data management is “managing data to achieve 

goals” Cervo & Allen (2011). In academia, the goals of managing data are manifold, with open 
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science emphasizing transparency, reproducibility emphasizing accuracy of reporting and privacy, 

mixing ethical considerations with the management of research data. 

Scientific laboratories are environments operating experimental systems that use or 

produce research data. The operationalization of experimental systems creates (or re-uses) many 

resources, some of which fall under the scope of research data management (RDM). Thus, most 

resources underlying the scientific experimentation lifecycle are relevant for RDM (Corti et al., 

2014). Nevertheless, experimental data is a complex object to comprehend, as Bogen and 

Woodward (1988) note about experimental data representing phenomena instead of observations.  

1.1.1 Open Science in the Netherlands 

Those changes are especially visible in the Netherlands, the country where our 

investigations have been conducted. The Netherlands is an excellent illustration of how research 

institutions seek to transform the way they modernize research resources and infrastructure. In 

recent years, Dutch organizations such as the VSNU (the association of Dutch universities) and 

NWO (the national science foundation) started to integrate open science principles in funding and 

evaluation. While these organizations are affiliated with governmental bodies, much of open 

science efforts occur in communities of practice; see Hislop et al. (2018) for background about 

communities of practices. In the Netherlands, the “Landelijk Coordinatiepunt Research Data 

Management” (LCRDM) pursues the standardization of RDM practices nationally and 

internationally by collaborating with similar organizations, such as the Research Data Alliance 

(Treloar, 2014).  

The LCRDM and RDA communities gather together academic stakeholders representing 

governments, researchers, librarians, publishers, and funders to shape the future of research data 

management and open science. Those community efforts illustrate the vivid activity around open 

science as well as the early stage in which RDM is developing internationally. Concretely, such 

collaborative efforts seek to define the governance of research data around seven pillars, namely: 

support, legal aspects, infrastructure, governance, engagement, and data stewardship (Landelijk 

Coördinatiepunt Research Data Management, 2019). These pillars have the advantage to serve as 

an illustration of the context of the studies reported in this dissertation quite conveniently, as this 

dissertation touches upon four out of the seven pillars of RDM defined by the LCRDM. The pillars 

(or perspectives) of open science relevant for understanding the context of our study are 

summarized hereunder. 
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The first pillar of interest is funding and governance. Public research funders drive 

changes in research policy by disbursing research grants to publicly funded research projects 

(NWO, 2017). Researchers should also communicate the data sharing conditions to the funders 

(Mannheimer, 2018; Williams et al., 2017). However, funders' requirements are recent and not yet 

formally standardized, which raises the question about the efficiency of research data management 

and governance to positively impact open science (Akers, 2017; Paul Ayris et al., 2016).  

Second, research institutions foster data management and stewardship across the 

research data lifecycle. Research institutions offer support in the form of training, data stewards 

supporting researchers, and IT services. Hence, research institutions shape the field of research data 

management, together with their academic staff (Corti et al., 2014). For instance, data stewards are 

recent support roles in research institutions. Data stewards act as intermediates between research 

individuals (or groups) and funding agencies for creating high-quality data management plans, 

besides helping researchers with technical or legal advice about research data (The FAIR Guiding 

Principles for Data Stewardship: Fair Enough? 2018; Victoria Stodden et al., 2019; Thompson et 

al., 2020). In the business and industry domain, data stewards are also roles in enterprise data 

management as intermediates between business and data management (Brazas et al., 2017; Plotkin 

and David, 2013). 

Nevertheless, data stewards in academia are hard to compare with data stewards in 

enterprise data management (EDM). Research data stewards evolve in another context and exercise 

different responsibilities than EDM stewards. For example, EDM stewards are responsible for 

providing high-quality reference data in companies by curating enterprise data and forming a role 

embedded in businesses' data governance strategies. Research data stewards are much more recent, 

with tasks that may vary across similar job roles. 

Third, the development of research infrastructures that accommodate data management 

and stewardship (Houssos et al., 2014; Shoshani and Rotem, 2009; Zondergeld et al., 2020). 

Research infrastructures proliferate, as a single facility might serve different customers (research 

groups or businesses). There are also special funds from funding bodies allocated for building or 

maintaining research infrastructures. The ambition of research infrastructures is to support the 

increased computational and data-driven nature of several scientific disciplines. Also, exchanging 

and preserving research data becomes the capabilities of new infrastructure “by design.” In other 

words, preserving and sharing (operational) data has to be planned and included in the technology 

used in the labs, such as instruments and software for which principles such as FAIR also apply 

(Lamprecht et al., 2019; Wilkinson et al., 2016). 
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Finally, the fourth pillar, communities such as the RDA as well as the LCRDM, also aim 

at fostering the adoption of proper management and data sharing practices. Thus, raising 

awareness is one of the objectives of networks such as LCRDM. As the responsibility of managing 

data ultimately lies on the side of researchers (Wilms, Stieglitz, et al., 2018), research institutions 

feel compelled to educate researchers to use the available services and infrastructure to their 

maximum potential. 

1.1.2 Open Science With a Socio-Technical Lens 

The previous section explained how research institutions react to a series of deficiencies 

found in modern scientific practice. We also depicted open science in the Netherlands, using a local 

landscape to introduce other local and global organizations involved in RDM. This section positions 

the RDM landscape previously introduced into an information systems perspective, using a socio-

technical systems (STS) lens. STS has a long history in the IS and software engineering domains, 

as STS broadens the understanding of the context in which (software) systems are designed. To 

illustrate this, we show how the RDM landscape and technology aiming at supporting the ambitions 

of RDM align with basic STS constructs found in IS design. We map, in Table 1.1, how academic 

stakeholders (e.g., funders, services and, researchers) and organizations encountered in the RDM 

enterprise to Sommerville’s socio-technical perspective (Sommerville, 2016; Vicente-Saez and 

Martinez-Fuentes, 2018).  

Table 1.1  

Aspects of Research Data Management Classified According to Sommerville’s Socio-Technical 

Items (Sommerville, 2016, p.557) 

Scope of STS Examples of (future) applications References  

National laws & 
regulations 

Amsterdam call for action open science Amsterdam Call for Action on 
Open Science (2016) 

Organizational 
strategies & goals 

Open science programs Open Science - Utrecht University 
(2020) 

Organizational 
culture 

Openness and transparency VSNU (2019) 

Organizational 
policies & rules 

Institutional research data management 
policies 

Landelijk Coördinatiepunt 
Research Data Management (2019) 

Operational 
processes 

Data preservation, data exchange, data 
curation 

Corti et al. (2014) 
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In the next section, we further introduce the theoretical elements of technical systems, as 

exemplified in Table 1.1. In other words, we dive into open science from the perspective of 

laboratory work and related technologies. Nevertheless, while the legal and institutional efforts 

about RDM remain intelligible without much background in the topic, laboratory work and 

scientific experimentation require a more detailed explanation. In Section 1.2, the necessary 

concepts are introduced. Next, in Section 1.3, the research problem is further specified using the 

concepts introduced in Section 1.2. 

1.2 Concepts of Laboratory Work in an Open Science Context 

After briefly introducing the overall context of our study, we now specify the concepts at 

the core of this dissertation. We first start with “opening laboratories” before explaining why we 

adopt a socio-technical perspective. Then, we explain why and how a lens of “reproducible 

experimental systems” is applied during our investigations in laboratories.  

1.2.1 Opening Laboratories 

Nowadays, open science initiatives encourage research organizations to adopt stricter 

procedures for the management of data. These initiatives aim to improve the efficiency and 

transparency of science (Nosek et al., 2015). At the same time, many difficulties are experienced 

by working scientists to comply with the open dissemination of research data. In other words, 

research data is not fully open “yet,” and hence the use of the term “opening” instead of open. The 

use of “opening” emphasizes that opening laboratories is a long-term process with many challenges 

lying ahead (Borgman, 2020).   

The international nature of laboratory work forms an additional issue for understanding 

laboratory work. To illustrate this, we show a co-authorship network of laboratories of the Mass 

spectrometry and Proteomics group (see Figure 1.2). The purpose of showing this network is to 

highlight that research projects are often collaborative, involving groups inside universities and 

across institutions worldwide. Therefore, studying one laboratory and its data management 

practices also brings insights into collaborations and data exchanges with other laboratories, which 

provides evidence on RDM challenges beyond the local level. 

Technical 
systems 

Research information management 
systems, scientific instrumentation, etc. 

Hedges et al. (2007); Hood & 
Wilson (2001) 
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Consequently, “opening laboratories” refers to our activities conducted as external 

observers seeking to obtain more insights about laboratory resources and processes, as well as in 

the management thereof. In other words, we open a window on a type of organization that often 

appears to us through publications presenting curated experimental results and methods. By 

positioning ourselves in a laboratory, we attempt to understand how laboratories are currently 

preserving and disseminating data as well as the challenges that occur. As we will see in more detail 

later, challenges in managing data are not purely technological but also emerge from the current 

situation in research organizations and scholarly communication. Hence, we felt the need for a more 

comprehensive approach to investigating diverse phenomena that constitute RDM, as further 

explained in Section 1.2.2. 

Figure 1.2  

Interactions Between Laboratories in the Last Ten Years Based on Co-Authorship of The 

Biomolecular Mass Spectrometry Group at Utrecht University. 

 

1.2.2 A Socio-Technical Perspective 

The application of a socio-technical lens on organizational and technological phenomena 

is not a recent endeavor. Organization theory textbooks place the socio-technical perspective due 

to the work done by researchers at the Tavistock Institute in the 1950s (Hatch, 2018). Historically, 
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STS researchers were interested in studying cases where self-managed groups outperformed 

industrial processes even though they operated less efficient social or technological subsystems. 

Later, a socio-technical system (STS) paradigm echoed in information systems (IS) 

research as an alternative to behavioral methods to study the use of technology in organizations. 

STS is a lens considering the organizational dynamics in which IS systems are developed 

(Mumford, 2006). Socio-technical systems design (STSD), discussed in Baxter & Sommerville 

(2011), seeks to “integrate social and organizational insights from workplace studies into the 

systems engineering process” (Baxter and Sommerville, 2011). 

Figure 1.3  

Left (A), a Socio-Technical Framework Introduced by Sommerville (Sommerville, 2016). Right 

(B), the Application of Sommerville’s Socio-Technical Framework to Laboratory Environments. 

 
 

The left side of Figure 1.3, (A) shows Sommerville's STS framework for software systems 

engineering, which emphasizes the role of extra-technological considerations such as organizational 

culture and regulations on the success or utility of technical, e.g., novel software systems. 

Sommerville adds that “generally, large socio-technical systems are used in organizations. When 

you are designing and developing socio-technical systems, you need to understand, as far as 

possible, the organizational environment in which they will be used” (Sommerville, 2016). 

Therefore, a large part of this dissertation has an exploratory nature and aims at understanding RDM 

as an STS phenomenon.  Next, on the right side of Figure 1.3 (B), we show how Sommerville’s 
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STS framework applies to laboratory environments in research organizations. For example, 

laboratories are situated in research organizations impacted by external factors such as 

governmental regulations and the competitive allocation of public funds to research projects. In the 

next sections, we elaborate on experimental systems that describe the core of operations in 

laboratories, in Section 1.2.3.  

As introduced in Table 1.1, there are several layers to consider in socio-technical systems 

(Sommerville, 2016). Layers go from distant procedures and stakeholders at the national level to 

the existing system designed and operated by scientists. Briefly summarized, one finds the 

following layers in Sommerville’s framework: 

 National law and regulations form the legal basis on which (software) systems are 

designed and are notoriously hard to change, although they influence those systems' 

behavior (Sommerville, 2016). In open science, an example of changes at a national level 

is the Amsterdam Call for Action on Open Science (2016) 

 Organizational strategies and goals are the national ambitions translated at the level of 

research institutions. Universities are well versed in the strategic planning exercise, and 

open science is lately following a similar path, where bottom-up and top-down initiatives 

crystallize open science strategy that fit the specific organizational context, such as the 

open science program at Utrecht University (Open Science - Utrecht University, 2020) 

 Organizational culture in universities is competitive and bureaucratic. Competitive 

(funding) resources are scarce and primarily financed through competitive means (grant 

applications) or industry partnerships. The added value of research finds its legitimacy in 

notions such as impact and excellence. Moreover, universities are bureaucratic cultures 

where hierarchies are prevalent, specialization (through a person occupying a role), 

division of labor (e.g., between faculty and support) and, seeking to standardize processes 

and operations (e.g., tenure tracks, research unit evaluation, among others) 

 In the context of our study, organizational policies and rules are open science and 

research data management policies that are developed across faculties and central support 

services.  

 Operational processes are the processes related to the functioning of laboratories. There 

are numerous processes found in laboratories; therefore, we focus exclusively on scientific 

experimentation and data management. 

 The technical system refers to the technology employed in laboratories to conduct 

experiments.  
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1.2.3 Reproducible Experimental Systems 

In this section, we further describe the concept of a reproducible experimental system. 

Reproducible experimental systems (RES) are a conceptual representation of scientific experiments 

originating recently from the philosophy of science. The concepts of RES were first introduced by 

Radder (1992) and later by Rheinberger (1997). The reason why RES was introduced is that, 

according to Radder, reflections about science and experimentation were limited to methodological, 

epistemological, or logical discussion, disregarding the actual operationalization of experiments 

Radder (2012b). To a certain extent, RES show familiarities with STS, for instance, when we look 

further into the composition of such systems. Rheinberger defined an experimental system (ES) as 

"a basic unit of experimental activity combining local, technical, instrumental, institutional, social, 

and epistemic aspects." (Rheinberger, 1997). As a result, Rheinberger’s definition of an 

experimental system includes notions such as instrumentation and social practices distinct from 

methodological and epistemic considerations of scientific experimentation. 

Similarly, Radder uses (successful) experimental systems (ES) to understand how 

experiments are constructed by experimenters (Radder, 2012b). To that end, Radder defines 

experimentation as a process that “involves the realization of several manipulations of the object 

and the equipment, brought into mutual interaction, and the theoretical description (or 

interpretation) of these manipulations and their results” (Radder, 2012a). In short, as shown in 

Figure 1.4, measures on the object of interests are mediated by instrumentation and theory. 

Moreover, experimenters operationalize experiments using concepts that differ from their 

theoretical equivalent. On the one hand, there is the language of propositions and abstractions 

(formal language) found in textbooks and scientific publications. On the other hand, 

operationalization demands an action-oriented language, where theoretical concepts are translated 

into activities conducted by “theoretically uninformed people,” as Radder states. Thus, the action-

oriented language is the language of laboratory workers. 

People and (technical) resources are used to conduct (operationalize) experiments. 

Experimental resources cover a wide range of items needed to conduct experiments in laboratories. 

Among the vast resources existing in laboratories, we introduce only basic kinds of resources 

related to experimentation. Here, we use Radder's classification (2012), which divides experimental 

systems into three subcomponents: a theoretical description, a materialization process, and 

experimental results. As an instance of a general system encountered in general system theory, ESs 
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are complexes of input, process, and output, with characteristics such as feedback loops and 

boundaries (Hatch, 2018). 
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Figure 1.4  

The three components of closed experimental systems and their interactions (Radder, 2012a). The 

arrows indicate the input and output flows. Lines refer to mutually dependent statements, events, 

and measurements.  

 
 

In practice, we observed that scientific laboratories distinguish laboratory resources from 

computational resources and theoretical resources. Laboratory resources correspond to lab 

instruments, chemicals, samples, physical storage (e.g., fridges and freezers). Computational 

resources are software, hardware, IT services such as data storage systems, and high-Performance 

Computing Clusters (HPC). Theoretical resources are used to communicate results and theory 

through publications, for instance, and serve as inputs and outputs for designing and communicating 

the results of experiments. 

Computational resources might not be directly related to laboratory work, at least not in a 

single, closed experiment. An example of this is experimental data re-use for secondary analyses, 

which pinpoints to (simple) computational experiments where no “lab” work is involved. In that 

case, we deal with an occurrence of experimental systems: computational experiments. To explain 

this further, we first comment on experimental systems, illustrated in Figure 1.4, and next on 

computational experiments, which are thus seen here as an extension of experimental systems. Hans 

Radder defines a closed experimental system S, as encountered in natural sciences, as a “complex 

of object and equipment within a specified spatial area and during a fixed interval of time” 

(Radder, 2012a). From Radder’s perspective, the instantiation of an ES is guided by a theoretical 

description (i.e., experimental process) and human intervention (i.e., operationalization). First, a 
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theoretical description (TD) delineates the episodes1F1F1F1F

2 of an ES. Some episodes have a specific role, 

which is to determine the relative closure of an ES. In short, an experimental system is qualified as 

being closed if non-experimental episodes do not interfere with the operations and results of 

experimental systems. 

Moreover, closure is said to be relative to a theoretical system. So, closure is dependent 

on the theoretical description under which the experiment is conducted. During the planning of an 

experimentation process, experimenters know what kind of interferences might occur based on 

theoretical knowledge. Nevertheless, theoretical knowledge evolves, also with previously known 

experimental outcomes. Assuming science is self-correcting (Vuong et al., 2020), published results 

that are wrong or invalidate, previous findings reflect upon the theory that experimenters will use 

in future experimental systems. Hence, in Radder’s view of experimental systems, it is a possibility 

that the experimenters do not consider all interferences at time t. The reason is that experimenters 

might just ignore such interferences as the current knowledge has not yet established their existence. 

In addition to a theoretical description (TD), human intervention (HI) is also a determinant 

of the success of an experiment (Radder, 2012b). Radder sees HI as a fundamental activity that 

initiates the experimental system and realizes (i.e., operationalizes) the system. Therefore, to 

initiate an experimental system, human intervention is needed to deviate the sequence of episodes 

from their “natural” behavior, i.e., the behavior episodes would show outside a given ES. Moreover, 

human action is further required during the experimentation process to translate theoretical 

knowledge (e.g., a mathematical model) to concrete activities (e.g., manipulation or design of 

equipment).  

Next, computational, experimental systems (CES) are an extension of experimental 

systems. In this way, we follow the logic of Freire, Bonnet, & Shasha (2012a), who distinguish 

experiments (i.e., experimental systems) from computational experiments (i.e., computational, 

experimental systems). (Freire et al., 2012a) define a reproducible experiment as an “experiment 

done by laboratory L at time t is deemed to be reproducible if it can be repeated at a possibly 

different laboratory L’ at some later time t.’” Equally, a computational experiment is an 

“experiment that has been developed at time t on hardware/operating system s on data d is 

 

22 The notion of Episode is used by Radder as an umbrella term covering experimental and 
environmental aspects of ES such as interactions, processes, results and experimental circumstances 
(Radder, 2012a). 
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reproducible if it can be executed at time t’ on system s’ on data d’ that is similar to (or potentially 

the same as) d” (Freire et al., 2012a). 

Hence, CESs consist of the same components found in experimental systems except that 

their environment and the nature of their operations differ. A first difference, as explained by Keller 

(2003), is that CEs brought computer simulations which “radically extend the range of problems 

amenable to quantitative analysis” in diverse disciplines such as physics and biology (Keller, 2003).  

Another difference is that the choice of which software and hardware to combine is (often) left to 

the researchers' appreciation for running these simulations.  

When experimental resources are worth to be shared, such as a data set containing unique 

measurements of interest to the broader community, those resources can be qualified as research 

assets. Assets are simply a subset of resources with a value, even after the experiment has been 

conducted. Thus, computational research assets are digital resources generated by experimental 

processes in laboratories and which laboratory members find worthy of preserving or sharing. So, 

not all resources generated by ESs are worthy of preserving, but some that are might still be 

considered as information waste by experimenters (Ioannidis et al., 2014). An example is the 

deletion of digital files essential for understanding or repeating experiments or inadequate reporting 

of results. In that case, RDM needs to effectively guarantee that the experimental resources are 

preserved so that reproduction and openness are possible. 

1.3 Reproducibility of Research 

Earlier, we described experimental systems as one system describing the core components 

and processes of laboratory work. This section discusses how managing data produced by 

experimental systems can benefit open science even though numerous challenges persist in the 

current situation. Therefore, openness and reproducibility of science, which often appear linked 

together in the literature (Braun and Ong, 2014; McCormick et al., 2014), posit conceptual and 

operational difficulties in the absence of a delineated object of study. First, we present related work 

about open science (OS) in Section 1.3.1. Then, we further comment on reproducibility in the 

context of open science in Section 1.3.2. 

What emerged from the previous description of RDM in an open science context is that 

(1) RDM research touches upon different aspects of scientific experimentation, (2) much of the 

literature discusses experimental systems as closed systems, while open science and reproduction 

might challenge this assumption. In other words, the control experimenters have on the 

operationalization of experiments becomes a much more distributed endeavor among academic 
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stakeholders, where parts of experiments can “easily” be transposed or included in different 

experiments at any time.  

In that context, the answers RDM should offer to the reproducibility issue in an open 

research landscape are still limited by a misalignment of open science with the (information) 

technology as used in laboratory work and scholarly communication. The misalignment of 

technology and open science strategies is where the role (or goal) of reproducibility reaches 

numerous misconceptions and challenges that we will introduce in the next two sections. 

1.3.1 Views on Reproducibility in an Open Science Context 

Open science is distributed science, thus distributed operationalization of experiments. 

Vincente-Saez and Martinz-Fuentes defined open science (OS) as “transparent and accessible 

knowledge that is shared and developed through collaborative networks” (Vicente-Saez and 

Martinez-Fuentes, 2018). The authors coined this definition based on an extensive literature review, 

which revealed two fundamental dimensions of open science. Firstly, the knowledge dimension, 

which states that knowledge is transparent and accessible. Secondly, a network dimension which 

states that scientific knowledge is shared and produced collaboratively.  

The first dimension, transparent and accessible knowledge, is found in open access and 

focuses on making scientific results accessible to a broad audience. The network dimension asserts 

that sharing is an inherent part of the scientific enterprise. For reproducibility, this posits quite some 

challenges as experimental systems are then distributed efforts and should, at the same time, be 

communicated transparently.  As being STS in nature, experiments, their resources, and 

experimenters are not as transposable as reproducible resources and methods would require. 

Furthermore, reproducible science has some taxonomic and scope issues in the literature 

that challenge our understanding of what reproducible research entails. In other words, the 

comprehension and extension of the notion of reproducibility are not reproducible across the 

literature. The large variety of scientific disciplines, as Barba (2018) demonstrates with an account 

of the many taxonomies of reproducibility. Therefore, we propose a taxonomy that has the 

advantage of being aligned with the description of reproducible experimental systems, which we 

described earlier in Section 1.2.3. Besides, the taxonomy presented hereunder integrates previous 

classifications, including the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) artifact badging 

classification (Ferro and Kelly, 2018). 

In the ACM classification, which is tailored to computational artifacts (ACM, 2018; Ferro 

and Kelly, 2018), badges are assigned to publications in the ACM library (as illustrated in Figure 
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1.5). Figure 1.5 shows search results on the ACM library that displays additional filtering criteria 

to select publications with a specific artifact quality standard (e.g., artifact available, or one level 

above, reusable). This classification is an example, among many others (Feger et al., 2019; Wouters 

et al., 2019), of evaluation systems with enhanced interfaces that implement capabilities that foster 

reproducible research in (digital) libraries. 

Interestingly, the ACM taxonomy classifies research results and artifact quality 

separately. The results of articles published in the ACM library can be classified as replicated or 

reproduced. According to the ACM, results are replicated when an independent author (or team) 

achieve similar results using the original artifacts. Results are said to be reproduced when similar 

results are achieved without the use of the original artifacts. Regarding the quality of the artifacts, 

the evaluation uses two levels: functional and reusable. The functional level is achieved when a set 

of criteria is met, such as the availability of documentation and the fact that the artifact(s) can be 

operated again. An artifact classified as reusable is a functional artifact that exceeds the 

requirements of a functional artifact by adding structure to the code and data in a way that facilitates 

its re-use by others. 

Figure 1.5  

Reproducibility Badges From the Association of Computing Machinery (ACM) as Shown on the 

ACM Library Page  

 
Furthermore, Figure 1.6 shows that experimenters must evaluate at which level and 

purpose the reproduction of an experiment should fulfill. For instance, the reproduction of 
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measurements refers to the use of replicated samples in biology so that experimenters can prove 

that the instrumentation worked as expected.  In that case, the purpose of reproducibility is to act 

as a sort of sieve sorting out experimental results from experimental waste (or noise). Nevertheless, 

the purpose and level of reproduction are sometimes overlooked in the literature. For instance, when 

Peng suggests a reproducibility spectrum, it is essentially instrumentally or computationally 

focused (Peng et al., 2006). When statisticians argue about misreported results, they limit their 

scope to a methodological level of reproducibility (Simons, 2014), however the methodological 

level is only a part of what can be reproducible when we depict experiments as experimental 

systems. 

Figure 1.6  

Overview of The Notions of Repeat, Replicate, and Reproduce as Different Levels of Artifact Re-

Use and Testing Purpose Between two Independent Teams of Experimenters. The ‘Symbol (as in 

C’) Means Alternative. Thus C’ Stands for Alternative Conceptualization. 

 
The conceptual overview of reproducibility is illustrated in Figure 1.6 and detailed with 

an example in Table 1.2. In that framework, repeat is seen as the most basic form of validation of 

experimental results. The original team and the validating team of experimenters share identical 

concepts and episodes and seek comparable results. Replication leaves more room than repetition 
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for the validating team to alternate experimental episodes while still restricted to the original 

concepts and results. Reproduce is the highest level of validation of an experiment, where the 

validating team seeks to validate the results of the original team by alternating concepts and events. 

To achieve that, the validating team might adapt the experimental resources used by the original 

team. The validating team might also opt to adapt the theoretical assumptions that are held by the 

original team, for instance, due to recent advancements in the equipment or theory since the original 

team published their results. Nevertheless, all three notions benefit from understanding the precise 

circumstances in which the original team operated. It implies that the original experimental 

resources are made available with high-quality meta-data to enable the validating team to 

conscientiously investigate the original team's assumptions, operationalization, and results. 

Also, repeat, replicate, and reproduce different levels of an experiment. Repeat is mostly 

a technical endeavor. Reproduction encompasses far more decisions and knowledge about 

experimental conditions than necessary to repeat an experiment. Table 1.2 shows each experimental 

artifact level, namely, Natural, Instrumental, Computational, Methodological, and Experimental. It 

also maps each level to equivalent artifacts found in the proteomics domain (i.e., chemistry and 

biology used to study proteins). The objective here is to show how the theory of reproducibility 

elaborated earlier refers to concrete examples in a scientific discipline. 

Table 1.2  

The levels of artifacts, each with a corresponding example from the proteomics domain 

 

While representing incomplete levels of reproducibility, reproducibility badges such as 

ACM reproducibility badges are consistent with a political and societal move towards broadening 

the impact of academic research. Nowadays, many indicators measure the impact of research, such 

as publications-focused indicators such as citations, impact factors (IF), and H-index. Recently, 

Artifact level Scope Example from the proteomics domain 

Natural Sample Blood, urine 
Technical/Instrumental Measure A Mass-spectrometer 
Computational  Software and computer 

hardware 
Proteome discoverer, Uniprot 

Methodological  Operationalization and 
Analysis 

Liquid Chromatography MS, Ion-mobility 
MS (which are two separation techniques) 

Experimental  Research Design and 
Theory 

Bottom-up mass spectrometry (MS), Top-
down MS, Native top-down MS 
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open science has addressed the problems these metrics posit for rewarding scientists and quality 

research relatively (Fecher and Friesike, 2014). Hence, making experiments reproducible and 

artifacts more open can be integrated into the performance assessment culture in science. Some 

argue that the academic system does not favor such moves towards openness, primarily because of 

the absence of rewards as making high-quality artifacts does not reflect academic performance as 

much as publishing articles (Grimes et al., 2018). 

Now that we have illustrated the inherent complexity of reproducibility and discussed how 

research data management could help research organizations achieve reproducible research in an 

open and networked open science environment; we can finally elaborate on the strategic aim of this 

dissertation, which is to seek to help laboratories design open science with the help of research data 

management.  

1.3.2 Design of Open Science Readiness in Laboratories 

Our study's ambition is to develop information technology to shape the future of RDM, 

more specific approaches and tools that can yield insights into data management practices of 

laboratories to laboratory managers, principal investigators, data stewards, and other institutional 

actors involved in RDM programs. As we will see in the next chapters, many challenges lay ahead. 

Nevertheless, we can refer to Figure 1.7 to show how we design RDM to make laboratories more 

resilient to the open science future. It starts with inquiring about national developments around open 

science. Then, we go one layer deeper and investigate data stewardship programs in organizations. 

We also note that there is a culture of competitiveness in academia doubled by a very bureaucratic 

structure. Changes at the national level introduced an agenda for open science, data management 

policies, and support at the university, faculty, or departmental level. That being said, we are not 

yet at the core of laboratory work as we are still touching upon the structure of academic institutions 

and their organizational culture. The core of laboratory work starts at the layer of experimental 

systems and rely upon instrumentation. Here, the instrumentation is seen in a broad sense: lab 

equipment, software, computational hardware, chemicals, and samples. 

There are trends in policy and research governance that converge towards enforcing the 

effectiveness, efficiency, and transparency of science. Although seeking efficiency and 

accountability in research and education institutions is quite an old question (Kelchen, 2018), these 

more recent policies have gained more visibility in new research funding frameworks, such as the 

European H2020 program. Therefore, it is vital to keep in mind that the reproduction, management, 
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and dissemination of research data falls under the bigger picture of high-quality, impactful scientific 

practice.  

Nevertheless, laboratories as organizations producing scientific knowledge are still 

misaligned with open science, partially to the significant changes in scientific practice required to 

achieve the ambitions of open and reproducible science successfully. Chapter 7 presents the 

reconciliation of research data management challenges with open science by allowing scientists to 

monitor open science readiness according to several(key) dimensions.  

Figure 1.7  

Research Organizations Depicted as a Layered Socio-Technical System 

 
The concept of readiness, primarily inspired by the digital forensics' domain, refers to the 

extent to which laboratories can respond to legal, institutional, and experimental requirements for 

preserving and sharing research data. Readiness is concerned with the capabilities of laboratories 

to manage their resources in a resilient way, meaning that laboratories comply with recent 

developments in the academic landscape, namely: openness and reproduction—more about open 

science readiness in Chapter 7. 
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1.5  Research Questions 

In this section, we detail the research design. We begin with the (main) research questions. 

Six research sub-questions divide the main research question (MRQ), each answered in a 

corresponding chapter. First, the main research question (MRQ) is a design science question 

(Wieringa, 2014). Answering a question of how to design something involves studying the 

environment, the actual design of artifacts in the studied environments, and finally, the evaluation 

in real or simulated settings through focus groups or surveys (Wieringa, 2014). Next, the sub 

research questions (coded SR) are guiding our exploration and intervention across many different 

paths. We list the research questions below and refer to the next sub-sections for more detailed 

information about each question. The research methods are described in Section 1.6. 

Further, using a socio-technical lens shapes the presentation of the results in this 

dissertation in a more understandable way. All chapters included in this dissertation tackle one or 

more STS aspects, as depicted in Figure 1.8. Figure 1.8 describes how this dissertation's research 

questions relate to a standard STS framework found in the Information Systems literature (Bostrom 

and Heinen, 1977). The STS framework links the different social and technical components found 

in organizations and technology. Research data, publications, instruments, laboratory members, and 

software are elements of a socio-technical system. Another benefit of STS is to emphasize that we 

are addressing research data management from a holistic perspective, where operational challenges 

and technology form a subset of our analysis as many other factors are to be considered. Therefore, 

the choice of a holistic perspective deepens our understanding of research data management, 

laboratory work, and scholarly communication altogether.  

Under a socio-technical view, the laboratory is seen as a workplace where scientists 

conduct experiments using theory, models, and technology. Laboratories consist of a mixture of 

closed and open systems integrate into the four STS components, i.e., structure, tasks, people and, 

technology. The components of STS shown in Figure 1.8 are structure: “Informal channels used to 

communicate and negotiate in the workplace.” (Hesketh and Graco, 2015). Then, people: “Cultural 

and other diverse groups and individuals.”. Next, technology: “The equipment, infrastructure, and 

technology.” (Hesketh and Graco, 2015). And, finally, tasks: “The combination of techniques in 

use.” (Bider and Perjons, 2017, p. 99). 

For instance, the scholarly infrastructure is open and has a codified way to disseminate 

research results through peer-reviewing. On the contrary, scientific experiments are closed systems 

isolated from any uncontrolled interference and require highly knowledgeable workers to succeed.  
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Although external events might interfere with experimental systems, the experimenters' role is to 

account for those interferences (Radder, 2012a). 

Figure 1.8  

The Chapters Included in This Dissertation Glue the Elements Of Socio-Technical Systems. The 

STS Representation is Adapted From Bostrom & Heinen (1977) 

 
 

The main research question (MRQ) stated here asks how information systems can support 

open and reproducible science. The main research question of a design science paradigm (regardless 

of its chosen flavor) is a design question where artifact building and acquisition of new knowledge 

work in concert (Thuan et al., 2019; Wieringa, 2014).  

MRQ: How can we organize research data management for preserving and disseminating 

laboratory experiments in a reproducible way? 

There are emerging design principles for managing digital resources in the infrastructure 

landscape, such as findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR) principles for data 

repositories. We qualify them as emergent as FAIR principles as research communities still discuss 

and seek to implement FAIR principles (van Reisen et al., 2019). Therefore, the design of 

information systems for open science is a novel and explorative inquiry. Hence, it is difficult to 

build upon previous knowledge by observing such information systems in use as they are simply 
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not available yet. The absence of information management systems tailored to open science invites 

us to adopt a research paradigm that allows the creation (or design) of a series of artifacts. In 

information systems research, this paradigm is known as design science research (Gregor, 2013; 

Hevner et al., 2004; Wieringa, 2014). Design science research (DSR) has several flavors that 

account for the research domain's scope, maturity, or practitioners' engagement in the DSR project 

(Peffers et al., 2007). For reasons we further explain in Section 1.6, we have opted for one flavor 

of DSR named action design research (ADR) (Haj-Bolouri et al., 2018; Sein et al., 2011). Thus, we 

want to discover and share how information systems that can help mana1ge digital resources can 

be made by others, under other circumstances, and applicable to a range of (scientific) 

environments. However, as mentioned earlier in Section 1.2, the issues we are tackling emerge from 

a very recent phenomenon in academia (hence with a very low maturity). Therefore, the overall 

study is explorative and requires some innovative approaches to conceptualize the problems and 

develop the methods and tools to collect evidence from our case study laboratory. It resulted in a 

rich set of approaches that are guided by the following research questions. 

RQ1: How can research data management contribute to efficient and reliable science? 

We have seen earlier that open science has several goals, among which reproducibility 

and transparency. Research data management is a new field of practice in academia that is put 

forward to achieve the goals of open science. Therefore, open science must be efficient (reducing 

costs and waste of resources) and useful in developing technology and practices fostering 

reproducibility. The first question is interrogating the link between RDM and OS using exploratory 

case studies.  

RQ2: What are the current challenges and practices in research data management planning? 

Research data management planning is currently the most widely used tool by funding 

bodies and research institutions to address data management at all stages of a research project.  

Submitted by researchers as part of a grant application, research data management plans (DMPs) 

are documents that state how research data will be created, preserved, and shared following laws 

and regulations that apply to the type of data involved (among other criteria). IT services and 

libraries offer support for writing and checking data management plans and funders to evaluate 

those plans. However, despite the significant role of DMPs in guaranteeing proper RDM, there are 

issues in their content and evaluation, which impede the effectiveness of RDM, which is the object 

of RQ2.   
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RQ3: How can digital forensic methods and techniques be applied to the investigation of 

artifact reproducibility? 

Researchers' ability to plan RDM for new research projects depends upon the 

understanding of (peculiar) needs for RDM related to the technology and field they evolve. At the 

same time, it is questionable whether the current state of RDM is satisfactory, and new planning 

could simply extend current practices in laboratories. The question is how we can evaluate the 

relation between RDM and direct forms of reproducibility, namely that experimental resources are 

preserved so that (potential) replication of studies is possible. As will be discussed further in 

Chapter 3, this is a heavily interpretive study, where the structure and names of data resources need 

to be carefully examined. (Digital) forensics techniques and approaches support the analysis of data 

resources present on storage systems, although their applicability to experimental resources for 

evaluating reproducibility is still challenging. Therefore, RQ3 explore the applicability of forensics 

approaches to the recovery of experimental data and position the outcomes using semiotics to 

describe RDM shortcomings at an information level. 

RQ4: What reproducibility threats occurring in experimental systems stem from vulnerabilities 

in research data management practices? 

In RQ 3, we investigated the resources (the technology) of scientific experimentation and 

scientific reports. In RQ4, we include people and organizations (e.g., scientific fields) in analyzing 

a comprehensive set of threats to reproducibility. Some of these threats are in the scope of RDM, 

and other threats rooted in scientific practice. In the end, we challenge the argument that RDM can 

make science more reproducible, at least if we account for comprehensive STS analysis of 

reproducibility. This reflection helps us scope what RDM can achieve in supporting reproducibility 

and what reproducibility aspects lay beyond RDM. 

RQ5: How can we bridge interactive data mining solutions with reproducible research object 

technology? 

Research objects (RO) are an emergent technology leveraging the semantic web to 

compile structured information about experimental processes and products. As aggregates of 

experimental products, ROs could potentially drive efforts to curate experimental processes and 

preserve them in a reusable fashion. Nevertheless, current RDM technology in laboratories (and 

university institutions) does not widely use RO capabilities. Besides, experimental work driven by 

interactive exploration of large-scale data shows the limits of making decisions explicit. The 
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division of labor between bioinformatics and biologists is an additional challenge to consider while 

developing integrated data management solutions for reproducible research. Biologists emphasize 

interactive solutions while bioinformatics opts for finer-grained, configurable software packages to 

analyze their data sets. The question is then, is there a way to bridge these two worlds while keeping 

results reproducible? 

RQ6: How can a laboratory forensics approach help achieve open science readiness? 

There is an increasing amount of (structured) data available to understand and evaluate 

scientific practices. Open science does not escape this trend (Wouters et al., 2019). RQ6 drives our 

investigation into the design of analytic systems to prepare RDM technology and practices for an 

open science future. We adopt the concept of readiness from the digital forensics’ domain, which 

was explored mainly for answering RQ3.  

1.6 Research Methods 

In this section, we introduce the various research methodologies used in this thesis. All 

the methods introduced here are part of an action design research (ADR) approach. The reason we 

use ADR is that ADR is particularly suited for developing IS artifacts in a specific organizational 

context (Sein et al., 2011). First, we describe the environment in which our studies are conducted. 

In Section 1.5.1, we elaborate on the case study approach.  Then, in Section 1.5.2, we explain our 

choice of an interpretive approach to gathering evidence about the current state of research data 

management. Finally, in Section 1.5.3, we detail our action design research approach, which is the 

overarching method of inquiry adopted in this study. 

The way we approached laboratories is comparable to previous interpretative studies, as 

found in Latour and Woolgar (1986). More specifically, we studied laboratory practices as external 

observers. We have little pre-conceptions about how scientific knowledge is produced in a 

laboratory, with limited understanding of the object of study and an emphasis on the interpretation 

of qualitative data found in laboratories. Laboratories (shortened as labs) are controlled 

environments, where properties of natural objects are transformed into facts from measurements to 

obtain (novel) insights into the inner workings of nature (Latour and Woolgar, 1986). Scientific 

knowledge production relies on documents (i.e., inscriptions in Latour’s terms) from the very early 

stages of scientific experimentation and, therefore, are described by Latour as a process 

transforming measurements into scientific facts. This process is socio-technical, as depicted by 
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Latour & Woolgar (1986). Experimental resources are a part of the documents, nowadays readily 

available in digital formats, but not always preserved and exchanged in laboratories. 

1.6.1 Action Design Research 

Action design research (ADR) is “a method for multi-disciplinary engagement to solve 

real-world problems” (Haj-Bolouri et al., 2018). ADR provides a comprehensive framework for 

collecting information about the environment in which IS scholars design and evaluate artifacts. 

ADR researchers evaluate artifacts according to their utility, as the design of new artifacts has to 

answer to an intricate organizational or technological issue. ADR is rooted in design science 

research (DSR), although ADR is more situated in the type of intervention and knowledge that 

results from applying ADR (Cronholm and Göbel, 2019). Therefore, it shares with DSR the goals 

of building (novel) artifacts, such as methods and software, to address a real-world problem (A. R. 

Hevner, 2007).  

Figure 1.9  

The Action Design Research Phases as Described in M. K. Sein et al. (2011) 

 
The ADR principles shown in Figure 1.9 form the overarching approach that guided our 

research. The seven ADR principles from Sein et al. (2011) are applied as follows: 

Principle 1 of practice inspired research determines that field problems are knowledge 

creation opportunities (Sein et al., 2011). Open science and RDM start shaping new research 

practices to which laboratory are confronted. Many questions remain open, as explained earlier. 

Therefore, our research is primarily an organizational driven attempt to understand and intervene 

in practice. 
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Principle 2 of theory ingrained artifacts supposes the use of explanation, prediction, 

and design theories (D. Jones et al., 2007; Sein et al., 2011). While this is quite challenging to 

achieve for an exploratory study, we adopted theoretical work such as semiotics (Thellefsen et al., 

2018) and experimental systems (Rouse, 2011) as well as previous (technical) approaches that 

emerged from digital forensics (Rowlingson, 2004) and research objects (Bechhofer et al., 2013), 

among others. 

Principle 3 of reciprocal shaping states that the (IT) artifacts resulting from ADR are 

interwoven with the domain of study and organizational context, each influencing one another. 

Therefore, researchers conducting ADR studies develop a better understanding of the environment 

in which the artifacts operate. 

Principle 4 of mutually influential roles is related to principle 3 because learning is also 

reciprocal among the participants in an ADR project (Sein et al., 2011). This principle is best 

illustrated by our forensic approach in a laboratory, which required many iterations and discussions 

among the authors and laboratory workers. 

Principle 5 of authentic and concurrent evaluation uses evaluation (e.g., interviews, 

focus groups) during the ADR project, while artifacts are built, and not once there are complete. 

This principle has been useful for our study at an exploratory stage. Early feedback had immediate 

effects on how we apprehended the design of artifacts such as research objects and forensics tooling. 

Principle 6 of guided emergence is the extent to which the artifact undergoes refinement 

emerging from the adoption of the earlier principles (2, 3, 4, and 5). An example of this is the 

adoption of semiotics in information quality evaluation in a revision of the laboratory forensics (LF) 

approach (i.e., the ensemble artifact), as it answered a limitation of a previous iteration of LF. 

Principle 7 of generalized outcomes is the principle where the ADR solution and its 

related problem space are generalized through a conceptual stage of formalization and learning 

(Sein et al., 2011). In Table 1.3, we illustrate the four ADR stages with our study material. We also 

show how the stages link to the chapters included in this dissertation and the role of the concluding 

chapter as covering the last two stages of ADR. 
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Table 1.3  

ADR Stages Described In (Sein Et Al., 2011) Applied To This Research 

 

1.6.2 Exploratory Case Study 

As RDM, the object of our study has not precisely been delineated at the start of the 

project, the application of interpretive methods helps shape, together with stakeholders, the 

concepts, environment, and (ultimately) technological interventions that fall under the broader topic 

of RDM for open science. Hence, the application of interpretive data collection techniques to extract 

the meaning that stakeholders give to reality is recommended (Boland, 1985; Myers, 1997). Among 

these techniques used to collect data, semi-structured interviews, and document analysis had our 

preference. We also included information gathered from conversations with laboratory members. 

While conversations were not as structured and systematic as interviews and focus groups, they 

were relevant for identifying additional documents, knowledge, or insights into laboratory 

practices.  

Qualitative approaches, such as interpretive case studies, do not exclude the use of 

quantitative analyses to adopt another perspective on the phenomenon under investigation (Klein 

and Myers, 1999; Yin, 2009). Mixed methods allow for integrating qualitative and quantitative 

Stage Explanation 

Problem 
formulation 

Laboratory members experience the openness of procedures and 
artifacts, efficient management, and reproducible preservation of 
laboratory resources as challenging. Using the lens of experimental 
systems, we envision an ensemble of artifacts for discovering 
irreproducible researcher data management practices and supporting 
open practices in laboratories to extract and monitor evidence from 
laboratories. Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 help refine the problem of 
research data management at research institutions. 

The building, 
intervention, and 
evaluation (BIE) 

The artifacts are developed in a laboratory. They serve as support for 
reflection and learning through discussion and evaluation with 
practitioners and scenarios/simulations. Chapter 4, Chapter 6, and 
Chapter 7 describe artifacts created in laboratory settings (and their 
evaluation). 

Reflection and 
Learning 

In Chapter 8, the results of the BIE stage are further linked to a broader 
context of open science in research organizations and laboratories 

Formalization 
and Learning 

In Chapter 8, the knowledge obtained is presented using theoretical 
lenses such as socio-technical and experimental systems to place our 
results into a broader context of (open) experimental work. 
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methods of inquiry for analyzing an object of study (Creswell, 2013). The mix between quantitative 

and qualitative data has been used in several chapters of this dissertation. 

1.6.3 Interpretive Approaches 

The exploratory nature of the work presented in this dissertation involved extensive 

qualitative data analysis (Ponelis, 2015). As explained earlier, RDM and open science are nascent 

phenomena, with multiple scopes and definitions that might hold in one (research) organization and 

be present in altered forms in another.  

Therefore, an important data source is expert interviews. New roles, such as data stewards, 

are emerging. Also, RDM is a novel for funding agencies and research institutions. To identify a 

broad set of constructs and processes that might affect our understanding of open science in context. 

Interview data is analyzed following grounded theory (GT) principles of sampling, coding, and 

constant comparisons (Wiesche and Yetton, 2017). With GT, we seek to obtain a more cohesive 

view of RDM in the investigated organizations. 

Next, focus groups were our approaches, and results were presented to representatives of 

data stewardship, data management, scholarly communication, and researchers. With focus groups, 

we present and discuss artifacts and results with an audience of experts. We used exploratory focus 

groups to improve the design and suggest new developments (Tremblay et al., 2010). 

Finally, forensics approaches were used in a case study laboratory. Digital forensics is the 

systematic retrieval and analysis of digital material from computer systems (Buchholz and Spafford, 

2004). Transposed to laboratories, we applied forensics techniques and designed specialized tooling 

to interpret digital material stored in the lab. We classify our forensics approach as interpretive 

since the investigated material is mainly textual and necessitates a treatment similar to interview or 

focus group data. 

1.7 Dissertation Outline 

We listed six research questions (RQ) earlier. The questions correspond to research 

articles published as papers in conference venues or articles in scientific journals. Thus, the research 

questions (i.e., from RQ1 to RQ6) presented in Section 1.5 are investigated in Chapters 2 to 7 of 

this dissertation. Besides, the six research questions into three sections. Three sections cover the 

two fundamental aspects of socio-technical systems, as described earlier. The first two sections 

cover mostly the social part, where we acquire evidence about how people develop RDM in research 

institutions. We also investigate the current state of RDM in laboratories. This principle is covered 
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in Section I and II of this dissertation. Section III offers more space to discuss technology and 

technology governance in laboratories to monitor developments around reproducible research and 

RDM.  

Chapter 1 is the introduction section. In Chapter 1, the background, research questions, 

and research methods are presented. To summarize, we are exploring research data management in 

a laboratory in the Netherlands in the context of research organizations evolving towards open 

science. Open science is a recent phenomenon that required the application of several types of 

interpretive approaches as well as the design of artifacts to analyze and intervene in the 

environment.  

Section I “Organization and stakeholders” contains Chapters 2 and 3 and deals with 

organizational and technological issues among stakeholders involved in research data management. 

First, in Chapter 2, we examine the cooperation between researchers and data managers. By doing 

so, an agenda for open data in academia is proposed based on qualitative research highlighting 

issues such as lack of proper infrastructure, accountability, legal frameworks, and rewards in 

research data management. At the same time, new roles such as data stewards and the struggles 

with data management support are investigated. In Chapter 3, a similar exploratory approach is 

used to discover how funding agencies and data management support develop a research data 

strategy in the Netherlands (Lefebvre, Bakhtiari, and Spruit, 2020).  

 
Chapter 2 is published as Lefebvre, A., Schermerhorn, E., & Spruit, M. (2018). How 

Research Data Management Can Contribute to Efficient and Reliable Science. The 25th European 
Conference of Information Systems, AIS. 

Chapter 3 is published as Lefebvre, A., Bakhtiari, B., & Spruit, M. (2020). Exploring 
Research Data Management Planning Challenges in Practice. It - Information Technology, 62(1), 
29–37. https://doi.org/10.1515/itit-2019-0029  

 
Section II “Laboratory work and experimental systems” contains Chapters 4 and 5 and 

elaborates on the concept of reproducibility in experimental science. In Chapter 4, we dive into 

data management issues from a technological point of view, showing what types of reproducibility 

issues occur in storage systems with laboratory forensics techniques described in (Lefebvre and 

Spruit, 2019b). Chapter 5 investigates reproducibility in research data management by mapping 

laboratory work and the scholarly infrastructure to a socio-technical model (Lefebvre and Spruit, 

2019a). As such, we obtain a more comprehensive view of reproducibility issues and refine 

organizational and technical aspects of reproducibility challenges in practice.  

 

https://doi.org/10.1515/itit-2019-0029
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Chapter 4 is published as Lefebvre, A., & Spruit, M. (2019). Designing laboratory 
forensics. In 18th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference on e-Business, e-Services, and e-Society, I3E 2019 
(Vol. 11701, pp. 238–251). Springer. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-29374-1_20 

Chapter 5 is published as Lefebvre, A., & Spruit, M. (2019). A Socio-Technical 
Perspective on Reproducibility. 13th Mediterranean Conference on Information Systems, MCIS 
2019, AIS. 

 
Section III “FAIR technology” consists of Chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 illustrates the 

need for designing reproducible and reusable research software with reproducible, research-

oriented knowledge discovery in databases process (RRO-KDD) (Lefebvre, Omta and Spruit, 

2015). Chapter 7 presents design principles for open science readiness in laboratories. The goal of 

open science readiness is to pave the way in the form of a research agenda for open science using 

new RDM capabilities emerging from laboratory forensics investigations. Moreover, we suggest a 

way to make forensic results accessible to a broader audience at the management level of 

laboratories and data stewards to identify weak spots in reproducibility and open scholarship in 

laboratories through the instantiation of a dashboard. 

 
Chapter 6 is published as Lefebvre, A., Spruit, M., & Omta, W. (2015). Towards 

reusability of computational experiments Capturing and sharing Research Objects from knowledge 
discovery processes. Proceedings of the 7th International Joint Conference on Knowledge 
Discovery, Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management (IC3K 2015), 1, 456–462. 
https://doi.org/10.5220/000563160456042  

Chapter 7 is currently under review as Lefebvre, A., Spruit, M (submitted). Laboratory 
forensics for open science readiness: an investigative approach to research data management. 

 
Finally, in Chapter 8, we conclude this dissertation by reflecting and formalizing the 

knowledge gained through our studies. We, therefore, complete the action design research approach 

followed throughout this dissertation. Besides, we reflect on the limitations of our approaches, our 

contribution to (open) science, and provide some insights into future work.  

We provide a summary of the approaches we followed in each chapter, the related research 

question, and the primary source of data In Table 1.4. The first chapters focus on interpretive, 

exploratory case study work, and the final chapters on design and technology.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-29374-1_20
https://doi.org/10.5220/000563160456042
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Table 1.4  

A Summary of the Research Publications Included in This Dissertation 

Chapter Goal RQ Method Data 

Chapter 2 Explore research data management 
in research institutions and identify 
critical challenges 

RQ1 Exploratory 
case study, 
Interpretive 

Twenty 
Interviews with 
data stewards 
and researchers 

Chapter 3 Explore research data management 
planning with research support and 
funding agencies.  

RQ2 Exploratory 
case study, 
Interpretive 

Ten Interviews 
with data 
stewards and 
policymakers at 
funding agencies 

Chapter 4 Explore research data preservation 
and dissemination in practice by 
reconstructing experiments based on 
storage systems and publications. 

RQ3 Exploratory 
case study, 
Design 
science, 
Digital 
forensics 

Storage systems 
and publications 

Chapter 5 Conceptualize reproducibility 
threats and provide a framework to 
understand reproducibility from a 
socio-technical lens. 

RQ4 Mixed 
methods 

Interviews with 
researchers, 
Institutional 
Survey 

Chapter 6 Explore the connection between the 
needs of bioinformaticians and the 
constraints of reproducible research. 
This exploration resulted in a 
process and tool which link 
knowledge discovery to research 
objects design 

RQ5 Case study/ 
Design 
science 
research 
(DSR) 

Two Focus 
groups with 
biologists and 
bioinformaticians 

Chapter 7 Articulate a set of (emergent) design 
principles for information systems to 
achieve open science readiness 
(OSR) with RDM capabilities. 

RQ6 Action 
Design 
Research 
(ADR) 

Laboratory 
forensics 





 

 

Section 1. Open Science in 
Research Organizations 





 

 

 Opening Science: Challenges of 
Research Data Management2F2F

1 
 

Research data management (RDM) is an emergent discipline that is increasingly receiving 

attention from universities, funding agencies, and academic publishers. While data management 

(DM) benefits from a large corpus of data governance and management frameworks adapted to 

industry, its academic counterpart RDM still struggles at identifying, organizing, and implementing 

the main functions of RDM. In this study, we explore the status of research data management at 

two research organizations in the Netherlands. We identify the leading roles and tasks involved in 

research data governance, services, and research. We show that, while the application of the 

DAMA-DMBOK functions and RDM structures are overlapping, RDM is coping with 

fundamentally different organizational structures and roles than the roles and tasks listed in 

professional DM frameworks. As RDM is developed to make science more efficient and reliable, 

it is questionable whether its current structure is adequate. We identified several issues based on 

our interviews with data managers, researchers, and librarians. For instance, at the moment, 

researchers are responsible for tasks that depend on DM expertise that they, generally, do not 

possess. At the same time, research data governance as currently implemented fails to capture the 

complexity of (professional) data management. Similarly, research data support is not well 

integrated with the vast diversity of research projects. If not addressed, these issues may impede 

any progress towards open, efficient, and reliable science. 

  

 
1This work was originally published as: 

Lefebvre, A., Schermerhorn, E., & Spruit, M. (2018). How Research Data Management Can 

Contribute to Efficient and Reliable Science. The 25th European Conference of Information Systems. 

Portsmouth. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Funding agencies are promoting an “as open as possible, as closed as necessary” 

(Directorate-general for Research and Innovation, 2016, p. 1) principle for research data 

availability. It is a matter of guaranteeing trustworthy science and more efficient allocation of 

resources by, for instance, encouraging scientific data reuse by scientists, businesses, and citizens 

(European Commission, 2016a).  This position shared among significant research funders in Europe 

are driving more substantial investments in (European) research infrastructures, the integration of 

data management plans with grant proposals and a broader adoption of open access as an option to 

publish scholarly output (Paul Ayris et al., 2016; European Commission, 2016b; Pryor, 2012; 

Wallis et al., 2013). Overall, these research governance efforts shape future directions of data 

management (DM) for publicly funded research projects.   

However, while substantial efforts have been made to deploy Open Science at a European 

level to make science more efficient and reliable (as explained further in Section 2.2), the essential 

act of publishing research data still encounters significant resistance from academics (Borgman, 

2012; Tsai et al., 2016). The problem of “opening” data, which is seen as beneficial for verification 

and reuse of existing scientific material (Lefebvre et al., 2015; Mannheimer et al., 2016; Peng, 

2011), is a striking example of one of the challenges universities or research institutes are facing 

when offering data management support to researchers. On the one hand, universities implement 

such programs utilizing data management plans (DMPs) to secure public funding in the coming 

years (Simms et al., 2016). On the other hand, researchers are coping with numerous ways of 

producing and analyzing scientific data, making research data management costly, complex, and 

diverse (Shoshani and Rotem, 2009). 

In previous research on DM in academia, several empirical studies report on results of 

surveys that show the reluctance of researchers to make data open access and the lack of proper 

means for preserving data (Fecher et al., 2015; Tenopir et al., 2011) although this type of study is 

informative to obtain more insights about the stakeholders and problematic aspects of RDM (e.g., 

storage issues, cumbersome data curation, low rewards for publishing data…), they provide limited 

knowledge about the actual deployment of RDM programs in research organizations.  

Therefore, this study investigates the deployment of existing research data governance 

and RDM programs in two research institutions (a university: UNI_CASE and research and 

healthcare organization: HEALTH_CASE) in the Netherlands using an exploratory, interpretive 

case study approach. This approach is chosen to collect experiences from data managers, librarians, 
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and researchers using qualitative, semi-structured interviews. We use the DAMA-DMBOK 

(Mosley et al., 2010) as a reference framework that standardizes best data management practices in 

the industry as a lecture grid for interpreting research data management activities, roles, and 

infrastructure in academia. 

In short, our approach aims at answering the following research question: How can 

research data management contribute to efficient and reliable science? This question implies to 

define the current state of research data management and the roles which are taking part in RDM 

programs. More, as we investigate how RDM can (positively) contribute to Open Science, several 

aspects impeding the deployment of research data management in research institutions are 

discussed.  

By investigating the “interactions” between RDM governance, RDM services, and 

researchers as they currently occur in research institutions, we aim to provide insights on the 

challenges of managing research data in a way that is compliant with Open Science requirements. 

To achieve that, we first depict the current research data management situation in two research 

organizations in the Netherlands. Next, we focus on a subset of management and governance 

activities related to the research data lifecycle: the lifecycle of research data from creation to 

publication and preservation. Finally, we discuss the most frequent issues identified by combining 

the data policy screening and the two case studies. 

2.2 Theoretical Background 

This section provides some background knowledge about data governance, data 

management, and Open Science (OS). As explained earlier, research organizations in the 

Netherlands seek to implement new research data governance rules to comply with requests from 

external stakeholders (typically funding agencies and publishers) for making valuable datasets or 

software available.  

2.2.1 Open Science 

Open science has, for the European Commission, two goals in addition to openness, these 

are (European Commission, 2016a): 

• Reliable science relates to the verification of published results. It encourages adequate 

data quality checks and, in general, better research governance and scientific integrity for 

more credible and reproducible science. 
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• Efficient science focuses on the resources needed to produce scientific knowledge. 

Efficient science seeks to reuse existing scientific material, thus limiting resource 

duplication. Additionally, it encourages the use of (web) standards, versioning of research 

artifacts, and promotes connected tools and platforms. The European Open Science cloud 

declaration illustrates the commitment to federating research infrastructures in Europe 

(Ayris et al., 2016). 

Data management also has implications for reliable and efficient science with applications 

outside academic research such as data science. For instance, the EDISON project, which 

formalized knowledge and skills of data scientists (Manieri et al., 2016),  and the BDVA reference 

model (Zillner et al., 2017) have data management as a core priority. The availability of scientific 

data to the industry and citizens in Europe places research data management and Open Science in 

direct connection to open innovation  (Chesbrough, 2012). To achieve this, two building blocks of 

RDM must be considered to maximize the quality of available research data: 

Research Data Lifecycles describe the steps research data undergoes before, during, and 

after the project is completed. There is no unified view on research data lifecycles (RDL) discussed 

in the literature. For instance, RDLs can be oriented towards data management or on data curation. 

They can also vary from field to field, e.g., geology or social sciences (Higgins, 2008; Pryor, 2012). 

Although there is no unique reference RDL, several simple steps can be extracted. These are (1) 

planning, (2) creation/collection, (3) processing, (4) analysis, (5) publication, (6) archival/dismissal, 

(7) reuse. The point of view of data curation is that research data might be repurposed for other 

projects. In that case, published data serves as input for another study, which justifies using a cyclic 

representation of research data. 

Lately, Data management plans (DMPs) are submitted by researchers as part of a funding 

agreement with a public funding agency. A DMP outlines RDM-oriented activities during the whole 

lifecycle of the data, i.e., from research design to archival (Corti et al., 2014; European Commission, 

2016b; Simms et al., 2016). Funders are not assessing DMPs as part of a grant proposal, but some 

of them, like NWO, make DMPs a prerequisite for the actual subsidy of granted projects.  

2.2.2 DAMA-DMBOK: Data Governance and Management 

The DAMA-DMBOK is an industry-standard for data management created by DAMA 

international (Otto, 2011). It arranges data management into functions that correspond to groups of 

activities: planning, control, development, and operational activities (Mosley et al., 2010). For 

instance, Data governance (DG) is “an organizational approach to data and information 
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management that formalizes a set of data policies and procedures to encompass the full life cycle 

of data, from acquisition to use and to disposal” (Korhonen et al., 2013, p. 11). The policies and 

procedures apply to strategic, tactical, and operational decision-making levels in an organization 

(Korhonen et al., 2013; Mosley et al., 2010).  

DG is the core process of Data Management (DM). DG coordinates nine other DM 

functions by exercising planning and control activities (Mosley et al., 2010). The functions 

coordinated by DAMA-DMBOK represent vital areas for managing data. These are (1) data 

architecture management, (2) data development, (3) database operations management, (4) data 

security management, (5) reference and master data management, (6) data warehousing and 

business intelligence management, (7) document and content management, (8) meta-data 

management, (9) data quality management. The DAMA-DMBOK also states that IT professionals 

and businesspeople (named data stewards) are involved in data management programs, each 

participating in one or more functions.  

Next, DM is defined as “the planning, execution, and oversight of policies, practices, and 

projects that acquire, control, protect, deliver, and enhance the value of data and information assets” 

(Mosley et al., 2010). It is to note that the ambitions of research data management (RDM) are in-

line with the definition of DM as given by the DAMA-DMBOK. In the end, RDM aims at 

enhancing the value of research data, despite the current struggles to identify quality or relevance 

metrics which could apply to datasets (Belter, 2014). RDM principles known as the Findable, 

Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) data (Wilkinson et al., 2016) are guiding RDM 

infrastructure development and practices to generate reliable, quality research data. The FAIR 

principles are endorsed by major European and Dutch funders (European Commission, 2016b; 

NWO, 2017). 

Accordingly, the initial case study design started with selecting three DM functions from 

DAMA-DMBOK, which relates to the main topics found in RDM policies. Then, we performed a 

matching based on RACI charts to identify relevant activities from RDM and link them to functions 

from the DAMA-DMBOK framework (see Table 2.1). More details about the matching are given 

in section 2.2.4. Below we present the three RDM functions which resulted from the screening of 

Dutch RDM policies. 

Research data governance: noticeably, RDM governance policies inspected during this 

case study are not articulated around functions like DAMA-DMBOK. Instead, practical points such 

as licensing, informed consent, or funder requirements are addressed. At a glance, these activities 

should be dealt with by researchers (or higher-level Faculty management), who are responsible for 
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their execution. In contrast to DAMA-DMBOK, no official equivalent to enterprise-council or data 

stewardship coordination is found, except in one data policy that is attributing (partial) auditing and 

policy development responsibilities to a “Research data office,” a center of expertise.  

Table 2.1.  

A Preliminary Matching Between RDM Activities Identified From Policy Screening and Formal 

Definitions of Data Governance, Data Operations, and Data Development Functions Found in the 

DAMA-DMBOK Framework. 

 

Research data management services regroup (1) IT support, which can be close to the 

researcher or centralized, and (2) centralized library services giving RDM workshops for 

researchers, support for writing DMPs, and more. These activities correspond to data operations, a 

function of the DAMA-DMBOK, which concentrates on data handling during the entire data 

lifecycle. 

Researchers are matched to the data development function as their activities resemble the 

most to the development activities of the data development function of DAMA-DMBOK. Although 

this function is the closest to what researchers do with data, as shown by researchers' software and 

databases in many domains, it is also the less satisfying matching to the DMBOK of all three 

categories. It indicates that the closest match for this category has no formal function defined in the 

DMBOK. Existing DMBOK functions do not sufficiently cover the activities of researchers in a 

single function. For instance, data development is not well suited to researchers only using software 

RDM Functions DAMA-DMBOK Definitions RDM Activities 

Governance 
DAMA-
DMBOK: Data 
governance 

“The exercise of authority and 
control (planning, monitoring, 
and enforcement) over the 
management of data assets” 
(Mosley et al., 2010)  

Audit, Monitoring, Ethics, 
Legislation, Funder requirements, 
Establishing Policies and Procedures, 
Selection of Standards, Licensing, 
Informed Consent, Authorizations 

Services 
DAMA-
DMBOK: Data 
operations 
activities 

“Planning, control, and support 
for structured data assets across 
the data lifecycle, from creation 
and acquisition to archival and 
purge” (Mosley et al., 2010)  

Raise awareness, Training, 
Guidelines, IT support, Data 
Management Plan support, Ownership 
support, Data stewardship support, 
Knowledge network 

Researchers 
DAMA-
DMBOK: Data 
development 

“Designing, implementing and 
maintaining solutions to meet the 
data needs of the enterprise” 
(Mosley et al., 2010)  

Collection, Creation, Processing, 
Analysis, Publication, Archival, 
Reuse, Retention, Documentation, 
Quality, Storage, Back-up, Versioning 
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or platforms. Moreover, it emphasizes data modeling, which is not a typical activity executed by 

researchers. 

2.2.3 Research Design 

We collected evidence from two different data sources, as using multiple sources is 

recommended by Benbasat et al. (1987) for exploratory case studies where cross-case analysis is 

performed. Here, cross-case analysis was the option we chose for the reasons stated earlier, i.e., 

collecting evidence from a diverse organization and a more centralized one. First, we analyzed 

research data management policies to identify the roles, tasks, and responsibilities that frequently 

occur in RDM. Next, we conducted 22 interview sessions in one university and its university 

medical center.  

Figure 2.1 shows the relations between the main concepts exposed earlier. Research data 

governance is developing policies for data management planning and assigns tasks to researchers 

and data management services. RDM services’ tasks are mainly related to supporting. Researchers 

retain most of the responsibilities of managing research data. RDM is structured as such to help the 

organization satisfy the goals of Open Science. These are the Reliability and Efficiency of science. 

These two goals are implemented in the Netherlands in research organizations (such as UNI_CASE 

and HEALTH_CASE).  

Figure 2.1. 

Initial RDM Functions Retained for Devising an Interview Protocol.  

 
2.2.4 Governance: Policy Review 

To identify several functional areas of the DMBOK, which might be of interest for 

exploring RDM, Dutch RDM policies were screened before the case studies. The sample of policies 

consisted of documents from all universities in the Netherlands, including UNI_CASE and 
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HEALTH_CASE. The policy review captures the roles and tasks of data management in research 

institutions as validated by each organization's administration board. 

In total, 13 Dutch RDM policies were scanned using a RACI chart, a type of Responsibility 

Assignment Matrix (Wende and Otto, 2007). As Wende & Otto (2007) explained, RACI stands for 

Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, and Informed. The matrix’s rows are tasks related to data 

management, and the columns are the roles. The values (R/A/C or I) indicate which type of 

responsibility a given role received for a task. A summary of the analysis is shown in section 2.4.1. 

• Responsible is unique per row in the matrix as it refers to the person who performs the 

task 

• Accountable refers to the role which has ultimate decision power over a task 

• Consulted is a role providing input before completion of the task, consult is an optional 

role 

• Informed is simply a role notified of the completion of a task, is optional 

The advantage of a RACI chart for policy review is that their interpretation is 

straightforward. The comparison of policies from different organizations makes inconsistencies in 

the attribution of responsibility very clear. A disadvantage of this technique, as we experienced, is 

that the matching between matrices containing unstandardized or equivocal roles and tasks is a 

cumbersome process for which the correctness is hard to evaluate. 

2.3 Exploratory Case Studies 

Next, we collected qualitative data employing interviews with practitioners during two 

exploratory, interpretive, case studies (Benbasat et al., 1987; Klein and Myers, 1999). The first case 

study (UNI_CASE) is a research organization in the Netherlands. The second case is a healthcare 

and research organization (HEALTH_CASE) tightly bound to UNI_CASE but having a patient care 

mission missing from UNI_CASE. A subset of the interviewees (total n=23) was recruited during a 

network meeting, attended by research data managers, held at UNI_CASE in April 2017. This 

networking event attracted participants from RDM Services and RDM Research. We had no 

interviews with members of the university's executive board (or faculties) who are formally 

responsible for developing policies and authorizing their application at an organization-wide level. 

Nevertheless, people involved in the creation of governance frameworks were interviewed in both 

organizations. 
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2.3.2 Sites Selection 

Two main strategies are guiding the selection of case study sites. The first one is 

opportunistic. We had access to a network of data managers working in both organizations, which 

facilitated interviewees' recruitment. The second strategy was theoretically grounded. UNI_CASE 

and HEALTH_CASE differ mainly due to the sensitivity of the data analyzed for research purposes. 

HEALTH_CASE started an RDM program earlier than UNI_CASE for that reason, and it has a 

stronger centralization of RDM solutions than UNI_CASE, which is a university with very diverse 

research faculties. They are not strictly speaking of two independent organizations. 

HEALTH_CASE is the Faculty of medical sciences of the university UNI_CASE. The separation 

between the faculty of medical sciences and the other faculties is common to all universities in the 

Netherlands. The two aspects of RDM in context: diversity for UNI_CASE and centralization and 

sensitivity for HEALTH_CASE. 

2.3.3 Interview Protocol 

An initial group of interviewees was contacted during a data management network 

meeting at UNI_CASE. The other interviewees were recommended at the end of the first interviews 

for their expertise in one or more RDM activities. We designed the interview protocol based on the 

retained DAMA-DMBOK functions (data governance, development, and operations), the data 

stewardship lifecycle (RDL), and tasks found in research data governance policies. Also, we 

retained two aspects of data management to discuss with the participants. The first aspect relates to 

the three DAMA-DMBOK functions. The interviewees present how data is governed and supported 

in their organization/division. At the start of each interview, participants were invited to describe 

their job (or role) to facilitate matching their profile to two of the three categories retained for this 

study (i.e., service or research).  The second aspect is focused on the connection between their tasks 

and typical stages of the research data lifecycle. Each interviewee had to discuss some of the tasks 

they perform at each stage of the RDL presented to them as a printed picture.  

2.3.4 Data Collection 

We conducted the interviews between May 2017 and June 2017. In total, we held 22 

interview sessions. The interviews were recorded and transcribed for further analysis in NVivo 11.4, 

a qualitative data analysis software. Twenty-one sessions took place in Dutch, one interview in 
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English. Table 2.2 shows the role and domain of each participant. The roles refer to the job titles of 

the participants.  

Table 2.2  

Background of Interviewees and Mapping to RDM Functions 

 

2.4 Data Analysis and Interpretation 

In this section, we describe the two types of data analyses that were executed. First, the 

policy screening (see section 2.4.1) explains how policy documents were mapped to RACI charts 

and how a meta-analysis of 8 Dutch RDM policies was made. 

2.4.1 Research Data Policy Screening 

The goal of the data policy screening is to collect roles and tasks as they are implemented 

in several research institutions. The present analysis gives a limited overview of the content of RDM 

policies. In Table 2.3, a value (R or A, as C and I hardly appear) is added when roles and their 

UN Role Domain RDM HE Role Domain RDM 

U1 1 Consultant Library 
services 

Services H1 1 Researcher Primary 
Care 

Research 

U2 1 
Information 
Manager 

Faculty Level 
IT  

Services H2 1 Product 
Owner 
1 IT Architect 

Central IT Services 

U3 1 
Coordinator 

Psychology Services H3 2 Data 
managers 

Brain 
division 

Services 

U4 1 ICT 
Manager 

Epidemiology Services H4 1 Researcher  Neuropsych
iatry 

Research 

U5 1 Librarian Library 
services 

Services H5 1 Manager/ 
Researcher  

Infrastructu
re 

Services/ 
Research 

U6 1 Librarian Library 
services 

Services H6 1 Researcher Child 
division 

Research 

U7 1 ICT 
Manager 

Epidemiology Services H7 2 Data 
managers 

Vital 
functions 

Services 

U8 1 ICT 
Manager 

Central IT  Services H8 1 Data 
manager 

Brain 
division 

Services 

U9 1 
Information 
Manager 

Geosciences Services H9 1 Researcher Cell 
screening 

Research 

U10 1 Researcher Finance Research 

 U11 1 Consultant Library 
services 

Services 

U12 1 Researcher Epidemiology Research 
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task(s) are mentioned in the documents. Also, a minimum frequency of roles and tasks is used to 

filter out roles/tasks that differ too much. They had to appear at least two documents to be added to 

this table. Some of the roles that are not passing the threshold are data protection officer, data 

steward, meaning that only one policy (out of 8) formalized responsibilities about at least one of 

these two roles. 

The small number of Dutch policies we screened has several reasons. First reason, the 

absence of a data governance policy at 2 Dutch research organizations. Besides, three other 

documents were guidelines, so not formal policies attributing tasks to defined roles. These three 

documents could not be analyzed with RACI charts, as only explicit role assignments were 

considered for screening. Finally, other medical centers in the Netherlands have a research code of 

conduct but no RDM policy could be retrieved online. 

2.4.2 Case Studies 

The interviews were recorded and transcribed into text files for further analysis in NVivo. 

With NVivo, the interviews were classified per site (UNI_CASE and HEALTH_CASE). A first 

coding lead to a mapping of statements to predefined categories (e.g., data lifecycle, reuse, general 

remarks, etc.) using 75 codes for UU_CASE and 67 nodes for HEALTH_CASE. Next, a more open 

coding process, as defined by Heath & Cowley (2004), was conducted to search for more fine-

grained information in the interviews. At a statement level, 355 nodes referred to quotes from 

interviewees from both organizations. The statement level coding was used to annotate keywords 

(e.g., agreement, awareness, data quality) and context (e.g., no formal training, data management 

costs etc.). In the next sections, we substantiate the different tasks with experiences from data 

managers, researchers, and librarians. All these categories are derived from the research data policy 

screening. They are presented in the order they appear in Table 2.3. We start with the creation of a 

data management plan (in section 2.5). 
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Table 2.3.  

The distributions of roles found per task, based on 8 RACI charts. The number between () 

indicates how many times this relation has been encountered among the eight policies analyzed 

(status of February 2017). 

 

2.5 Create a Data Management Plan 

Researchers are responsible for creating a data management plan (DMP). Results from 

the policy screening and interviewees indicate that this rule also applies to UNI_CASE. The 

separation between RDM services and researchers appears clearly for data management planning. 

At UNI_CASE, RDM services are available for help but researchers are still fully responsible for 

writing it. As explained by an RDM consultant: “We offer a review service. We do not write the 

DMP for the researcher except if it is a big project, then they can hire us. We are hired temporarily 

to make the DMP, but it is not the goal that everybody does so…” [U1]. Another consultant adds: 

“We provide a DMP check but they [researchers] need to fill it in themselves. We do not have any 

mandate to validate something. They remain responsible for their DMP and its good quality” [U11].  

Located closer to researchers, an information manager explained that support for DMP is 

rerouted to the library: “Now we have to submit a DMP with grant proposals. In that case, they 

[researchers] know where to find us and we know where to find the library” [U9]. Moreover, none 

of the interviewees from UNI_CASE could remember a DMP that would have been written without 

the request of a funder though UNI_CASE has officially enforced the use of DMPs since January 

2016 for all new scientific projects. 

Task\Role Function Researcher P.I. Faculty Executive 
Board 

Library 

Create Data 
Management Plan 

Research R (5) R 
(2) 

- - - 

Handle Data Lifecycle 
(Stewardship) 

Research R (5), A (1) - - - - 

Support IT 
Infrastructure 

Service - - R (2) R (2) - 

Support Training and 
Data Handling 

Service - - R (1) R (1) R (1) 

Monitor and Audit Governance - - R (2) R (2) - 
Develop and 
Implement policy  

Governance - - R (2) R (2) - 
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In HEALTH_CASE, however, the involvement of data managers in RDM planning seems 

stronger. Two data managers explained: “We support researchers, and we are involved in the 

creation of the DMP, […]. We help with the data collection tools, the software with which data is 

collected. This is done in collaboration with the researchers, for surveys and the data from electronic 

health records” [H3]. A manager of a computing facility for bioinformaticians confirms the closer 

involvement with researchers in their organization: “Fortunately, researchers come more often to 

us. Nevertheless, the problems arrive, through the principal investigator (PI), to the IT department 

if it is about storage or something. Fortunately, we have a direct line with IT, so we know where to 

redirect them to an information point where they know more about it. We called the person who is 

now busy with audits and data managements plans a data steward, this person is our information 

point now” [H5]. 

2.6 Handle Data Lifecycle 

A DMP describes how data will be handled during and after a research project. Handling 

research data is the responsibility of researchers (or their principal investigators). Again, some 

significant differences occur in the implementation of this rule in the two organizations. 

First, data collection and data creation are separated activities. Data collection refers to 

data gathered from already existing data sources and data creation occurs when researchers use 

data that did not exist before. Data collection is frequent at HEALTH_CASE, where operational 

data from the medical center serves as research data for researchers. The connection between patient 

data and research data is made by data managers and a centralized research data platform (i.e., a 

data warehouse). Data managers perform quality checks on the data as it is filled in by multiple 

people (e.g., nurses, doctors) and are not meant for research but care in the first place. Then, upon 

request from a researcher, an anonymized subset of the data is transferred. Two data managers state 

that the fact that operational medical data is used for research purposes have implications on data 

governance: “Data collection is really important and often different than a university because in a 

university you start with a study, you select participants and they all consent to the study and they 

participate. In a medical center, there is already a lot of data that you want to use for your research. 

This raises other questions regarding governance…” [H7]. [H5] and [H6] add that data can also be 

created by a wet lab person manipulating instruments. After, this data can be integrated with data 

from health records stored in the research data platform. 

At UNI_CASE, [U3] sometimes helps researchers with extracting data from databases and 

performs some data cleaning. In other cases, data might be collected directly via services from 
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financial companies that have agreements with the university [U10]. Another scenario is that 

external providers generate data, as it is the case for [U7], a data manager for a longitudinal study 

with a large cohort: “there are always things that are unclear, and which are not known by the 

agency [which manages surveys], so we ask them to put memo’s or codes if they do not know. And 

then it starts with the retrieval of memos and codes; we have developed all kinds of rules around 

that because the study started a long time ago. […] we also have a small data cleaning part”. On the 

sides of librarians [U5] and [U11] are involved in data collection when it concerns the reuse of 

published datasets exclusively. 

Next, as two data managers from the brain division state: “Data processing, analysis, and 

publication are done by the researchers themselves” [H3]. This statement summarizes the roles 

involved in the processing and analysis tasks. Nevertheless, in the case of consortia, tasks are 

distributed across organizations and processing might be done at another organization, as explained 

by one researcher in Neuropsychiatry [H4]. If third parties do the analysis, researchers might have 

some difficulties to understand how the data were analyzed: “If we did a part of the processing of 

data analysis for them [researchers], they come back to us asking what [analyses] you did again?” 

[H5]. In [U12]’s team (epidemiology), data managers are processing and documenting the data and 

their role are perceived as really important.  

Following the analysis step, archival was an issue at UNI_CASE and HEALTH_CASE. 

There are diverging opinions about what should be done. At HEALTH_CASE, there are rules for 

preserving raw data for five years and data for verification for 15 years. The difference in retention 

time is due to the high costs 15-year preservation of raw material would entail [H5]. An additional 

hindrance is the absence of strict rules or guidelines for archival [H7] and researchers must decide 

on what they archive and what not. At UNI_CASE, data managers and researchers are experiencing 

many similar troubles. The general rule in the Netherlands is that underlying data must be preserved 

for ten years after publication. For [U1], [U8] and [U11], nobody else than researchers are solely 

responsible for deciding about what data to dismiss after a project ended.  

Finally, reuse and publication suffer from a similar issue in both organizations. The 

Faculty of Geosciences of UNI_CASE, for instance, shares and reuses data created by others as the 

analysis methods in their field rely on measurements from different locations on earth [U9]. Then, 

archival techniques impede reusability, not all raw data can be stored, and the archive consists of a 

processed bulk [U2]. According to [H4], even internal reuse is challenging and requires contacting 

different people in their department to obtain information about where to find relevant datasets. 

None of the interviewees has put data open at the time of the interviews. In the case of long-term, 
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longitudinal studies, the cause was informed consents: “In the case of [longitudinal] cohorts, it does 

not happen. The informed consent signed 20 years ago stated that the data would not be made 

openly available. So, we are not authorized to do so. Sometimes we must explain that to journals 

too; they want us to make the data open access until now we were successful. It is not possible. The 

data is available upon request to individual researchers.” [U12]. At HEALTH_CASE, a data 

manager affirms: “I do not know how it works with open data and patient information […] I do not 

know what the rules are; therefore we are not doing it” [H7]. In short, archival issues, privacy, 

longitudinal studies with no informed consent for open data, limited space in repositories, 

commercial agreements, unclear regulations and reluctance from researchers are the causes listed 

by the interviewees not to be able to make data open by default. 

2.7 Support IT Infrastructure, Training, and Data Handling 

Two initiatives from the central IT departments exist to deploy new IT infrastructures for 

research. In HEALTH_CASE, it is mainly a data warehouse aggregating information from different 

internal sources. It was developed to provide researchers with integrated, anonymized operational 

data. Researchers have to fill in a request form where they describe their research questions before 

receiving the information, they need from data managers. As such, data managers at 

HEALTH_CASE are there to protect sensitive information hosted in the medical center. 

In UNI_CASE, technologies vary per project, disciplines, and faculties.  The Central IT 

department is developing a storage environment in collaboration with [U3]’s team. At the same 

time, [U2] explained that storage is provided as a paid service for departments inside the faculty 

but that they are not (yet) competitive against external storage solutions.  Meanwhile, [U11] stated 

that library services do not offer any storage too; they only focus on support. As a consultant 

explained: “RDM support is a combination of a university-wide program for IT and research, the 

central IT department, the T&T (teaching and research) department, legal affairs, privacy and other 

departments. It is not a formal organization but a real collaboration inside UNI_CASE” [U1]. From 

the perception of researchers, this scaffold around RDM appears far away from their more urgent 

issues. One researcher from HEALTH_CASE: “I had no contact with them [RDM support]. Who 

should be the contact point… right now, everything is really centralized but they are not the people 

that can help me if I have questions about protocols or data management plans? They are too far 

away and too generic […]” [H1].  

Nonetheless, training for managing data is perceived as a benefit for researchers: “I do 

think that at the start of the career you should receive a workshop or some education on how to 
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properly do this, this is important. A lot of mistakes have been made at the beginning which I 

wouldn’t do now…” [U11]. However, there are no DM training or workshops specialized per 

discipline of type of analyses in both organizations. The existing workshops are said to be generic 

and are directed at raising awareness of researchers about RDM topics; they lack some depth as 

argued by [H1] and [H9]. 

2.8 Monitoring and Developing Policies and Guidelines 

Monitoring and audit of research data occurred in one case: when patient data is involved. 

There is no active monitoring or auditing on how research data management is deployed in the two 

organizations by the roles that are responsible for these tasks (Faculty board and Executive boards). 

[U11] said it would take time before monitoring is going to happen, the reason given is that the 

implementation of RDM goes slowly and more time is needed to put these control mechanisms in 

place. 

2.9 Results 

In this section, we comment on the results of the policy screening and the interviews. 

Furthermore, some limitations of our approach are addressed in section 2.10. We also relate our 

findings to the IS roadmap for open data implementation (Link et al., 2017) to further guide the 

development of the roadmap. 

2.9.1 RDM Policies 

What appears from the screening outcomes, summarized in Table 2.3, and are that these 

documents do not clearly state any accountability, consulted or informed roles (apart from one 

policy in which researchers are accountable for data handling). Hence, it is not clear how tasks are 

divided among RDM stakeholders. They differ per project and are not directly linkable to roles 

present in the DAMA-DMBOK, an industry-standard for data management.  

Besides, there are several layers of data policies that are to be developed: deans and 

executive boards are both responsible for developing data management. They differ in scope, 

though. While the executive board develops a central (university-wide) policy, refinements are 

delegated to faculties which are assumed to be able to define more precise and more explicit 

regulations covering characteristics of their research data. It is to note that there is, to a certain 

extent, a discrepancy between the tasks related to researchers and those involving executive boards 

(faculties and university). It can be seen from Table 2.3 that there is an agreement to attribute DMP 
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and data handling tasks to researchers (5 out of 8) but few data policies explicitly mentioned 

infrastructure support, training and further policy developments for which libraries or executive 

boards from the university or faculties are responsible. 

Further, Table 2.3 shows that there are no specific RDM roles defined. Unlike the DAMA-

DMBOK which provides a set of 32 roles relating to DM responsibilities at enterprise and business 

unit levels, RDM reshuffles well-known academic positions (e.g., researchers, principal 

investigator (PI), deans), and appears to not regulate additional roles such as data manager or data 

steward, even if these roles actively collaborate with researchers and interact with research data 

during its lifecycle.  

Finally, no monitoring and audit procedures are present, while data management (as 

defined in section 2.2.2) has a significant monitoring component according to industry standards. 

The monitoring task, as shown in Table 2.3, refers to responsibilities to monitor policy development 

and data handling, not on formal procedures or metrics achieving this. From the case studies, we 

can also confirm that there is no active monitoring in place, except for strictly legal reasons (i.e., 

privacy): when patient data is involved.  

2.9.2 Research Data at the Medical Centre and the University 

We have seen that, for both organizations, a division of RDM in three functions: 

governance, services, and research, suffices to categorize most of the roles involved. Nevertheless, 

it is also noticeable that RDM services and RDM research can be further refined. For RDM services, 

two profiles emerged. The first, the governance supporter, profile, support researchers from an 

Open Science perspective. Their activities are constrained to post-analysis data curation, data 

management planning support and raising awareness about open data. Another profile, the research 

supporter, belonging to RDM services, is closer to operational activities that researchers are 

conducting. The former profile is related to governance support more than support for researchers. 

The latter coincides more with what can be expected from research support and encompasses data 

managers and data stewards.  

The two goals of Open Science, efficiency, and reliability are not the most prominent 

drivers for research supporters at RDM services in HEALTH_CASE and UNI_CASE. As said 

earlier, data security is the primary interest for the research data platform at HEALTH_CASE, and 

the federated storage of UNI_CASE serves archival and encryption needs of a longitudinal study. 

The same can be said about data management plans. Data management planning is done when 

required by funders, and the rule of UNI_CASE to enforce DMP for each new project had no 
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concrete effect. This might indicate two things: researchers do not see the benefit of data 

management planning (if no funding depends on it) and central data policies from UNI_CASE have 

a weak impact on changing the behavior of researchers regarding data planning.     

Governance is structured top-down in both organizations. UNI_CASE initiated a central 

policy that needs to be refined by each faculty, which is still ongoing work at this time. However, 

there is no evidence that faculties are the most optimal decision layer when it comes to managing 

research data. For instance, the institute where [U7] is located has no contact with the faculty as 

their presence in that faculty is purely administrative, the type of research and data differs from the 

rest of the faculty. Other interviewees agreed that the type of research (e.g., quantitative, qualitative) 

and type of data (e.g., commercial, medical, experimental, simulated) are significantly more 

impacting the services needed to plan and handle this data accordingly. Hence, faculty boards might 

not be a suitable basis for further elaborating on responsibilities and tasks as those tend to share 

more commonalities with equivalent analysis and data than other departments belonging to the same 

faculty or institute. 

2.10 Discussion and Limitations 

There are several limitations to this study. First, the data collection is limited in scope. 

Indeed, the preliminary RDM division in functions and roles (see Table 2.3) is established based 

on a limited number of data policies and two case studies in the Netherlands. Identifying to which 

extent similar RDM implementations exist in research institutions requires further research. 

Nevertheless, other countries where RDM has gained some maturity appear to use a similar division 

between functions. In the UK, 79% of the institutional policies “mentioned and specified” a role 

for RDM support at an institutional level, but only 37% of the 57 policies define explicit control 

(i.e., review) and responsibilities (Horton and DCC, 2016). Although control is an activity group of 

data governance according to DAMA-DMBOK, it seems that it is not systematically enforced in 

policies from research institutions, neither in the UK nor in the Netherlands. 

When the scope is broadened to North American research institutions, a study from 

Tenopir et al., (2014) highlighted that library services are indeed not intervening at a technical level 

during data analysis and provide (or are planning to provide) support for curation and data 

management plans. These activities are similar to our findings, where RDM services offered by 

librarians is mostly restrained to consultancy. We can add that consultancy is insufficiently 

regulated by RDM Governance, which tends to assign most of the responsibilities to researchers or 

academic management staff without clear rules for opening data. This absence of guidelines has an 
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impact on research supporters as well. This makes research supporters (e.g., data stewards, data 

managers) unsure about how opening data should be done, legally and technically. These findings 

lead us to contextualize the issues of opening research data into a broader agenda. At a higher-level, 

Ponte (2015) indicated that technical quality and sustainability of the open data are issues 

threatening the open data ecosystem. While the research institution we investigated work on 

increasing data quality (open or not), it is questionable whether the whole enterprise is sustainable 

if tasks and responsibilities remain vague or if control is not exercised thoroughly.  

In addition to data quality and sustainability issues, infrastructure and privacy were two 

other aspects that are perceived as being complex matters by the interviewees. The motivations for 

open data implementation introduced by Link et al. (2017) echo the goals of Open Science and 

RDM functions presented earlier. This allows us to further examine the open data implementation 

agenda under the light of our findings. The authors classified open data implementation into two 

dimensions: motivation and implementation. The four motivations we elaborate on here are 

“mandated sharing,” “benefits to the research process,” and “extending the life of research data” 

(Link et al., 2017). We do not discuss “career impact” as the focus of our case study results is more 

in-line with the three other motivations: 

• Mandated sharing: Funders, publishers, or universities encourage open data. 

• Benefits to the research process: reliability of science by facilitating the reproduction of 

results. 

• Extending the life of research data refers to the notion of efficiency of science 

introduced earlier. 

Table 2.4 shows several issues identified during our case studies and how they relate to 

the roadmap of open data implementation (Link et al., 2017). This way, real practical issues that 

are in-line with the IS roadmap are given to advance the discussions further. These are situations 

that are to be expected and which negatively impact the to-be situation of Open Science. These 

findings form discussion points to nurture IS research to become a significant role player in open 

data implementation and RDM to contribute to Open Science. 
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Table 2.4.  

Classification of our findings according to the  IS roadmap for open data (Link et al., 2017).  

 

2.11 Conclusion and Further Research 

This paper investigated how research data management can contribute to Open Science. 

Open science has two goals: reliability and efficiency of science. Both goals rely on RDM to be 

attained. At the same time, RDM is lagging industry standards on several aspects, mainly data 

governance, which stays vague on data management planning and control. For that reason, the open 

by default strategy is not applied due to regulatory and operational issues that, if adequately 

Motivation Mandated Sharing Research Process  
(Reliability) 

Life of Research Data  
(Efficiency) 

Im
pl

em
en

ta
tio

n 

Governance 
No DMP filled in if 
not requested by 
funders 

Institutional policies to 
be overridden by 
faculties and 
departments, no 
standardization of 
custom policies 

Questions arise with data 
collected from companies 
(copyrights) or with (old) 
informed consents 
(privacy), no clear 
accountability. 

Socio-
technical  
System 

Centralized 
solutions are 
developed when 
data is considered 
sensitive, open data 
itself is not 
sufficient 

Institutional storage not 
competitive with cloud 
storage, but cloud 
storage is not used if 
data is sensitive 

No clear rules for 
archiving research data 

Standards 
No standard way of 
handling data 
during the lifecycle 

Operational data or 
outsourced data 
collection might not be 
standardized 

Some “standards” are 
tailor-made for a project; 
they are not cross-
discipline 

Data  
Quality 

Data might be 
collected from 
different sources 
where researchers 
have less control 
over its quality 

Freedom when it 
comes to archive data, 
researchers are solely 
responsible 

Internal reuse difficult, 
not immediate insights on 
how data was generated 

Ethics Privacy is a reason 
not to share 

Lack of guidelines or 
infrastructure for 
opening sensitive data 

There are cases were 
operational medical data 
is used by researchers 
which influence the 
possibility to publish it 
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addressed, could ease the data publication process. The efficiency of science through better 

regulated RDM can be achieved by involving research supporters and make their responsibilities 

clearer in data policies, in which they are currently not well represented. Reliable science is 

challenged by other operational issues such as data archival and privacy. Governance supporters 

are more perceived, on the researchers’ side, as Open Science champions without the proper 

infrastructure to make RDM work. Their responsibilities and tasks must be formalized, at least as 

consulted or informed roles to foster data publication. 

Further research should collect more evidence from other research institutions worldwide 

following the policy screening and exploratory case study approach. More roles, tasks, and 

functions can be discovered and refine the three main RDM functions found in the two 

organizations. Eventually, research data management can benefit from guidelines and assessment 

instruments grounded in evidence obtained from larger-scale policy screenings and the RDM in 

diverse research institutions. 



 

 

 Research Data Management 
Planning in Practice3F3F
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Research data management planning (RDMP) is the process through which researchers 

first get acquainted with research data management (RDM) matters. In recent years, public funding 

agencies have implemented governmental policies for removing barriers to access to scientific 

information. Researchers applying for funding at public funding agencies need to define a strategy 

for guaranteeing that the acquired funds also yield high-quality and reusable research data. To 

achieve that, funding bodies ask researchers to elaborate on data management needs in documents 

called data management plans (DMP). In this study, we explore several organizational and 

technological challenges occurring during the planning phase of research data management, more 

precisely during the grant submission process. By doing so, we deepen our understanding of a 

crucial process within research data management and broaden our understanding of the current 

stakeholders, practices, and challenges in RDMP. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Public funding agencies and research institutions are facing novel challenges related to 

the management of research outputs produced in Academia. In recent years, governing bodies 

across the world have started to promote new open science policies and practices for managing 

scientific information. Unlike open access policies that exclusively promote the public availability 

of scientific articles (Chan et al., 2002), open science (OS) policies expand open access to a more 

extensive set of research outputs into consideration. Accordingly, OS includes scientific 

publications and their corresponding artifacts, such as software, data, and sample material, into the 

scope of scientific information (Ardestani et al., 2015; European Commission, 2016a). As a result, 

research data management (RDM) is introduced by funding agencies as a critical capability of 

research institutions that benefit from training programs, dedicated IT services, and new roles in 

research organizations(Lefebvre et al., 2018). 

Nevertheless, previous research on research data management planning (RDMP) practices 

has reported challenges related to a lack of knowledge about the usefulness and best practices of 

RDMP. So far, other studies have shown that (1) funder policies for RDMP are quite general 

(Dietrich et al., 2012), (2) researchers are often reluctant to disseminate curated data (Wilms, 

Stieglitz, et al., 2018), and (3) there is a lack of knowledge and detailed guidelines to support RDMP 

in research institutions (Lefebvre et al., 2018). Moreover, in the United States (US), (M. Williams 

et al., 2017) showed that requirements from US funding agencies are inconsistent and emphasize 

post-publication data management rather than foster an up-stream data strategy, which could 

guarantee more robust data management from the start of a research project. Likewise, Science 

Europe, a European association of national public funding agencies, acknowledged the complexity 

of current policies and recently proposed standardized RDMP guidelines (Science Europe, 2018).  

In this work, we investigate research data management planning (RDMP) as a function of 

research data management (RDM). RDMP is an essential part of the grant application process. In 

Europe, for instance, the European Commission has (partially) incorporated data management and 

planning in its grant application procedures for the Horizon 2020 (H2020) funding program 

(European Commission, 2016a). In Europe, for instance, the European Commission has (partially) 

incorporated data management and planning in its grant application procedures for the Horizon 

2020 (H2020) funding program (European Commission, 2016a). As part of the application 

procedure of H2020, applicants submit data management plans (DMP). A DMP is an additional 

document in which grant applicants outline how data is acquired for their research project, which 
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technology and standards they intend to use (e.g., storage, back-up, software), how data will be 

preserved and, possibly, shared and, the costs induced by additional resources and services needed 

to manage data (Michener, 2015). 

Therefore, we seek to investigate current RDMP practices in academia from two 

perspectives: a funder perspective and a research data service perspective. By doing so, we aim at 

shedding light upon existing practices and challenges in RDMP. Besides, we suggest potential 

solutions where information technology can play a crucial role in improving the review of RDMP 

deliverables. The following research question drives this study: What are the current challenges 

and practices in research data management planning? To answer this question, we follow a case 

study approach and collect experiences from representatives of public funding agencies, grant 

reviewers, and data stewards. Second, as part of the case study, we analyzed 98 data management 

sections in (draft) research proposals of projects submitted to NWO, the Dutch national science 

foundation. The goal of the analysis was to investigate whether current data management 

paragraphs reflect the ambition of producing reusable research data.  

3.2 Background and Related Work 

From the start of the digital revolution, data management has played a crucial role in 

organizations. At that time, managers became aware of the potential business value of data stored 

in companies. However, it appeared that data was also not fully integrated across information 

systems (IS) (Goodhue et al., 1988). Strategic data planning (SDP) was established as a response 

to the absence of integration of information systems in firms, which is one of the earlier attempts 

to plan information architectures integrating data sources in organizations (Goodhue et al., 1988; 

Shanks, 1997). 

The ambition to align data systems with corporate needs is still actively pursued in new 

data management practices. Accordingly, business and industry environments view data planning 

as a strategic process. Thus, the business value of data depends upon the capacity to integrate 

corporate information systems. Research data management planning (RDMP) share similar 

ambitions with data planning as RDMP aligns the production and use of research data with an open 

science strategy. However, data management in academia has not been as thoroughly investigated 

as data management in businesses (Corti et al., 2014; Lefebvre et al., 2018). 

On the one hand, research data management (RDM) refers to the management of research 

data during the lifecycle of a research project, from data creation to dissemination. Funders and 

research institutions' policies state that RDM is the responsibility of researchers. Researchers are 
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supported by research data management services (RDS). RDS consists of library services 

specializing in data management matters and metadata curation, IT services for hardware and 

software and, data stewards as an emerging role in academia, which assist researchers and research 

groups in managing data. 

On the other hand, research data management planning (RDMP) is defined here as the 

process of planning costs, (storage) technology, formats, documentation, legal matters and openness 

of data to effectively manage research data during and after (publicly funded) research projects 

(Dietrich et al., 2012; European Commission, 2016a). Often, the main deliverable of research data 

planning is a data management plan (DMP) (Michener, 2015). Additionally, data stewards are 

supporting scientists in establishing a data management plan and curate data (Hartter et al., 2013). 

The reason why data stewards hold this supporting role is that data management planning is a new 

practice for scientists who might ignore fundamental data management concepts (Lefebvre et al., 

2018). For instance, funding agencies in the Netherlands rely upon a set of guidelines focused on 

extending the life cycle of research data and producing reusable data. These guidelines are based 

on FAIR principles, which are a set of guidelines used to create Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, 

and Reusable research data (Wilkinson et al., 2016).  

DMP requirements may vary for each (public) funding agency, as shown in Table 3.1. For 

instance, depending on the funder, grant applicants need to fill in a data management section in the 

proposal, and submit an additional DMP before the grant is disbursed (e.g., NWO) or after (e.g., 

H2020). For the Dutch Research Council (NWO), the first RDMP deliverable is a section called 

data management, which includes many questions about reusable data. The analysis of data 

management sections we present in Section 3.4.5 uses those data management sections as input. 

Then, applicants submit a full DMP. A DMP answers a more comprehensive set of questions about 

RDM matters for the funded project. 

For the European Commission (H2020), the paragraph is labeled “as a data approach.” 

The data approach statement is a sub-section of the grant proposal. Additionally, both H2020 and 

NWO make use of DMPs for improving data management. 
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Table 3.1.  

Comparison of RDM Processes of National Funding Agencies 

 

3.2.1 Evaluation of Research Data Planning 

Earlier, we touched upon strategic data planning (SDP) to show how business and industry 

have sought to increase the quality of (strategic) data and extract value from their data by integrating 

information systems. We showed that a similar planning approach is recently used in academia to 

produce reusable scientific data. A significant difference between strategic planning (SDP) and 

RDMP, though, is that SDP programs are deployed inside the boundaries of firms, while RDM is 

often an inter-organizational effort between funders and research institutions. Hence, it is quite 

complex to define generic criteria and rules for evaluating the quality of research data management 

due to the variety of data produced in science. 

In RDM, quality criteria are mainly relying on FAIR principles. Recently, Science Europe 

standardized the areas of data management that data management plans should address. According 

to Science Europe, DMPs ideally cover the following aspects of data management: Data description 

and collection or re-use of existing data, documentation and data quality, storage and backup during 

the research process, legal and ethical requirements, codes of conduct, data sharing and long-term 

preservation and, data management responsibilities and resources (Science Europe, 2018).  

Agency ST DMP Process Deliverable(s) 

NOW NL Yes Data management section in 
the application then Data 
management plan four months 
after the project is granted 

Data management section, and  
the structured data management 
plan 

ZONMW NL Yes DMP after the project has 
been granted 

The structured data management 
plan 

ESRC UK Yes DMP as part of the initial 
application 

The structured data management 
plan 

AHRC UK Yes DMP as part of the initial 
application 

The structured data management 
plan 

NSF US Yes DMP as part of the initial 
application 

The data management plan of a 
maximum of two pages, 
directorate-specific 
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3.3 Method 

We conducted an exploratory case study in the Netherlands. We collected data using ten 

semi-structured interviews with representatives of funding agencies and research data management 

services in the Netherlands (national level) and one interview with the European Commission, 

which funds research at the European level through ERC and H2020 funding programs. The list of 

interviewees is shown in Table 3.2. Interviews lasted approximately 45 minutes and were either 

conducted face to face or remotely on Skype. All interviews were recorded after obtaining the 

approval from the interviewees, who signed an informed consent form. 

Table 3.2.  

Organization, Experience, and Role of the Ten Interviewees. Identifiers (ID) are Used in the 

Results Sections to Refer to the Interviewees. 

ID Organization Experience Role 

F1 Government Agency 4 years Grant support 
F2 Dutch Funder 7-8 years Grant evaluation 
F3 Dutch Funder 8 months Policymaking 
F4 Government Agency 7-8 years Policymaking 
F5 European Funder 4 years Grant evaluation 
R1 University/Medical Centre 2 years Research support 
R2 University/Medical Centre 3 months Research support 
R3 University/Medical Centre 10 years Research support 
R4 University/Medical Centre 5 years Research support 
R5 University/Medical Centre 4 years Research support 

 

The interview protocol contains seven items. The first two items focus on the grant 

application process and aim at comparing different review processes per agency. The next three 

items question the criteria for judging the quality of data management planning. These questions 

help to determine what criteria are used for evaluating data management plans. Finally, the last 

three items falling under the challenges of data management planning ask the interview participants 

to describe technical and organizational challenges that occur in practice. The interview protocol 

was structured, as shown in Table 3.3. 

The ten interviews were recorded, transcribed, and anonymized. The transcribed text 

version was subsequently analyzed with support from NVivo software (version 12.5). Interview 
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transcripts were classified by type of organization. There are two organizations in the sample: 

funding agencies (F code) and research data management services (R code). In total, we coded the 

transcripts with 299 nodes in NVivo to structure the interview data from the (English) transcripts. 

Examples of such nodes are tools (such as DMPOnline), feedback on DMP, legal issues, and 

metadata. Next, we categorized those nodes into overarching groups of concepts, namely: 

checklist/completeness, openness, FAIR items, data archiving requirements, metadata, domain 

subjectivity, learning process and, institutional support.  

Based on the interview results, which are shown in Section 4, we manually screened 98 

proposals where a data management paragraph section is to be filled by grant applicants. There, we 

have seeking to classify proposals according to the reusability criteria communicated by the 

interviewees. The results of the grant proposal analysis are found in Section 4.2.  

Table 3.3.  

RDMP Interview Protocol 

 

3.4 Results 

In this section, we present the results of the interviews (see Section 4.1) and the analysis 

of the data management statements in 98 grant proposals (see Section 4.2). 

3.4.1 Interviews 

In this section, we present the results of the interviews. This section is divided according 

to the main categories of the interview protocol, which are: grant application process (Section 

Grant application process 
1. Would you please describe the grant application procedure within your agency and 
how you proceed with the applications? 
2. Why is it important to have a DMP in the proposal phase? 
Quality of data management plans 
1. Do you believe that grant applicants pay enough attention to the DMP? 
2. What feedback do you provide to researchers about DMPs? 
3. Would you please explain in detail how DMPs are reviewed before submission (or 
evaluated after submission)? 
Challenges of data management planning in practice 
1. What are the challenges in reviewing the DMP? 
2. What could help you more to overcome these challenges?  
3. Are you aware of any suitable software for RDMP? 
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4.1.1.), quality of data management plans (DMPs), in Section 4.1.2., and challenges of research 

data management planning (RDMP) (Section 4.1.3.). We noted that there is a variety of grant 

application processes. In our study, two types of processes were identified. The first process is when 

a data section is submitted with the proposal, and more complete DMPs are only required after the 

project has been granted. The second process only requires a data management plan. 

3.4.2 Grant Application Process 

As the interviewees explain, the goal of these two deliverables is different. The data 

management paragraph is used to create awareness, and the data management plan is an elaborated 

document where successful applicants give more detail about data management matters. “so those 

are very general questions, and NWO also accepts general answers to those questions they are not 

going into too much detail because that is something that will come along when the grant is 

awarded. [...] if the grant is awarded, the researcher has to submit the data management plan within 

four months, and he or she cannot start the project until the DMP has been approved, so then things 

will be in more detail in DMP” [R4]. 

An interviewee F3 employed by a funding agency confirms that data management plans 

are more elaborated than paragraphs and have to be submitted later on: “But the main aim is to 

create awareness of the importance of good research data management. After the project is awarded, 

only the project leaders are requested to write a DMP according to the template the funding agency 

has, and, in that plan, they have to elaborate on the four questions they have answered in the main 

application form”. 

When a paragraph is not needed, funding agencies still expect researchers to be aware of 

data management matters though this requirement is not formalized in a specific section in the 

proposal. As explained by [F2], the paragraph has been removed from the proposal as “we did it 

before, but we did not do anything with it, and then we said if we do not do anything with it then 

why we do it, so we put it at the responsibility of researcher to take care of this part. I must admit 

that the researchers are very busy. They will not do that, but we strongly believe, and we strongly 

encourage that this is the own responsibility of researchers.” 

3.4.3 Quality of Data Management Plans 

Next, we seek to extract a set of quality criteria for research data management plans, the 

main deliverable of RDMP during the submission of grants. We grouped the quality criteria in three 
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categories: completeness of the document, openness, and showing that a data management plan is 

a living document, which means that researchers announce that they will keep the DMP up to date. 

The completeness of DMPs is a recurrent criterion appearing in the interviews. For 

funders and data services, a complete DMP shows that researchers thought seriously about data 

management matters. As explained by the interviewees: “Our main concern is completeness and 

whether the impression that the researchers have really thought about their data” [F3]. “if this type 

of basic things are missing or are explained in a very general way and not detailed, so this kind of 

check is more like a completeness check” [F5], “When it comes to DM plan I try to check whether 

they answered the questions and whether their answer is complete because if the questions have 

several parts, they [= researchers] tend to answer the first part and they tend to forget about the 

second part” [R4]. 

Regarding openness and exchange of research data, grant applicants might state in a DMP 

that their data will be exchanged between partners in a research consortium but not be necessarily 

made available outside the consortium, as explained by [F1], “there is still the option of opting out 

from openness of data, and a DMP is also focused on the exchange with consortium partners.” The 

absence of justification on why data is not made openly available might lead to the rejection of the 

data management plan, as it happened to [R2]: “researchers say they will not open their data and 

they do not say why. So, the agency will get back and say, please explain why your data is not made 

openly available”. When grant applicants mention closed data without justification, it happens that 

funders reject the DMP as they believe that researchers should at least share a part of their data “we 

always advocate this idea of maybe you cannot share all of your data, but certainly, there is some 

data that you can share. Then you choose a mixed access regime: part of it is open access, part of it 

is restricted access. But it always needs to be findable, and it is always good description and license 

or how to access it and, who can access it and what is possible to do with it, who to contact if you 

cannot get direct access and if they like to use it in follow-up research and so on... So, research 

funders could be more demanding than they are at this moment it may be a matter of time”. 

Nevertheless, according to [R5], competition for grants play a role against openness: “in my 

opinion, there is a controversy between open science and the competition within the disciplines as 

well because in one hand you are competing with others to get the grant then you are asked to put 

all your data open.” 

Submitting a data management plan is not the end; funders expect to receive future 

updates during the project. As explained by [R4], “you can simply start with the project, and within 

the six months, you were supposed to deliver your first version of DMP where the two standards 
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agree on that the DMP is a living document. You have strict deadlines for delivering the first 

version, but you should also deliver an updated version when there is a major change that is relevant, 

for instance where you planned to collect certain data, which is no longer possible or when for 

instance a partner that has strong impact on the data quite the consortium and stuff like that”. In 

practice, we did not collect evidence that researchers indeed do DMP updates once the grant is 

received, on the contrary. Interviewee [R2] states that “No, we usually lose track of the researchers 

after they submit their DMP. Sometimes I run into them and ask them, and they keep me up to date. 

But we do not actively ask them about the DMPs after they had come to us for help”. 

3.4.4 Challenges of Data Management Planning in Practice 

As mentioned earlier, the review of DMPs is still in an early phase, and that involves a 

learning process between funders, data stewards, scientists. More specific challenges identified in 

the interviews are discussed hereafter. 

First, reviewers have no specific guidelines, especially for helping researchers with FAIR 

principles. “So, these principles need to be operationalized, maybe more concrete, but at the 

moment they do not. Often, it is not clear what it is, what we need with findable, accessible, 

interoperable, reusable. We have some ideas, but we still need some guidelines, you talked about 

guidelines, but with this, we still need a lot more guidance” [R3]. 

Also, the absence of specific guidelines affect funding agencies as funders cannot provide 

feedback, “I think in the procedure we have right now it does not happen that often that researchers 

receive detailed feedback on their DMP as I explained earlier, we have more check on the 

completeness and adequateness of the answers but the [organization employing F3] has not this 

capacity as the average employee is not a data manager”. Some funders promised feedback but also 

encounter issues with the required expertise: “Another problem with encounter is that we promised 

to give feedback on a DMP so that means that my colleagues have to know something about DM 

because they have to give feedback on DMPs” [F2]. 

Besides, there are only limited efforts put in planning data due to the low probability of 

obtaining a research grant. [R1] often sees researchers dealing with data management as a last-

minute effort: “my experience at data section in the university was more or less the very last part of 

the proposal that was written, it was mainly a copy-paste effort because we provided some template 

so there is not many individuals or thoughtful effort there because that is when the DMP actually 

needs to be written. So, for the data section, it is more or less a copy-paste effort that the RDM team 

or other support team provided”. [F1] concurs as this phenomenon is quite apparent in projects 
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depending on the organization of consortia: “And then it is really difficult to also include their 

opinion in the data and data management plan in time for submission. You see the same thing 

actually happening also with the consortium agreements which are most of the time also signed 

after the proposal is granted and it is kind of interesting that also the commission looks for the 

additional effort before submitting a proposal without even knowing whether a proposal will get 

granted”. 

Another point of concern that funding agencies are aware of is that researchers lack the 

budget for RDM to make data available for the long term (after the project). At the same time, 

funding agencies expect the funding of long-term preservation to be a contribution from research 

institutions, as explained by F3: “a researcher can budget the management of research data within 

the project but of course not after the project has ended... Then it comes really to the budget of 

research institutions themselves, and I do not yet have a clear view on the availability of funds on 

an institutional level yet. I really can imagine that for some research, this is a problem, but also, we 

think that the university should invest in providing funds to store data for 10 years” [F3]. 

Lastly, there are academic disciplines where researchers lack knowledge about research 

data management solutions. Moreover, not only researchers lack insights into RDM matters. Also, 

when legal issues such as privacy are involved, it appears to be challenging for employees of 

research data services to provide the right support to researchers: “sometimes researchers are not 

aware of the technical possibilities of storing data on the network. When they do field research, 

they store data on the laptop, for instance, with all the possible dangers. Second, they are not aware 

of the technical possibilities when it comes to storing large data sets. They are very much surprised 

if they hear they can put up to terabytes without any costs on the network disks of our institution 

[...] sometimes we notice that they buy their own external hard disk because they just have the 

assumption that they do not have enough disk space.”. In addition to proper infrastructure, legal 

knowledge is also not trivial to find at the side of research data services, as [R2] states “and personal 

data for the most parts, it is not my strong point I mean I am really trying to dive in to it. But that 

is the most delicate one because there is an actual legal requirement to protect data and these things 

and not only, I might not be knowledgeable about it. I mean... I know quite a lot about it, but I am 

not a lawyer. But also, researchers often come to you with I do not have personal data. And you 

know that clearly, they do, they do interviews, and so then you are telling them hey you have 

personal data and sometimes trying to explain that there are some issues. There are quite a lot of 

things that you change because you have personal data. These can possibly be the problem”. 
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3.4.5 Grant Application Analysis 

The study of the data management section in grant proposals aimed at exploring how grant 

applicants intend to plan research data management, and more specifically, how they intend to 

satisfy the reusability criterion set by funders. What can be seen from Figure 3.1 is that 42 data 

management sections in grant proposals met the requirements of reusability (as shown in Table 

3.4). Nevertheless, 52 grant proposals (out of 98) did not contain an answer or a very generic answer 

to the proposal section dedicated to RDM.  

Figure 3.2  

The Results of the Manual Inspection of 98 Data Management Paragraphs 

 

Table 3.4  

Criteria for the grant application analysis 

  

Criteria Description 

No text The grant applicants have not answered the data management paragraph 
Generic The modalities of data reusability are not explained clearly, or the grant 

applicants indicate that the data is partially not reusable 
Reusable Grant applicants explain how their data will be reusable 
Not reusable Grant applicants explicitly state the data will not be reusable and open 
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3.6 Reflection and suggestions 

We conceptualized the context of research data management planning in Figure 3.2, where 

we see that data management plans play a central role in research data management planning 

(RDMP). The main criteria presented by the interviewees are that DMPs must be complete, describe 

relevant metadata standards, and address the (absence of) openness of the research data produced 

during the funded project. Further, the ideal situation is that data management planning remains 

synchronized with the project, so any updates must be communicated to the funder. Research data 

services are depicted as a ”boundary-spanning role” (Hislop et al., 2018), where the objective of 

data management services is to translate the funder’s requirements into acceptable DMPs and, 

subsequently, proper RDM in practice. Unfortunately, a key lesson from the interviews is that this” 

boundary-spanning role” is currently limited by the unavailability of appropriate guidelines and the 

capacity to provide feedback.  

Figure 3.3.  

RDMP context where funders and grant applicants interact with research data management 

planning (RDMP) supporters at universities 
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Furthermore, we provide an overview of the criteria that lead to satisfactory data 

management sections in grant proposals, i.e., the items that should be addressed by grant applicants. 

A list of items corresponding to the reusability criteria is shown in Table 3.5. The suggestion is to 

use the corresponding feedback to grant applicants before the proposal is submitted, with automated 

feedback technology using natural language processing (NLP) techniques. With automated 

feedback, the paragraphs in a grant proposal are divided based on a template of the proposal 

containing the questions to be answered by applicants. Then, sentences are selected, and queries are 

run on each sentence related to the RDM section. Examples of queries written to extract data from 

full-text paragraphs are:  

 
["LOWER":"Publicly","LOWER":"available","LOWER":"archive","POS":"NOUN"],["

LOWER":"partly","DEP":"advmod","LOWER":"available"]. 

 
In case an item, as shown in Table 3.5, is missing, feedback corresponding to the category 

found in the document can be shown to grant applicants. In the end, the user can see the comments 

on the DM section as well as the rest of the proposal on his/her screen. So far, this approach has 

been preliminarily evaluated with “Impacter,” an automated feedback tool on grant proposals 

(https://impacter.eu/). Hence, software solutions such as Impacter could further implement the 

items and corresponding feedback to also address research data management planning in grant 

proposals. 

From the interviews, we observed that research data management planning is still at an 

early stage, where the goal of reusable scientific data is not yet fully supported by efficient planning 

processes and clear quality criteria. A lot of expectations are put on the shoulders of grant 

applicants, i.e., the researchers, but, at the same time, the technological infrastructure for RDMP is 

not yet fully functional. The fact that RDM and RDMP are complex for researchers has been 

investigated by a number of previous studies, for instance, (Akers, 2017; Borgman, 2015). Our 

study confirms the view of RDM as a network of stakeholders, institutions, and individual grant 

applicants with competing interests, sometimes leads to the production of non-reusable data. 

Moreover, we covered a perspective of RDM where little previous research exists, as most 

studies focus on funders, researchers or, data services independently (Borgman, 2012). As such, we 

depicted that RDMP is an ongoing effort where data services also possess a mediating role between 

researchers and funding agencies, keeping funders informed of concrete issues occurring in 

practice, which then lead to the revision of funding policies. 

https://impacter.eu/
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Table 3.5  

Summary of items expected for reusable data by funders and data management services 

 

As a suggestion of future work, one might investigate how technological solutions like 

automated feedback generation with natural language processing might circumvent some of the 

knowledge issues experienced by funders, data services and researchers. Data reusability can be 

operationalized using the quality criteria of funders, as shown in Table 3.5. For instance, funders 

might expect that trusted digital repositories support compliant metadata standards, which then 

leads to an increasing the findability of the data. Such technology could implement entity 

recognition or more straightforward dictionary-based approaches to detect the presence or absence 

of these elements in data paragraphs and data management plans. The underlying reason is that we 

are far from being able to evaluate the effectiveness of RDMP without having insights into the 

outcome, i.e., the reusability of the data. Therefore, future studies should seek to systematically 

Item  Corresponding feedback 

Data format  What documentation do you need to make your data format more authentic 
and transparent [R1]? If your data do not have a common form, please 
provide a relevant convert tool [F1].  

Persistent 
Identifier 

The DOI code and catalog and repository and data format are the critical 
requirements of Data Management for your project [F2]. "Thinking of a 
good license is indeed not really a challenge but you need to do it!" [F4] 

Metadata Metadata is important for the findability of data [R4]; to produce reusable 
data you need to be more specific about metadata. You can follow Dublin 
Core or Data Cite standards [R4, R2, F3].  

Repository 
standard 

"Most repositories they do confirm at least Dublin core standards" [R4]. You 
can find a list of trusted repositories on the funder’s or university’s website 
[R4, F3, R3]. 

Domain-
specific 
Repository  

Data management in different research fields varies a lot and domain experts 
will be reviewing your data management plan later [F5]; therefore, you have 
to comply with the demand of your faculty [R5] and get domain-specific 
guidance [F4]. 

Certified 
repository 

Open access repositories are able to keep your data even after the project! It 
is better to calculate the cost of your data maintenance during and after the 
project [F3, F5, R1, R3]. 

Licenses Dataset needs to be findable and have a good description and license or how 
to access it and who to access it and what is possible to do with it who to 
contact if you can’t get direct access [F4] 

Empty 
Paragraph 

At this point in time, you need to talk about the basics of your data 
management [F1]. The DOI code and catalog and repository and data format 
are the critical requirements of Data Management for your project [F2].  
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study data management plans to obtain a better view of the extent to which DMPs comply with the 

criteria for reusable data. 

Additionally, we covered a perspective of RDM where little previous research exists, as 

most studies focus on funders, researchers or, data services independently (Akers and Doty, 2013; 

Corti et al., 2014). In Figure 3.2, we summarize the findings of the case study. As such, we depicted 

how RDMP is an ongoing effort where data services also possess a mediating role between 

researchers and funding agencies, keeping funders informed of concrete issues occurring in 

practice. 

However, a limitation of our exploratory study is the limited number of funding agencies 

and representatives present in our sample. Still, we aimed at offering insights from outside of the 

Netherlands by including the perspective of the European Commission by interviewing a 

representative of the H2020 funding program. As we provided the questionnaire, we hope it will 

foster follow-up studies to conduct additional interviews in other EU countries and elsewhere, to 

provide a deeper understanding of the variety of grand application processes, and RDMP more 

specifically. Next, we saw that our findings corroborate studies covering other states than the 

Netherlands in terms of challenges found in Williams (M. Williams et al., 2017). Williams et al. 

found a similar trend indicating that funders and services focus on reusability and sharing but less 

on particular aspects during the project. That being said, none of the previous work attempted to 

cover the perspectives of funding agencies and data services, highlighting the reciprocal learning 

process in which both funders and data services co-evolve. 

Another limitation is that we focused on the sharing aspect of research data, as it is the 

aspect that is emphasized in grant proposals. As such, the knowledge gained from the interviews is 

limited to data sharing, but other elements of RDM could be considered as well. Corti et al. (Corti 

et al., 2014) described additional aspects than data sharing, which are essential to address during 

the planning phase: responsibilities, formatting, storing, ethics, copyrighting and, sharing. These 

aspects could be investigated more in-depth by analyzing data management plans instead of grant 

proposals, which were limited to data sharing and reusability in our case. 

3.7 Conclusion 

To conclude, research data management planning (RDMP) has many ongoing challenges, 

which makes the evaluation of its soundness and effectiveness to generate reusable data a complex 

task. Furthermore, while there is an agreement of our interviews to expect research data to be 

reusable, the practicalities and criteria might differ. So, we have identified differing planning 
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processes, non-standard quality criteria, and a series of complex challenges occurring during the 

planning phase. At the same time, we have integrated recurring points of improvements from our 

respondents into actionable criteria to ensure that RDMP is addressing data reusability properly. By 

doing so, we have strived to contribute to a better understanding of RDMP as a crucial process 

within research data management. 



 

 

Section 2. Experiments and 
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 Opening Laboratories: 
Evaluating Replicability of Experimental 
Resources 
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1 

Recently, the topic of research data management (RDM) has emerged at the forefront of 

Open Science. Funders and publishers pose new expectations on data management planning and 

transparent reporting of research. At the same time, laboratories rely upon undocumented files to 

record data, process results, and submit manuscripts that hinder repeatable and replicable 

management of practical resources. In this study, we design a forensic process to reconstruct and 

evaluate data management practices in scientific laboratories. The process we design is named 

Laboratory Forensics (LF) as it combines digital forensic techniques and the systematic study of 

experimental data.  We evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of Laboratory Forensics with 

laboratory members and data managers. Our preliminary evaluation indicates that LF is a useful 

approach for assessing data management practices. However, LF needs further developments to be 

integrated into the information systems of scientific laboratories.  

 

This work is an extended version of the paper originally published as: 

Lefebvre, A., & Spruit, M. (2019). Designing laboratory forensics. In I. O. Pappas, P. Mikalef, 
Y. K. Dwivedi, L. Jaccher, J. Krogstie, & M. Mäntymäki (Eds.), 18th IFIP WG 6.11 Conference on e-
Business, e-Services, and e-Society, I3E 2019. Trondheim, Norway: Springer. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Research data management (RDM) is a pillar of sound data preservation and 

dissemination practices as encouraged by Open Science (European Commission, 2015). However, 

RDM has not (yet) reached the maturity of data management in the industry in terms of research, 

governance, and technology (Lefebvre et al., 2018). These ad-hoc RDM practices result in digital 

resources being inconsistently preserved in laboratories, thereby increasing the complexity of 

finding and accessing research data by laboratory members and external parties (e.g., reader, 

reviewer, another laboratory).  Therefore, the consistent documentation of research processes, 

preservation, and dissemination of the artifacts created is still a complex challenge (Bechhofer et 

al., 2013).  

It can be argued that finding experimental data on storage systems in a laboratory is similar 

to finding any evidence on any computer. As the original author of the files, a quick scan of the file 

hierarchy is enough to recover most of the files mostly needed for a given purpose. For instance, 

finding a file to send with an e-mail does not require an advanced process to locate, verify, and 

validate the files to send to a correspondent. 

In contrast, when laboratory members are responsible for storing research data, it may be 

difficult for a third party to interpret the file hierarchy and identify relevant files (Federer et al., 

2018). In a scientific laboratory, it is not uncommon that files created by a laboratory member need 

to be retrieved by others, for instance in the case a corresponding author has to respond to a request 

from another laboratory to access data (Collberg and Proebsting, 2016). At this point, the 

convenience of a simple file system becomes a significant limitation; the reason is that the 

understandability of the file structure largely depends on the efforts of the original authors to 

organize their folders and files. 

Once experimental results have been published by a laboratory, the scientific community 

also benefits from available computational work. As noted by Peng (Peng et al., 2006), any attempt 

to reproduce published results require the availability of the original artifacts produced by the 

authors. In an era where computer technology has invaded scientific laboratories, few experimental 

works can avoid analytics software to study natural phenomena  (Stevens, 2013). Still, the resulting 

publications often refer to a limited number of the original digital resources, if any (Federer et al., 

2018). Consequently, the reusability and replicability of published experiments remain challenging 

due to the lack of available original computational resources (Ince et al., 2012).   
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In this paper, we present the outcomes of a design science research (DSR) study focused 

on the design of a forensic approach which evaluates the functional repeatability and replicability 

of publications based on digital resources preserved on storage systems in a laboratory. The name 

of the approach is “Laboratory Forensics” as it combines digital forensic techniques on digital 

evidence. As further explained in Section 4, we aim at providing a set of artifacts that data managers 

and laboratory members can use to optimize the maximal availability of experimental evidence 

associated with scientific publications. 

The main contribution of this work is a set of forensic techniques applicable to the 

extraction of experimental data from laboratories. Moreover, the outcomes of several forensic cases 

are evaluated with laboratory members and data managers in one university. By this, we show the 

feasibility and utility of laboratory forensics. The research question guiding this work is “How can 

digital forensics techniques be used to assess the reproducibility of scientific experiments?”  

The paper is structured according to Hevner’s s DSR model (A. R. Hevner, 2007). More 

information about DSR is given in Section 4.2. Briefly, the structure of the paper revolves around 

DSR rigor, relevance, and design cycles. In the literature review section (Section 4.3); we present 

digital forensics and experimental systems, both of interest for the rigor cycle (A. R. Hevner, 2007). 

Then, in the Design section, we describe the outcomes of the evaluation of the laboratory forensics 

approach on four cases (i.e., publications). Finally, we discuss future research and conclude in 

Section 4.7. 

4.2 Design Science Research 

Design science research (DSR) addresses organizational problems by designing useful IT 

artifacts such as software, methods, models, or design theories (Gregor and Hevner, 2013). Hevner 

(A. R. Hevner, 2007) describes a design process that consists of three cycles named the relevance, 

design, and rigor cycles. The three-cycle DSR aims to ground artifact design in rigorous 

construction and evaluation methods. Figure. 4.1 shows a typical three-cycle model adapted to the 

study presented in this paper. 

In DSR, the rigor cycle draws upon a body of knowledge named “knowledge base.” There, 

design scientists describe the theories, processes, and evidence used to justify and evaluate a 

designed artifact. We explain further the domain and methods which are included in the rigor cycle 

in the next section. Similarly, we elaborate on the relevance cycle in the domain relevance section, 

where we give more details about the context of data management in scientific laboratories and the 

evaluation criteria adopted in this study. 
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Figure. 4.1 

The Three Cycles of a Design Science Project, Based on Hevner (2007) 

 
4.3 Literature Review: The Rigor Cycle 

In this section, we elaborate on two key aspects which drive our DSR study. First, we 

introduce digital forensics. Next, we briefly present a general view on the process and system of 

scientific experimentation. 

4.3.1 Digital Forensics 

Digital forensic science (DFS) has been defined as: “the use of scientifically derived and 

proven methods toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, 

interpretation, documentation, and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for 

the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal or helping 

to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned operations”, p.16 (Palmer, 

2001). In other words, DFS employs an ensemble of techniques to transform digital resources into 

evidence usable by third parties in a convincing way. DFS often relates to (cyber)criminal activities. 

Hence the outcomes of DFS investigations serve judiciary systems by reporting on digital evidence 

found on computers involved in criminal activities  (Casey et al., 2013). As we will explain in the 

design section, the constraints of reliability and rigorous reporting found in DF investigations form 

a strong basis of rigor to transfer DF techniques to scientific laboratories. The reason to investigate 

laboratories with DF techniques is twofold: one is reactive (i.e., something happened) and another 

proactive. The former refers to the investigation of the preserved evidence underlying scientific 

publications to reconstruct past experiments. The latter refers to digital forensics readiness, a field 

of DF which prepare information systems to deal with external threats (Rowlingson, 2004). In the 

context of Open Science, this translates to evaluating the readiness of data management to comply 
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with the production, proper preservation, and, dissemination of high-quality scientific data (P Ayris 

et al., 2018). 

Table 4.1  

Forensic Processes All Converge Towards a Stable Set of Activities 

Step Årnes   ENSFI Casey Candidate techniques 
(Palmer, 2001) 

1 Identification Identify Preparation and 
Preservation 

Audit Analysis, Case 
Management 

2 Collection Acquire Extraction and Storage Sampling, Data reduction 
3 Examination - Examination and reporting Filtering, Pattern matching 
4 Analysis Analysis - Statistical, Timeline 
5 Presentation Report Sharing, correlating, and 

distributing 
Documentation, Impact 
statement 

 

What can be seen from Table 4.1 is that the DFS process described by Årnes (Årnes, 2017) 

is more refined than the two others. The reason is that Årnes makes a distinction between the 

examination and analysis phases. This distinction is facilitating the decomposition of the forensic 

process into clearly defined steps. Also, this distinction refines the categorization of candidate 

techniques that are used at each stage of the process suggested by Palmer. Candidate techniques are 

methods from other disciplines that belong to an analysis step in digital forensics (Palmer, 2001). 

According to Årnes, a DF investigation starts with the identification of the data sources. 

The next step, i.e., collection, is the actual extraction of the evidence from existing storage systems. 

Collection requires an image of the disk of interest to the investigators as it would be impractical 

and even hazardous (e.g., unexpected modifications of files) to investigate the laboratory storage in 

use. Once the evidence is isolated from a computer device, the examination phase locates potential 

evidence. After the investigators have recovered potential evidence, the analysis phase takes place. 

The last step, presentation, is the translation of the findings into a format that can be understandable 

by the practitioners.   

4.3.2 Laboratories and Experimental Artifacts 

Scientific laboratories are standard organizational settings encountered in natural sciences 

such as Physics, Chemistry, and Biology (Franklin and Perovic, 2016; Weber, 2018). At their core, 

laboratories are organizations producing scientific knowledge by designing and operating 

experimental systems. Experimental systems are closed systems that enable the observation of 
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natural phenomena with an ensemble of equipment, theory, and human intervention (Radder, 

2012a).   

Moreover, experimental systems produce intermediate products from experimental events 

that are not part of the (communicated) output. These products are, for instance, exports from data 

analysis software, manuscript’s drafts, quality controls, interactions between technicians and 

researchers (i.e., experimenters) and computer scripts. The association for computing machinery 

(ACM) has highlighted the need for a better assessment of the quality and availability of digital 

artifacts underlying publications (ACM, 2018). The ACM classifies artifacts in two categories: 

functional and reusable (ACM, 2018). Functional are artifacts that are consistent, documented, 

complete, and exercisable (i.e., runnable on a system). 

4.4 Domain Relevance 

4.4.1 Application Environment and Case Selection 

In laboratories, scientists and technicians transform an object of study into data and data 

into scientific facts (Latour and Woolgar, 1986). In science, facts are mainly communicated through 

scientific articles in journals which are presenting a curated version of experimental events 

(Borgman, 2008). Recently, journals developed new guidelines for more transparent reporting and 

enriched supplemental information (Federer et al., 2018). Concurrently, public funding agencies 

encourage proper research data planning and management to foster high-quality data dissemination 

to mitigate the risks of poor RDM in laboratories. This trend presents several challenges for 

laboratories.  

First, data management is not a priority, as it is often not rewarded by the academic system 

(Nosek et al., 2015). Second, as explained earlier, laboratories manipulate quite complex 

experimental processes to obtain results. As experimental processes rely on novel technology and 

people pushing forward the boundaries of a discipline, it is challenging to keep a record of the 

experimental evidence and activities produced during several years.  

The case laboratory is a proteomics laboratory in the Netherlands that has produced over 

400 publications in the last ten years. It makes this laboratory an ideal environment to design and 

evaluate our approach due to the complexity of the analyses done in the laboratory and a large 

number of authors (over 100) that worked or is currently working in the laboratory. 
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4.4.3 Evaluation Criteria 

The criteria used to evaluate the outcomes of our LF approach are effectiveness and 

usefulness. First, we discussed the forensic results with two laboratory members, one experienced 

post-doc, acting as a data manager in the laboratory, and one a Ph.D. student who is the authors of 

one of the investigated publications. In addition, the outcomes of one forensic case were presented 

to 20 participants present at an RDM community event in February 2019. The participants were 

data managers, senior members of a data governance board, and members of RDM services at the 

University. Hence, both researchers and data managers could comment on the preliminary 

outcomes of the laboratory forensics approach presented in this paper. 

The forensic cases are all publications originating from the investigated laboratory. The 

cases, i.e., publications, are selected primarily on the locality of the resources and their year of 

publication. For this study, we did not include any publication with multiple affiliations to limit the 

spreading of the files in separate laboratories. The publications are recent: CASE A and CASE C 

are from 2017, CASE B from 2018 and, CASE D from 2019. The reason is that the storage systems 

have been adapted recently, making the retrieval of older files an extra challenge due to their 

relocation, which influenced critical meta-data such as date of creation to a large extent. 

4.5 Design Iterations 

The LF process, see Figure 4.2., is designed by integrating digital forensic activities shown 

in Table 4.1 with evidence typically found in experimental science. The general idea is to merge 

meta-data collected from a file system in a laboratory (e.g., file names, date of creation, and date of 

modification) to software, methods, and external sources found in the corresponding scientific 

article. 

To design our laboratory forensics approach, we first started with one publication, 

hereunder CASE A. The first design iteration was focused on adapting digital forensic techniques 

to the material available in on storage systems and their specific nature. The fact that (experimental) 

resources might be domain-specific made it necessary to redefine digital forensic activities, which 

are increasing the likelihood of locating relevant material. Figure 4.2 shows the current iteration of 

the laboratory forensic process.  
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Figure 4.2  

An Overview of the Laboratory Forensics Process 

 

4.5.1 Laboratory Forensics in Action 

A major challenge encountered during the investigation of CASE A was low confidence 

that the files retrieved were related to the publication as much more (digital) material was generated 

by the instruments in the laboratory than necessary for the publication. This fact made the Annotated 

Experimental Resource Table (AERT) useful to guarantee that the files retrieved remain consistent 

with the resources reported in the investigated publication. The AERT is a spreadsheet containing 

all the methods described in the corresponding articles, the software and laboratory instruments 

used, and external resources such as an online database used by the experimenters. The AERT is 

helpful for systematic mapping of files and reported resources and excludes irrelevant material. We 

note that this mapping requires that LF investigators possess in-depth knowledge of storage systems 

and domain-specific knowledge (here in proteomics). 
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Table 4.2  

The Main Activities of the Laboratory Forensics Process 

  Activity Sub-activity Example outcomes of CASE A Identification 

Screen 
experimental 
report 

Identify laboratory 
employees 

There are two authors in the author list and three 
laboratory members listed in the 
acknowledgment section. 

Collect information 
about the editorial 
process and 
deposited data 

The paper was published in June 2017. It was 
received by the journal three months earlier, in 
March 2017. One repository is used to deposit 
raw data. 

Screen 
laboratory 

Collect 
administrative data 
about current and 
former employees 

One author is a principal investigator; two are 
postdocs. One member is a technician—one 
member with an unknown status. 

Determine storage 
systems architecture 

There are several shared volumes used by the 
laboratory members. The data is shared between 
raw, users, and project volumes. C

ollection 

Extract 
resources 

Extract experimental 
methods 

There are two types of analyses reported in the 
paper, each with their software and 
instrumentation. In CASE A, those are HDX-MS 
analysis and MS-MS analysis. 

Extract experimental 
resources 

In the publication of CASE A, we extracted: 
Waters nano-Acquity UPLC system, […], Swiss-
Model, Phyre2 server, […] as a list of 
instruments and software. 

Extract external 
repositories and 
supplemental 
information 

In CASE A, files have been deposited on PRIDE, 
a digital repository, and an access number is 
present in the additional information. 

Make 
snapshots 

Perform (targeted) 
snapshots of disk 
volumes 

Select the user and project folders belonging to 
the laboratory members involved in the 
publication. Make a snapshot, for instance, in 
PowerShell (Windows) with the commands Get-
ChildItem and Export-CSV. Exam

ination 

Process 
snapshots 

Consolidate 
snapshots 

Merge user and project folders in one (tabular) 
data sets. 

Reduce noise Duplicates and system files are deleted from the 
consolidated snapshot. 

Construct 
Annotated 
Experimental 
Resources 

Extract experimental 
methods 

Determining what qualifies as an experimental 
method depends on the context of the analysis.  

Link experimental 
resources to methods 

The software is extracted for each method 
mentioning the use of the software. 
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  Activity Sub-activity Example outcomes of CASE A 
Table 
(AERT) 

Link laboratory 
instruments to 
methods 

For a method, each instrument used can generate 
output with specific extensions (such as .RAW 
files in proteomics). A

nalysis 

Map file 
paths 

Map files to AERT 
elements  

File system meta-data might be inaccurate. 
Hence, cross-checking with elements in the 
AERT table is crucial not to include irrelevant 
files 

Filter file 
paths 

Filter file paths 
referring to a 
publication 

Not all files in a folder might belong to the 
analyzed publication; additional filtering is 
needed to exclude unnecessary files. 

Estimate 
functional 
repeatability 
and 
replicability 

Estimate Method 
coverage 

An estimation of the number of methods reported 
in the publication that are covered by evidence 
left on the storage. 

Estimate Software 
coverage 

An indication of the number of software 
resources that are successfully identified from 
reading the file paths. 

Estimate Instrument 
coverage 

An indication of the number of laboratory 
instruments that are identified by the investigator. Presentation 

Report 
findings 

Report file mappings 
and their confidence 

We included the folders of the first and last 
author in our analysis and reported the folders 
used during the analysis. 

Report functional 
repeatability 

The extent to which preserved files are 
consistent, complete, and not fragmented.  

Report functional 
replicability 

The extent to which disseminated files are 
consistent, complete, and not fragmented. 

Evaluate report with 
laboratory member(s) 

We evaluated the report with one domain expert 
(laboratory member). 

 

The goal of the LF approach and its activities shown in Table 4.2 is to present to research 

a report on the state of the storage in terms of reproducibility. To evaluate the functional 

repeatability and replicability, the following classification indicating the degree to which the 

preserved evidence corresponds to the requirements of completeness and consistency of the artifacts 

as described by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) (ACM, 2018). The classification 

shown in Table 4.3, i.e., low, medium, high repeatability/replicability is diverging from the ACM 

is two ways. First, functional artifacts are divided in terms of locality: repeatable is used for 

resources preserved in the laboratory, and replicable is used for resources disseminated in 

supplemental information and digital repositories. Second, in terms of degree (low, medium, high) 

to account for varying scenarios. 
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Table 4.3.  

Findings From the First Iteration on One Publication (CASE A) 

 Outcomes CASE A  Comment 

Id
en

tif
ic

at
io

n 

Number of 
laboratory members 

5 Each user folder of a laboratory member has to 
be mapped and investigated. 

Number of external 
authors 

2 Several authors from external research groups 
are listed. External authors do not have user 
folders. On the laboratory storage, authors are 
mentioned by name, identifier, or affiliations. 

Editorial process 
duration 

29 March–28 
June, 2017 

Filter project folders that were updated (i.e., 
modified date) at the time of submission. 

C
ol

le
ct

io
n 

an
d 

E
xa

m
in

at
io

n 

Number of 
methods* 

4 Four method subsections are referring to 
computational work or laboratory instruments 
manipulated with software. 

The number of 
software resources 

10 There are ten software resources used (e.g., to 
preprocess and visualize data). 

Number of 
Instruments 

5 Five laboratory instruments were used to 
generate raw data.  

Number of files 
(local/deposited) 

3011 / 15 In total, the consolidated mappings contain 3011 
files on the storage and 15 files in the external 
repository. 

Total file size 49.5 GB The “weight” of digital evidence of the 
investigated publication is around 50 GB. 

Time delta **  1486 days The first file included as experimental data was 
modified more than four years before the last file 
was included. 

A
na

ly
si

s 

Corresponding 
software 

5 Files corresponding to 5 software resources are 
located, which means five other software 
resources have no (explicit) traces left on the 
storage or online. 

Corresponding 
Instruments 

4 One instrument could not be mapped to the 
digital evidence found. 

Pr
es

en
ta

tio
n 

Functional 
Repeatability 

MEDIUM The evidence is complete and entirely consistent 
with the corresponding experimental report. 
However, files have not been aggregated in a 
project folder, which requires to investigate 
several folders across different folders to obtain 
the complete (computational) input. 

Functional 
Replicability  

LOW Only the necessary raw files of one method have 
been deposited. Direct replicability is, therefore, 
hindered by the absence of other artifacts that 
are necessary to replicate the results. 

* Computational methods, ** based on file system meta-data, not the exact duration of 
experiments 
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4.6 Evaluation of Laboratory Forensics Outcomes  

We evaluated the usefulness of LF results with a member of the laboratory responsible for 

the storage infrastructure. We collected the impressions of our contact person after a short 

presentation of the forensic process and report of CASE A (see Table 4.3). The impressions 

formulated by the laboratory member indicate that our approach appears to be rigorous and 

convincing. The systematic classification of resources into instruments, methods, and software 

sheds new light on the resources underlying a publication.  

Next, the extent of the fragmentation of the files was not expected by our interviewee, 

which shows that the ability of an LF approach to gathering evidence beyond expected locations by 

users. Also, the communication of issues with a set of measurable indicators gives an overview of 

the strengths and weaknesses of data management for specific publications. A critical note was that 

the indicators and scoring method need further refinements and more transparency. For instance, 

the indicator of functional replicability should incorporate mandatory openness and non-mandatory 

openness. This distinction would help to distinguish scientific data dissemination imposed by 

publishers (mandatory) and self-motivated by researchers in the laboratory (non-mandatory). 

Besides, we presented the outcomes of CASE A to the data management community 

meeting of our University in February 2019, attended by 20 participants. This presentation was 

meant to collect the impressions of people involved in data management services. There the primary 

impressions of the participants are that although the approach is time-consuming, it seems worth to 

conduct such analyses to explain to researchers the importance of acceptable data management 

practices. Even the fact that LF is challenging to accomplish is, by itself, a powerful example of 

problematic data management practices that data managers can use to engage with researchers about 

RDM practices. Further, to collect additional feedback about the effectiveness of the LF approach, 

we investigated three new cases to obtain better insights into alternative data management practices 

adopted by other laboratory members. The three additional cases are labeled cases B, C, and D (see 

Table 4.4).  
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Table 4.4  

Summary of the Outcomes of Additional Cases 

Outcome CASE B CASE C CASE D 

Size 1.2 GB 2.6 GB 136.9 GB 
Number of Preserved / Deposited files 689 / 0 137 / 123 939 / 179 
Corresponding software 2 / 8 1 / 5 2 / 6 
Corresponding instruments 3 / 4 3 / 4 1 / 2 
Functional repeatability MEDIUM MEDIUM MEDIUM 
Functional replicability LOW HIGH MEDIUM 

 

The second evaluation was driven by the question of whether a forensic analysis of a 

storage system in a laboratory retrieves more relevant evidence than laboratory members when they 

are asked for searching underlying evidence publications. To achieve that, we asked two laboratory 

members to collect data underlying a publication used in one of the four investigated cases. More, 

we asked the laboratory members, hereafter participants, to elaborate on their search strategy and 

judge the extent, according to them, of the repeatability and replicability of the article they received.  

The participants reported located files in a word document or during a live demonstration. 

Their outcomes are consistent with LF assessment, which showed that relevant files are all 

preserved but fragmented on the storage (hence medium repeatability). Also, the participants 

expressed their difficulties in locating legacy data or data created by another laboratory member in 

the past. In that case, we found that the presence of a reference list of files created by the forensic 

investigation is essential to evaluate whether the participants retrieved the complete list of files or 

evidence was still not located.  

4.7 Discussion and Conclusion 

Throughout this study, we answered the following question: “How can digital forensics 

techniques be used to assess the reproducibility of scientific experiments?” A design science 

approach has delivered preliminary artifacts and evidence that laboratory forensics (LF) is a useful 

approach for evaluating storage systems in laboratories. Despite this, LF suffers from significant 

limitations in its current state. One limitation is that the LF process is yet to be further evaluated on 

several forensic cases in different environments to increase the rigor and reliability of LF 

investigations. These limitations are mainly due to the nature of reconstructing events from digital 

data (Mabey et al., 2018) and the complicated extraction of experimental resources from 
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publications. Moreover, access to storage systems in laboratories is needed, which might posit some 

additional challenges related to the privacy of the users. Despite the limitations of the current LF 

approach, LF has unique strengths compared to approaches for RDM, such as post-publication 

curation of research data (Bechhofer et al., 2013). 

First, LF attempts to locate data despite reporting gaps and unavailable resources, unlike 

other studies relying on published material exclusively (Federer et al., 2018). Collecting evidence 

from storage systems allows going beyond the written account of the events that occurred in a 

laboratory.  

Second, an LF investigation actively seeks to reconstruct experiments to accurately report 

on which experimental resources are used, by whom and locate the underlying materials. This can 

serve as input for reproducibility studies, where retracing the full life cycle of scientific discoveries 

is a prerequisite for understanding all steps taken in an experiment to guarantee its reproducibility 

(Huang and Gottardo, 2013). 

Last, the extraction of structured data about experimental methods, resources, and data 

together with evidence on storage systems might be of high value for designing ontologies 

representing a particular field of study (Hoehndorf et al., 2013) with a higher ability to manage the 

artifacts in use in laboratories and guarantee reproducible storage patterns.  

To conclude, Laboratory Forensics demands further development, evaluation, automation, 

and tooling to become readily available for scientists and data managers. Hitherto, we have been 

able to show that in daily practices (digital) experimental resources are not preserved in a 

functionally repeatable and replicable way in the investigated laboratory. In short, laboratory 

forensics support the development of rigorous assessment of data management issues related to 

laboratory work. In upcoming research, we will further investigate the synergy of laboratory 

forensics with research data management practices. 





 

 

 Identifying reproducibility 
threats in laboratories 
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1 

The Open Science paradigm has brought the dissemination of experimental artifacts on 

the agenda of funding agencies, research institutions, and academic publishers. Managing research 

data is a crucial part of guaranteeing the reusability and reproducibility of published results. In this 

research, we suggest a conceptualization of reproducibility based on threats, risks, and 

vulnerabilities identified in current research data management (RDM) practices. By doing so, we 

can describe a range of threats to reproducibility and pinpoint areas where current RDM practices 

and the scholarly communication infrastructure insufficiently address these threats. Further, we 

elaborate on a socio-technical approach to reproducibility in RDM by collecting evidence from 

researchers and scientific publications. We show that the STS approach complements current IS 

research on RDM by offering a holistic view of reproducibility challenges in RDM.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Since the last decade, the reproducibility issue of scientific research becomes apparent 

and calls for attention. As reported by Laine, Goodman, Griswold, and Sox (2007), the amount of 

errors or misinterpretations of statistical analyses and reproduction failures of peer-reviewed 

academic work is surging (Donoho, 2010). As a consequence, a number of academic communities 

starts to promote a better scrutiny of reported results and encourage replication studies in different 

fields, which include also information systems (Casadevall and Fang, 2010; Dennis and Valacich, 

2014; Laine et al., 2007b; Sandve et al., 2013). Although reproducibility is a notoriously ill-defined 

term in the literature (Plesser, 2018; Schloss, 2018), reproducibility is defined in the Oxford English 

Dictionary as “the extent to which consistent results are obtained when an experiment is repeated” 

(OED Online., 2019). 

Moreover, reproduction (or replication) issues have also been discussed in information 

systems (IS) research in conference panels at the International Conference on Information Systems 

(ICIS) and the European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS) by Brown et al. (2016) and 

Olbrich et al. (2017). More, Dennis and Valacich (2014) launched the AIS Transactions on 

Replication Research, where IS scholars submit replication studies. In their replication, manifesto, 

Dennis, and Valacich (2014) state that replication falls into three categories: exact replications, 

methodological replications and, conceptual replications. The distinction made by Dennis and 

Valacich made is a starting point for our study. We observed that what fundamentally distinguishes 

exact, methodological, and conceptual replicability mentioned in the manifesto are that these 

categories are variations of who (i.e., same or other authors), what (i.e., theory, tasks, results) , how 

(i.e., same or different methods) and, where (i.e., same or different environment) studies are 

repeated. These categories also apply to scientific experimentation when we opt for a holistic view 

of the actors, tasks, technology, and structures participating in scientific experiments. 

Besides, some communities of researchers took the initiative to underline the necessity of 

leveraging the scholarly communication infrastructure for managing and making research data 

findable, accessible, interoperable to be reusable (FAIR) by human and machine consumers 

(Wilkinson et al. 2016). Although the concept of FAIR data reached research data management 

policies at international and national levels (European Commission, 2016b), there is no joint 

agreement on what FAIR data is, nor what reproducible and reusable data entail. 

Thus, our work is guided by the following research question: “What reproducibility threats 

occurring in experimental systems stem from vulnerabilities in research data management 
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practices?”. By answering this question, we seek to contribute to the topics of research data 

management and reproducible research by (1) characterizing and identifying threats to 

reproducibility related to challenges encountered in research data management (RDM) (2) articulate 

reproducibility threats and risks according to a socio-technical perspective on scientific 

experimentation. By doing so, this paper extends risk management approaches applied previously 

on digital preservation (Miksa et al., 2014), which is one of the critical tasks of RDM. 

The present paper is structured as follows: in the related work section, we make a parallel 

between experimental systems and socio-technical systems. Next, we introduce research data 

management activities and concepts. In Section 4, we present the outcomes of a mixed methods 

(i.e., quantitative, and qualitative) approach to acquire evidence from practitioners, institutions, 

funders in publishers. Finally, the analysis of the evidence led to the development of an STS 

reproducibility framework introduced in Section 5. 

5.2 Related Work 

5.2.1 Socio-Technical Perspective on Experimental Systems 

Most of the literature dedicated to scientific experimentation belongs to the area of logic, 

epistemology, and statistics. Studies dedicated to scientific experimentation from a working 

scientist's perspective are scarcer than the studies on the logic, validity, and methodology of 

scientific experimentation. Nonetheless, academic work using a socio-technical view on scientific 

experimentation emerged in the philosophy of science (Radder, 2012b; H.-J. Rheinberger, 1997) 

and sociology of science (Latour and Woolgar, 1986; Stevens, 2013).  

Therefore, we first need to introduce the experimental system perspective of scientific 

experimentation developed by Radder (2012). Radder’s framework depicts scientific experiments 

as a system consisting of theory, materialization, and results. Hans Radder defines a closed 

experimental system S as a “complex of object and equipment within a specified spatial area and 

during a fixed interval of time” (Radder, 2012b). Radder defines the instantiation of S as a 

theoretical description (i.e., formal experimental process and theory), results (i.e., the outcomes of 

experimental events), and human intervention (i.e., operationalization, the translation of theory to 

experimental procedures). First, a theoretical description (TD) delineates the episodes (i.e., events 

and activities) occurring inside S. Radder adds that some episodes have a specific role which is to 

determine the relative closure of S. In short, S is qualified as being a closed system if non-

experimental episodes do not interfere with the episodes and results. 
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Radder’s view on experimental systems echoes more generic socio-technical systems 

(STS). As explained earlier, experimental systems can be decomposed into the production or 

manipulation of (IT) artifacts by human intervention. According to socio-technical models (Leavitt, 

1965; Ahmad, Lyytinen, and Newman, 2011; Silver and Markus, 2013), variables composing ST 

systems are structure, tasks, technology, and actors. Experimental systems implicitly refer to similar 

variables. Such a correspondence enables the analysis of scientific experiments as a socio-technical 

system. The scholarly communication infrastructure (Wallis, Rolando, and Borgman, 2013) 

corresponds to the structure variable is STS.  Further, the variable tasks correspond to the 

operationalization of experimental designs, as tasks are defined as being the artifacts and rules used 

by the actors in an STS (Lyytinen and Newman, 2008).  

5.2.2 Research Data Management 

Academia is facing similar challenges as other sectors such as business and industry to 

extract valuable knowledge from the increasing amount of data produced worldwide (Borgman, 

2012). In experimental science, where sophisticated machines produce large quantities of measures 

and meta-data about phenomena under investigation in laboratories, the consumption, processing, 

management, and diffusion of these data are notorious challenges (Baesens et al., 2016; Borgman, 

2012). Nevertheless, besides researchers, research data management governance has 

responsibilities distributed among multiple stakeholders. 

Further, external laboratories, stakeholders such as academic funders, are progressively 

governing the production, preservation, diffusion of scientific data created by (publicly) funded 

research (OECD, 2007). As a result, researchers are facing new regulations, procedures, and 

technological challenges for managing data at each step of scientific experimentation.  

First, public research funders posit some prerequisites for managing research data 

generated with public resources. For instance, grant applicants need to describe the (future) data 

sets, storage systems, and anonymization techniques, among other items, in data management plans 

(DMPs). Funders pursue societal ambitions of opening data and disseminating scientific 

knowledge. This ambition can be seen from the evolving National and European regulation, which 

encourages the dissemination of scientific artifacts in novel ways (European Commission, 2015). 

Second, publishers are critical stakeholders of the scholarly communication infrastructure, 

which is an essential structure of communication in science. In recent years, scholars have 

investigated the challenges of current scholarship practices to deal with data sharing and 

reproducible research (Borgman, 2008; Reilly, Schallier, and Schrimpf, 2011). Research data 
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management seeks to transform the scholarly communication infrastructure to push academic data 

sharing and preservation forward. RDM is a collective enterprise, for which efforts are shared 

between research funders, academic publishers, research institutions, and researchers to achieve 

reusability and reproducibility of scientific output (Lefebvre et al., 2018). 

More, academic publishers explicitly integrate research artifacts produced by researchers 

in their editorial processes. In recent years, publishers introduced data sharing, preservation, and 

dissemination guidelines and policies (Editorial, 2014). These policies are aimed at grant applicants 

who have to present data management strategies early in the application process. Experimental 

artifacts such as datasets, materials, and software must be precisely documented and, possibly, 

disseminated according to the publisher's and journals’ guidelines. 

Finally, research institutions reorganize their IT services to support researchers in 

managing research data at their host institutions. Research institutions deploy institutional 

repositories and technology for managing research data to secure funding opportunities. This fact 

led to new managerial and support roles in academia appearing in academia, such as data stewards 

and research data managers. 

5.3 Mixed Methods Approach 

We follow a mixed-methods approach (Bergman, 2008); thus, we apply quantitative and 

qualitative data collection techniques. We conducted semi-structured interviews to gather evidence 

from laboratory workers and acquired open data to analyze the scholarly communication 

infrastructure. We divided the data collection and analysis into two periods. During the first period, 

we gathered information about the management of scientific data by interviewing seven researchers 

in the bioinformatics community of one University in the Netherlands. There, we collected 

experiences of researchers in laboratories about data management practices. Throughout the 

interviews, we identified several challenges related to the preservation, interpretation, and 

dissemination of scientific artifacts. To increase the contextualization of our interviews, we first 

obtained a dataset from the administration of the University and analyzed an anonymized version 

of the data. This survey was submitted to the academic staff of our university in August 2014. For 

this survey, 829 researchers out of 3197academic staff members (source: annual report of the 

institution) answered, which is a response rate of 26%.  After removing incomplete cases, 489 

records were retained for further analysis. As we focus our analysis on reproducibility in 

experimental systems, we filtered the respondents on faculties that are using scientific 
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experimentation. Removing non-experimental disciplines further narrowed the sample to 289 

respondents. 

Next, after the interviews, we screened 323 publications in the domain of Biological 

Science (i.e., BIOC category on Scopus) as the focus of our study is on experimental work, 252 

full-text publications were retained for further analysis (78%). The reason for removing 22% of the 

articles is that these articles did not report on experimental work (e.g., literature review) or did not 

produce research data with laboratory work (e.g., computer simulation using open data). Table 5.1 

presents the characteristics of the sample of selected publications. 

Finally, we sampled author guidelines and policies from seven publishers: Elsevier (ELS), 

Public Library of Science (PLOS), Cell Press (CP), American Chemical Society (ACS), Nature 

Publishing Group (NGP), Oxford University Press (OUP), eLife Sciences Publications (ELIFE). 

The guidelines can vary extensively from publisher to publisher. The rationale is that one single 

publisher might host several dozens of journals and decide that research data management matters 

are to be elaborated by each journal. Also, to cover funding agencies, we added documents from 

public funders: National Institute of Health (NIH), National Science Foundation (NSF), European 

Commission (EC), and The Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO, in Dutch).  

Table 5.1  

Characteristics of the scientific publications screened in this study. SI means Supplemental 

Information, which are files hosted on the publisher’s website. Availability statements are 

paragraphs where authors describe how to retrieve the underlying data. 

  

Publisher Average 
SJR 

Average 
Number of 
Authors 

Average 
number of 
files in SI 

Average 
Distinct 
Formats in SI 

Percentage of 
Availability 
Statements 

N 

Cell Press 10.7 24.3 3.5 1.61 69% 42 
Elsevier 2.3 10.3 1 0.9 5% 20 
Nature 
Publishing 
Group 

14.2 31.0 4.4 1.88 94% 17 

Other 3.3 14.2 2.5 1.26 25% 119 
Public Library 
of Science 

1.5 10.2 3.6 1.28 100% 35 

eLife Sciences 
Publications 

7.1 11.1 2.31 0.89 31% 19 
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5.5 Results 

5.5.1 People, Technology, and Tasks 

The first part of the results section presents the outcomes of the survey and interviews. 

Next, in Section 5.6, the results of the screening of publications are shown. 

5.5.2 Survey 

As can be seen from Table 5.2, RDM practices, as reported by researchers to the IT 

services of their host institution, reveal that reaching the ambitions set by RDM stakeholders is an 

ongoing effort. Overall, it appears from the survey results that researchers seem reluctant to comply 

with RDM tasks set by funders, publishers, and research institutions. Also, there seems to be only 

a minority of respondents who would agree to depend on central IT services of their institutions, 

except data preservation. Data management planning (around 20%), assistance with lab notebook 

systems (and assistance with dissemination seem to rank less high than preservation, i.e., assistance 

and technology to back up research data in the long term. 

Table 5.2  

Responses From Researchers in the Faculties Of Science, Geosciences, and Veterinary Medicine 

(N=289). These Faculties Mostly Relied Upon Experimental Systems and Reported to Work With 

Experimental Data. 

Task Statement Response N 
Report reproducible 
results 

“You are interested in digital Laboratory 
notebook systems.” 

Yes - 60 
(20.7%) 

289 

“You need to record who accesses and 
modifies datasets.” 

No – 150 
(46%) 

250 

Conduct data 
management planning 

“You are interested in expertise in writing 
data management plans.” 

Yes – 69 
(23.9%) 

289 

“You created a data management plan at the 
start of the project.” 

Yes – 30 
(10.4%) 

289 

Elaborate preservation 
strategy 

“You want assistance in organizing long 
term preservation of data.” 

Yes – 113 
(39%) 

289 

“You are interested in long-term backup 
facilities.” 

Yes – 139 
(48%) 

289 

Elaborate 
dissemination strategy 

“You plan to make data publicly available” Yes – 79 
(27.3%) 

289 

“You are interested in expertise for 
publishing data in a public repository.” 

Yes – 70 
(24.2%) 

289 
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5.5.3 Interviews 

This section summarizes information about data management in distinct research 

laboratories. Seven researchers in the fields of biology and bioinformatics were interviewed. All 

interviews show different data preservation and dissemination practices as well as technology in 

place in laboratories. All interviewees are labeled by their laboratory, followed by their position: 

Principal Investigator (PI) or Postdoc (PD). We purposely discussed with interviewees who had 

proven experience in their respective domains, see Table 5.3 for an overview of the interviewees.  

For analyzing data in Computational Structural Biology, CSB/PI has an advanced 

computation infrastructure (grid computing) and maintain self-developed analysis software utilized 

internationally. CSB/PI say that assessing the quality of the data needs specific expertise. The files 

generated have different structures that are specific to the application that generated them. There is 

also no permanent storage of intermediate processing products. Data sharing is sometimes not done 

by transferring data but by giving access to where the data is located as its size would be too resource 

consuming. CSB/PI recommends the use of meta-data to validate the format of the files, but meta-

data is more challenging for evaluating the quality of the data itself. 

In Biomedical Genetics, BG/PI explains that scientific data is reused, but analysis 

workflows are not as they should be better described. There are intrinsic quality measures in the 

sequencing files that are used to assess the quality of the sequence reads. BG/PD reuses datasets 

from different publications and merges them to answer his/her research questions. A lot of this 

storage is done on a shared network disk and processed on a local desktop. BG/PD says that there 

are no standards and no description of the data that s/he downloads, which imply to guess the 

meaning. BG/PD says that for this reason, it is needed to contact the authors who will generally 

provide the requested information. There is a high turnover of undergraduates and graduates, which 

means that there is sometimes no follow-up of projects. BG/PD suggests that information should 

be provided about available code or workflows, indicating that the material works and has been 

verified by peers (e.g., a stamp). 

In a laboratory of Stem Cell Biology, the interviewee SCB/PD is a bioinformatician. 

Although the bioinformatics unit is shared between different groups, there is no appropriate 

structure or organization of the scientific data. Sequencing data processed by this unit is generated 

externally. According to SCB/PD, a central repository should be developed to structure this 

sequence data and identify its location from the start of the data generation process. The available 

meta-data annotation is considered as weak. Also, bioinformaticians in this group are perceived as 
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being hesitant to make their code available as its quality might be judged as not being up to 

standards by peers. 

In the Department of Pediatric Oncology, the respondent PO/PI took the lead of a newly 

created research group, which leaves any data management issues open at the time of the interview. 

A custom-made laboratory information system (LIMS) manages micro-array data, and they seek to 

develop the same system for sequencing data. The identification of what data can be stored or 

dismissed is still an open question for which our interviewee believes that better and automated 

meta-data collection is critical. Regarding data reuse, one scenario is to re-purpose data that was 

used initially as quality controls. 

The role of the interviewee in Medical Microbiology (MM), MM/PD, is to establish a 

bioinformatics pipeline and a private repository to make these datasets findable. Keeping the data 

consistent is an issue, as illustrated by a legacy issue that occurred when laboratory members in 

MM moved old files without any identifier assigned to the new repository. According to MM/PD, 

MM has a conservative attitude regarding data sharing that might evolve with the younger 

generation. 

Table 5.3  

Overview of the Interviewees' Domain, Role and A Summary Of Reproducibility Challenges 

 

In Metagenomics, the constituents of a biological sample are unknown, and the goal of 

the analysis is to identify from which organisms the sequenced genomes are originating. A single 

sample might, therefore, be processed by calling different genomic reference databases to annotate 

Domain  Role Identifier Reproducibility challenges 

Computational  
Structural Biology 

PI CSB/PI Expertise required to evaluate data quality 

Biomedical 
Genetics 

PI,  
Post-doc 

BG/PI, 
BG/PD 

Absence of standard descriptions of remote data 

Stem Cell Biology Post-doc SCB/PD No shared infrastructure between laboratories; 
Weak meta-data annotations 

Pediatric 
Oncology 

PI PO/PI Absence of data preservation strategy 

Medical 
Microbiology 

Post-doc MM/PD Moving data between (legacy) systems.  
Conservative attitude towards data sharing 

Metagenomics PI MG/PI Data is depending upon a range of (online) 
databases which might not be adequately 
documented 
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this material. Still, MG/PI found that the available raw data has poor meta-data description, which 

evaluates data quality and further processing laborious. MG/PI explained that data sharing is 

widespread in his field and that data reuse is common for answering new research questions, but 

not for verification purposes. Intermediate processing products (e.g., files) are not preserved. 

5.6 Structure: The Scholarly Communication Infrastructure 

The scholarly communication infrastructure has, besides researchers, stakeholders 

governing and managing the communication of scholarly work. Funders posit requirements to 

researchers before and after a project, mostly via data management planning. Publishers act as the 

central governing bodies of science communication. We first introduce tasks as they ought to be 

conducted (i.e., policy view) and the screening of publications, in Section 4.2.2, to show how things 

are done (i.e., “real world” view). 

5.6.1 Funders and Publishers 

The documents we consulted from funders and publishers listed in Section 3 resulted in a 

classification of several RDM tasks that researchers are expected to complete for getting funding 

granted on the one side and publishing in journals on the other side. The main tasks which are 

reported by funders and publishers are shown in Table 5.4. We operated a division between the two 

main objectives of RDM: facilitating efficient preservation and dissemination. Besides, remaining 

RDM tasks support data management planning tasks, such as sending data management plans to 

funders and reporting reproducible results. 
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Table 5.4  

Activities Extracted From Policies of Funding Agencies and Academic Publishers 

 

5.6.2 Publications 

In addition to publishers and funders’ policy, we seek to collect evidence about data 

sharing practices from screening scientific publications. In other words, we dive specifically into 

the tasks of reporting reproducible results and observe the consequences of dissemination strategies 

deployed by publishers. 

Task Origin of 
Policy 

Exemplary Quotes from Policies 

Report 
reproducible 
results 

Publisher “Authors of research articles in the life sciences, behavioral & 
social sciences and ecology, evolution & environmental sciences 
are required to provide details about elements of experimental 
and analytical design that are frequently poorly reported in a 
reporting summary” – Nature publishing group 

“Data, methods used in the analysis, and materials used to 
conduct the research must be clearly and precisely documented 
and be maximally available to any researcher for purposes of 
reproducing the results or replicating the procedure.” - eLife 

Conduct data 
management 
planning 

Funder “A data management plan that must be submitted after the 
proposal has been awarded funding. The approval of this plan is 
a prerequisite for NWO disbursing the grant.” – Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) 

Elaborate 
preservation 
strategy 

Funder “Which facilities (ICT, (secure) archive, refrigerators, or legal 
expertise) do you expect will be needed for the storage of data 
during the research and after the research? Are these available?” 
– Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) 

Elaborate 
dissemination 
strategy 

Publisher, 
Funder 

“Before manuscript submission, the Authors must deposit the 
underlying data to an appropriate public repository for public 
release scheduled no later than the publication date of the 
article.” – Oxford University Press (OUP) 

“Such applicants are expected to contact IC program staff prior 
to submission and are also expected to include a data-sharing 
plan in their application stating how they will share the data or, 
if they cannot share the data, why not” – National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) 
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The results of the screening are shown in Figure 5.1. The analysis illustrates shortcomings 

in dissemination strategies in terms of the use of digital repositories (Figure 5.1.A), modes of 

availability (B), available file formats (C) and, type of organizations maintaining repositories. 

Figure 5.1  

Results of the screening of scientific articles published in 2017 in the category Biochemistry, 

Genetics, and Molecular Biology (BIOC). Data source exported from Scopus.  

 
In Figure 5.1.A. we observe that most of the screened articles do not refer to any deposited 

material. The low percentage of deposits is surprising considering that all sampled articles report 

on experimental work, thus with data acquired or produced. Moreover, Figure 1A shows that few 

publishers can invert this trend. Cell Press and Nature publishing groups host more prestigious 

outlets with a more extended history of attempts to improve reporting and data availability, which 

might explain why these publishers are more successful at convincing authors to deposit data. 

In Figure 5.1.B, supplemental information is preferred as an alternative to repository 

deposits. Supplemental information (SI) files are hosted on the publisher’s servers. A limitation of 

this mode of availability is shown in 1.C, where most of the information available in SI is not in the 
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original formats. Documents (i.e., PDFs, word documents) and spreadsheets (i.e., excel workbooks) 

are popular file formats. Original file formats that might prove useful for reproduction purposes, 

such as computer code, are seldom made available. 

Last, Figure 5.1.D shows that authors privilege repositories that are established in their 

communities and hosted by renowned organizations such as EMBL. This choice might also be 

guided by the RDM policies of publishers, which mandate authors to deposit material in these types 

of repositories. 

5.7 A Socio-Technical Framework of Reproducibility Threats 

In this section, we introduce relevant concepts to decipher the implications on the 

reproducibility of RDM practices reported in Section 5.4. We also illustrate the treats with the help 

of Figure 5.2. 

5.7.1 Dimensions of Reproducibility 

A shared understanding of the concept of reproducibility in scientific research is that 

reproducibility refers to the capability of re-enacting previous studies. When experimental systems 

acquire results, the complexity of re-enacting the objects, procedures, digital analysis, and 

theoretical descriptions calls for a division in terms of “what is reproduced?” Radder (1992), divides 

types of reproducibility in terms of who is reproducing and what is reproduced. Here, we opt for a 

slightly different division to consider the many levels at which reproducibility issues might occur 

in experimental science where laboratory and computer work are combined. In the end, five 

dimensions are retained: 

First, Phenomenal and technical reproducibility apply to local laboratory work (Tabb 

et al., 2010). There are fundamental experimental techniques which ensure that results obtained 

from the instruments are accurate and biologically sound. Therefore, biological, and technical 

reproducibility involves several defense mechanisms such as producing data in du/triplicates and 

comparing measurements on an object of study to positive and negative controls. BTR ensures that 

the experimental conditions at one location are well set. For instance, those instruments are 

calibrated and that observations did not occur by chance. 

Next, Computational reproducibility is a concern when computer software and 

hardware are used to generate, process, and analyze scientific data  (Peng, 2011; Freire, Bonnet, 

and Shasha, 2012). As we exposed earlier, computing technology is pervasive in modern scientific 

experimentation. CR is quite diverse in scope. Among many requirements for achieving CR, we 
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can name a few here: the availability of data and code (Peng, 2011), versioning and logging (Sandve 

et al., 2013), and the use of literate programming (Knuth, 1984). In short, biological, technical, and 

computational reproducibility guarantee the robustness of experimental operationalizations. They 

do not contribute to evaluating if the same results hold under different (experimental) conditions at 

different locations; this is the role of methodological and conceptual reproducibility (see below). 

Although CR is crucial for verification and reuse of computational work, it is not enough for 

evaluating the stability of results as CR focuses on making computations repeatable and reusable.  

Finally, methodological, and conceptual reproducibility are forms of reproducibility 

that apply (also) outside the boundaries of a laboratory. At that level, reproducibility is an integral 

part of the scientific method (Andersen and Hepburn, 2016). Methodological reproducibility (MR) 

aims at testing the rigor of experimental designs or the stability of experimental outcomes at 

different points in time and space. Some authors make a clear distinction between methodological 

and conceptual reproducibility by stating that one can assess the stability of results by applying 

identical methods on new data or test a similar theoretical framework using new methods 

(Niederman and March, 2015). Thus, these two types of reproducibility are employed to challenge 

published theories and results. This is differing from the first three types, which can only say 

something about the rigor and robustness of data analysis pipelines and laboratory procedures. 

Figure 5.2  

A Socio-Technical Framework of Reproducibility  
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5.7.2 Threats to Reproducibility 

Previous work by Schloss, (2018) and Goodman et al., (2016) show that reproducibility 

corresponds to a diversity of threats that occur when an independent team wants to reproduce 

results. Risks are too often that material is not available nor preserved in optimal conditions. To 

increase the understanding of the relations between reproducibility and its related threats, risks, and 

RDM vulnerabilities, we comment hereunder on the relations depicted in Figure 2. 

First, we can represent inferential replicability as a Structure ↔ Task relation. 

Inferential replicability belongs to the conceptual reproducibility dimension as it relies on the 

scholarly communication infrastructure on the one hand and the capability to derive the 

(experimental) tasks that are conducted by the experiments to reach similar conclusions. 

Conceptual Replicability differs from inferential replicability; it is represented as the Structure 

↔ Actor since it depends on the capacity of the same or alternative (team of) experimenters to 

reach similar conclusions based on the description of experimental work. Last, the extent to which 

artifacts are made available by the authors of a study, which we labeled availability, is represented 

the relation Structure ↔ Technology. In short, these relations all rely upon the availability of 

artifacts and detailed reporting of results. 

Second, the dimension of computational reproducibility involves the results of 

replicability and repeatability. The difference between these terms can be explained by referring to 

the relations depicted in Figure 2. Results Replicability is ensured when Technology ↔ Task 

yields consistent results at each run, independently of the fact that the original or another (team of) 

experimenter(s) use these digital artifacts. Results replicability is facilitated by the publication of 

re-usable data and software in digital repositories. There is a subtle distinction with Repeatability, 

Technology ↔ Actor, as guaranteeing that technology yields repeatable results is the responsibility 

of the original team of experimenters.  

Third, Method Replicability is a Task ↔ Actor relation, which means that actors (i.e., 

experimenters) can replicate studies by following the same procedures (or tasks).  Methodological 

reproducibility is only possible in case the experimental system is closed. So, the closedness of the 

system implies that the two sides of the experimental system (social and technical) are consistently 

communicated and operated (hence closedness is depicted as the bridge between social and 

technical systems).  

Finally, a summary of the threats to reproducibility and their associated risks is shown in 

Table 5.5. The associated risks and vulnerabilities are compiled from the interviews and the 
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screening of publications. Also, the terminology retained for classifying reproducibility threats, 

risks, and vulnerabilities are derived from the ISO standard ISO/IEC 27000:2016, which provides 

a shared vocabulary for information security. Risk is defined as the “effect of uncertainty on 

objectives” (2.68). A vulnerability is a “weakness of an asset or control that can be exploited by 

one or more threats” (2.89). Finally, a threat is the “potential cause of an unwanted incident, which 

may result in harm to a system or organization” (2.57). 

Table 5.4  

Overview of threats to reproducibility 

Label Threat Risk RDM 
Vulnerability 

Example 

Inferential 
replicability 

External 
experimenters want 
to use findings from 
a published study to 
reach similar 
conclusions 

No relation 
between 
reported 
findings and 
underlying 
artifacts which 
is a risk for 
Inferential 
replicability 

No (or weak) 
reproducible 
reporting 

Researchers in 
biomedical 
genetics (see 
interviews) who 
do not reuse 
workflows due 
to poor 
documentation. 
(Source: 
Interviews.) 

Method 
replicability 

External 
experimenters want 
to produce or acquire 
new evidence based 
on published 
resources and 
procedures 

Underlying 
artifacts are not 
disseminated in 
their original 
formats which 
is a risk for 
method 
replicability 

No (or weak) 
dissemination 
strategy 

Researchers are 
reluctant to share 
code due to their 
quality perceived 
as inadequate. 
(Source: 
Interviews.) 

Result 
replicability 

An independent 
team wants to 
conduct an exact or 
partial evaluation of 
initial results as 
reported by the 
authors using similar 
(or identical) 
artifacts (e.g., 
software). 

Custom code, 
workflows are 
not available in 
the laboratory 
and outside the 
laboratory 
which poses a 
risk for result 
replicability 

No (or weak) 
dissemination 
strategy and 
preservation 
strategy 

Very few 
computational 
artifacts are 
attached to 
publications. 
(Source: 
Screening.) 
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Label Threat Risk RDM 
Vulnerability 

Example 

Closedness The team of 
experimenters wants 
to isolate 
experimental results 
from interferences 
between 
experimental events 
and external 
(uncontrolled) 
events. 

Software 
versions and 
computational 
workflows not 
preserved which 
is a risk for 
closedness as 
different 
software 
versions might 
give differing 
results 

No (or weak) 
preservation 
strategy. No 
(or weak) 
reproducible 
reporting 

New laboratories 
have no systems 
in place yet to 
trace 
experimental 
processes. 
(Source: 
Interviews.) 

Repeatability The team of 
experimenters wants 
to obtain similar 
results by applying 
the same routines 
and procedures (i.e., 
operationalization) 

Poor 
management of 
software, data 
and lab 
notebooks are a 
risk for 
repeatability 

No (or weak) 
preservation 
strategy 

Significant turn-
over and no 
follow up on 
projects. 
(Source: 
Interviews.) 

Conceptual 
replicability 

External 
experimenters 
produce or acquire 
new evidence to 
evaluate existing 
theories. 

Experimental 
conditions not 
sufficiently 
described is a 
risk for 
conceptual 
replicability 

No (or weak) 
reproducible 
reporting 

A majority of 
artifacts are not 
deposited on 
curated 
repositories. 
(Source: 
Screening.) 

Availability Make the evidence 
underlying a 
preliminary report 
(i.e., a scientific 
article) available to 
readers for further 
verification and 
reuse. 

Poor planning, 
versioning of 
artifacts, 
sharing habits, 
unforeseen 
privacy issues 
are a risk 
against the 
availability of 
artifacts 

No (or weak) 
research data 
planning 

Few projects 
consistently plan 
data 
management. 
(Source: 
Survey.) 
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5.8 Discussion and Limitations 

We presented an approach to reproducibility, articulated in dimensions and threats, which 

help to categorize the different challenges of reproducibility encountered in experimental sciences. 

To the best of our knowledge, no such conceptualization of reproducibility and data management 

has been previously suggested in the literature.  

We have introduced an initial framework to answer the question: “What are 

reproducibility threats occurring in experimental systems stem from vulnerabilities in research data 

management?”. We have seen that preservation, dissemination, planning and reporting practices, 

standards in experimental science vary per domain (see interviews), and publishers (see publication 

screening). We worked towards a framework to capture these elements and position them according 

to reproducibility risks, threats, and RDM vulnerabilities. By doing so, we depict reproducibility 

threats and RDM vulnerabilities by considering (1) researchers and other stakeholders (2) introduce 

challenges experienced by the researchers (3) seek to grasp how these challenges translate into the 

scholarly communication infrastructure. To achieve that, we bridged a gap between experimental 

systems and socio-technical systems as successful reproduction of experimental work rely upon 

factors beyond technology. 

Besides, reproducibility mechanisms, as depicted in the framework (Figure 5.2) goes 

beyond scientific experimentation in natural sciences. For instance, in IS research, design science 

research (DSR) is confronted with similar issues regarding transparent reporting and dissemination 

of reusable artifacts  (Gleasure et al., 2012; Iivari et al., 2018). While some authors cast doubts on 

the applicability of terms such as reproducibility on a DSR paradigm (Baskerville and Pries-heje, 

2016), the challenges experienced during artifact design and experimentation are similar from the 

perspective of working scientists. A dynamic view on the production of artifacts requires another 

type of sources than interviews and reports. A suggestion is, therefore, to include laboratory 

forensics (LF) findings into the current reproducible framework. According to Lefebvre and Spruit 

(2019), LF adds a perspective from practice by investigating digital files on storage systems and 

offer insights on RDM vulnerabilities going beyond what can be obtained from interviews and the 

study of publications alone.  Another suggestion is to pursue the evaluation of experimental artifact 

reusability similarly to evaluation criteria for the reuse of design principles (Iivari et al., 2018), 

where experimental artifacts and their descriptions in method sections are not only evaluated by 

their accessibility but with a broader range of criteria such as appropriate guidance and effectiveness 

of disseminated experimental artifacts. 
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There are several limitations to our study design and findings, which we elaborate on here. 

The first limitation is that we conceptualize reproducible for experimental sciences with data 

covering only a limited sample of experimental scientists in biomedical science. However, we 

attempted to mediate this narrow view on experimental science in our study by adopting a more 

general view on scientific experimentation with experimental system theory. Similarly, to the 

limitations of our interview data, other disciplines might reflect other data sharing and usage 

patterns that the patterns we found in biomedical disciplines (Gregory et al., 2018).  

5.9 Conclusion 

A socio-technical approach on experimental systems highlights the dynamics of scientific 

experimentation from the point of view of working scientists (i.e., the actors) operationalizing 

experimental design (i.e., the tasks) using laboratory instruments and computers (i.e., technology) 

to communicate novel findings on the scholarly communication infrastructure (i.e., structure). We 

believe that understanding RDM practices and reproducibility challenges depends on the capability 

to frame experimental work in all its dimensions.  

However, from the survey, interviews, and screening of publications, we saw that 

dissemination and preservation strategies are challenging to implement. RDM deals with the 

fragmentation of policies, ad-hoc data governance in laboratories, and few constraints put on 

systematic and structured sharing of computational resources in publications. Our results show that 

reproducibility risks need to be better understood to redesign the research data management and 

scholarly communication infrastructures effectively. 
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Developing Interactive Reproduction and Re-
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Calls for more reproducible research by sharing code and data are released in a large 

number of fields, from biomedical science to signal-processing. At the same time, the urge to solve 

data analysis bottlenecks in the biomedical field generates the need for more interactive data 

analytics solutions. These interactive solutions are oriented towards wet lab users, whereas 

bioinformaticians favor custom analysis tools. In this position paper, we elaborate on why 

Reproducible Research by presenting code and data sharing as a gold standard for reproducibility 

misses significant challenges in data analytics. We suggest new ways to design interactive tools 

embedding constraints of reusability with data exploration. Finally, we seek to integrate our solution 

with Research Objects as they are expected to bring promising advances in reusability and partial 

reproducibility of computational work. 

 

This work was originally published as: 

Lefebvre, A., Spruit, M., & Omta, W. (2015). Towards reusability of computational 

experiments capturing and sharing research objects from knowledge discovery processes. IC3K 2015 - 

Proceedings of the 7th International Joint Conference on Knowledge Discovery, Knowledge Engineering 

and Knowledge Management, 1, 456–462. https://doi.org/10.5220/0005631604560462 
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6.1 Introduction 

Over the last few years, calls from researchers defending better data and code sharing for 

computational experiments (CE) are propagated in high-ranked journals (McNutt, 2014; Peng, 

2011). Usually grouped under Reproducible Research (RR), these invitations elevate 

reproducibility or replicability as a central key of the scientific method. One of the interpretations 

presents reproduction as an application, by independent researchers, of identical methods on 

identical data to obtain similar results, whereas replication is similar except that different data is 

selected. According to RR proponents, benefits would be numerous. 

First, reproducibility is a prerequisite for verifying the results of a published study (Peng, 

2011). Second, for reusing previous work and build new knowledge. While the latter brings a 

constructive and enriching dimension to reproducible science, the first one is oriented to alleviating 

scientific misconduct, particularly in Life Sciences (Laine et al., 2007a). 

Even though RR proponents are focused on suggesting exchanging code and data as a 

minimum threshold for “good science,” they do not examine the methods used or people 

participating in CEs. Methods are not of interest to RR as the main focus lays on getting similar 

results for verification. Hence, the end product of a CE is seen as a script or package that should be 

made available by the authors of a paper as supplementary material. 

The issue investigated in this work emerged from three phenomena: (1) the notorious 

increase in data generation and resource-intensive analytics. Here in the biomedical domain, (2) 

ignorance about data generation processes and their impact in terms of modeling. For instance, the 

sequencing instruments and custom bioinformatics pipelines producing analytical data and how 

well they represent underlying biological facts and (3) non-specialists, not trained in data analytics, 

eager to participate in computationally intensive experiments but preferably via convenient end-

user interfaces instead of custom scripts or programs (Holzinger et al., 2014). 

The phenomena described above were observed during a design science research (DSR) 

(A. Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010) we conducted in the domain of biomedical genetics. Our research 

was focused on designing an interactive data mining tool for biologists to identify interesting 

outliers in RNA-Seq count tables. Ultimately, the goal is to seek how to facilitate access and how 

to reuse scripts and packages for bioinformaticians and biologists at the same time. After one design 

cycle of a technical artifact and its evaluation by three focus groups gathering biologists and 

bioinformaticians (n=15), we collected evidence against some practices proposed by RR and 

suggest potentially fruitful improvements. Indeed, the reproducibility of CEs should not be reduced 
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to code and data sharing as it does not cover the fundamental characteristics of modern data analysis 

in biology. We state that web resources and their support for multiple representations that satisfy 

the interest of both types of users involved will have a positive impact on reproducibility by 

facilitating reusability first. 

6.2 Background 

Two aspects of knowledge creation and sharing are presented. Together, they clarify what 

issues emerge from code and data sharing when all stakeholders involved in a CE are not 

considered. We make use of a standard knowledge cycle, the Integrated Knowledge Cycle (IKC)  

(Dalkir, 2005), to emphasize the issues of codification implied by Reproducible Research. In 

knowledge management, codification aims at making implicit knowledge (from an individual) 

available as an object that is separated from the individual (Hislop et al., 2018). This can also be 

seen as the goal of RR, which distributes experiments as packages. 

The IKC is illustrated in Figure 6.1. We focus our discussion on the knowledge capture 

and creation and knowledge sharing and dissemination phases. The last phase acquisition is not 

discussed here as we believe it to be the role of academia or industry in general. 

Figure 6.1  

Integrated Knowledge Cycle With Three Stages (Dalkir, 2005). 

 

6.3 HCI-KDD 

We start with Human-computer Interaction (HCI), which is the “study of how computer 

technology influences human work and activities.” (Dix, 2009). Knowledge discovery from 

databases (KDD) is defined by Fayyad as “the nontrivial process of identifying valid, novel, 

potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data” (Fayyad et al., 1996). 
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The first aspect is that an end-user should be able to analyze data by using steps from the 

knowledge discovery process but interactively. This combination of KDD and human-computer 

interaction was theorized by (Holzinger, 2013). Tailored to the biomedical field, the process 

emphasizes that an end-user needs powerful visualization tools as much as data management and 

analytics capabilities. Holzinger also stresses the fact that reproducibility should be investigated 

further as it represents a significant problem with data-intensive experiments (Holzinger, 2013). 

The steps of the HCI-KDD are integration, pre-processing and data mining. Integration is 

the activity of merging structured or unstructured data sets. Pre-processing applies normalization 

or transformation techniques to make the data sets suitable for data analysis. Data mining is the 

design and application of algorithms to identify patterns, associations, or outliers. 

6.4 Reproducible Research 

The second aspect is the need for better reproducibility of experiments that are conducted 

with computers. Here we integrate notions belonging to two approaches to reuse context and 

computational material. 

On the one hand, based on literate programming (Knuth, 1984), dynamic documents 

(Pérez and Granger, 2007) and compendiums (Gentleman and Lang, 2007) constrain design choice 

to add human and machine-readable context to executable code. Compendiums aggregate dynamic 

documents. Dynamic documents are executable files that contain code with descriptive information. 

They are currently available with authoring packages in R (Knitr, Sweave) or Python (IPython 

notebooks, Jupyter). 

On the other hand, an ontology-based approach for the dissemination of reusable 

components is assured by semantically enriched objects aggregating resources about the context of 

an experiment and its material. These are called Research Objects (RO) (Bechhofer et al., 2013).
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6.5 Discussion 

As we noticed, the fact that one end-user deal with each step are, at least, a very optimistic 

view on data analytics. The HCI-KDD process implemented in our prototype was discussed among 

participants (see section 3.1). The questions were oriented to the flow of analysis and presence or 

absence of components (e.g., charts, packages, result tables, context…) in the interface. 

Additionally, a survey was answered by 11 respondents (n=11) about how they are dealing with 

data and Reproducible Research. 

6.5.1 Focus Groups Result 

Inside our three focus groups, we divide participants according to their main interests, i.e., 

bioinformaticians and biologists. For the first type of participants, bioinformaticians, a friendly user 

interface, is rejected. Scripts are preferred for analyzing data. Regarding methods applied, a 

participant indicated that a method is sometimes selected because “it works” and is not a matter of 

“hidden” assumptions. By assumption, we refer to prior knowledge of the state of the world 

embedded in packages or statistical models. Not being aware of them makes a package acting as a 

“black-box” with unknown consequences on the rest of the processing. 

For the second type of participant, biologists, they estimated the presence of such methods 

as appropriate. The indications given on the website (package name, version, reference paper, 

running environment, and online documentation) are sufficient if kept up to date. The web interface 

offered the possibility to apply different methods on the same data set. This was judged as beneficial 

because the influence of a choice could be assessed by the user interactively. In that case, another 

concern raised by bioinformaticians is about the interpretation of results by users that would not be 

trained in statistics. Regarding reproducibility, the lab part of an experiment has substantial 

influences on the rest of the pipeline, and it is perceived as challenging to integrate into the tool. 

Efforts for improving reproducibility are welcome, but full reproducibility is impossible, as 

indicated by participants in the third focus group. 

6.5.2 Code and Data for Verification 

It is the view of Peng (2011) that executable code and data form a gold standard of 

reproducible research. We argue that these elements are not of interest to each vital type of 

stakeholder involved in a computational experiment. We may admit, though, that what the author 

tries to achieve is a minimal level of reproducibility for verification purposes. The idea is that a 
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reviewer would carefully inspect code-shared with a paper, e.g., as an R package on Bioconductor. 

With that package, the entire computational workflow is runnable and shows figures that are 

identical to their online or printed counterpart. 

However, as even noticed by Peng (2011), papers validating previous work are rarely 

acclaimed by publishers who expect “new” knowledge to be submitted. This may be an explanation, 

while results from our survey showed a reduced interest in full replication on a scale from 1 (never) 

to 5 (always). The need for full replication has a Mode of 2 (Median=2). Partial replication did 

slightly better with a Mode of 3 (Median=3). 

6.6 Reusability and Interactivity 

Regarding Research Objects, they sometimes appear to be developed as external solutions 

or repositories. We will lose a significant group of researchers if the goal of an application is to 

manage research objects. Instead, the software application should produce resources that might be 

automatically aggregated in an RO. This is a transparent manner for users more interested in 

advanced visualization capabilities. 

Therefore, we claim that Research Objects could be a hidden component of any interactive 

mining tool. By doing this, we encourage RO generation and usage without transforming such tools 

in a “reproducibility manager” for users interested in getting precious insights from their 

experiments. Exaggerating any requirement of RO management for these stakeholders will most 

probably result in a rejection of the entire application. This could be achieved by automatically 

extracting information from earlier processing stages and intermediate data sets in the analysis flow. 

6.7 Resources and Representations 

An exciting proposal in compendium design was the notion of a transformer. We present 

it in this work as the creation of representation (or view) from a single resource. A resource is an 

object of interest, whereas representation is a usable form of a resource that corresponds to the 

consumer’s interest. We designate by consumers both human and machine readers or interpreters. 

In the RO world, it implies to work on ontologies and machine-readable standards. For 

biologists, it means that a chart resource has to render a dynamic representation. We can imagine 

that after exchanging an RO, we find a data object resource and a chart resource. A chart shows the 

content of a data object as, for instance, a scatterplot. We expect an end-user to be willing to select 

parts of this scatterplot, zoom-in, or display labels. We also expect that this chart resource is 

identical to what was generated by a team of researchers that created this RO. 
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As we show in the next section, open-source technologies for visualization “as a resource” 

exist and are under massive development. They can create JSON or HTML/JS serialization of a 

chart resource while providing enough interactivity for end-users. 
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6.9 Solution 

The evaluation of our prototype yielded limitations of both HCI-KDD and current 

practices defended by Reproducible Research. Hence, we suggest an improved knowledge 

discovery process embedding the HCI-KDD in an extended process named Reproducible Research-

Oriented Knowledge Discovery in Databases (RRO-KDD). When conducting a DSR, four stages 

appear at each design cycle (A. Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010). The problem specification resulted 

from a literature review and meetings with experts in biomedical genetics. The other steps found in 

design science research are Intervention, Evaluation, and Reflection. Each of them is described in 

the next subsections. 

6.9.1 Specification 

The problem addressed in this work encompasses reproducibility and visualization for 

researchers in biology who are collaborating with bioinformaticians. As explained in the 

background section, computational experiments are not only conducted on the bioinformatics side 

of data analysis. Hence, an application enabling self-service data analytics for biologists has 

additional constraints. Self-service is understood as letting users perform analytics tasks without 

advanced knowledge of programming or statistical modeling. 

6.9.2 Intervention 

As the technical outcome of the DSR we conducted, a prototype was developed and 

deployed in a research lab for structural genomics at the University Medical Centre Utrecht 

(UMCU) in the Netherlands. The prototype started from the HCI-KDD process by implementing 

interactive visualization capabilities together with methods to pre-process and mining data sets. 

Pre-processing consisted of normalization and transformation of the table of counts generated by 

RNA- Seq technologies and tools. A table of counts has samples of patients in columns and a list 

of genes as rows (60 000 in the files used). This table is the result of a bioinformatics pipeline. 

Hence, analytical data is generated by various levels of data processing from raw DNA sequence 

quality checks to counting how many RNA fragments found in a patient tissue overlap a gene. Via 

the web interface, users start with these tables in a virtual experiment (gathering data and contextual 

information). Then a possibility is offered to normalize or transform data sets by calling packages 

from Bioconductor. Normalization is an essential pre-processing task to make samples comparable 

due to the presence of (technical) biases in the raw data. 
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6.10 Evaluation 

Exploratory focus groups with biologists and bioinformaticians provided input for 

conducting additional iterations, similar to an agile approach. From requirements and discussions 

with specialists, a set of functionalities for KDD and visualization were implemented. The facet of 

RR was imposed as it was not a primary requirement from the field experts. Hence, design choices 

for RR were inspired by previously described literature about compendiums and ROs (Bechhofer 

et al., 2013; Gentleman and Lang, 2007). 

Next, three confirmatory focus groups invited bioinformaticians and biologists to discuss 

the prototype and judge the applicability of the KDD steps implemented. We addressed the results 

obtained from the focus groups in section 3. These results are further processed in section 4.4. We 

present a design proposition, which is an outcome of the evaluation of the prototype. Furthermore, 

our design proposition covers architectural choices which are mainly grounded in web architecture. 

6.11 Reflection 

The lessons learned from our DSR are described in the RRO-KDD process. We processed 

the input of three confirmatory focus groups with 15 participants. We described the results earlier 

and elaborated on their processing further in the next section. 

6.11.1 RRO-KDD Process 

The RRO-KDD process depicted in Figure 6.2 is modeled with its related “deliverables” 

in a so-called process- deliverable diagram (PDD) (Weerd and Brinkkemper, 2008). Here, the 

elements of the HCI- KDD process are integrated with contextual and technological outputs. These 

outputs are directed to the reusability of previous experiment code, data, and methods. Below, we 

shortly describe the steps and deliverables: 

• Understand is an activity where a sufficient description of the data sets is provided. For 

instance, information about instruments, sequencing platforms, sample preparation. It 

builds a container for an experiment which is denoted by virtual experiment. Virtual 

experiments are uniquely identified aggregation of resources and group data sets together 

with context and methods. 

• Integrate, pre-process, and data mining are the steps elaborated by the HCI-KDD 

process. Visualization is an activity that occurs in parallel to KDD and enables us to get 

an insight into what happens at each step. For instance, it helps the users to judge the 
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impact of pre-processing methods on the data set. Activity Integrate results in data objects, 

and Preprocess will normalize or transform these integrated data sets into analytical data, 

which are more easily interpretable than raw data, e.g., from sequencing instruments. 

Finally, data mining results find useful patterns from data, according to Fayyad’s 

definition (Fayyad et al., 1996). Visualization is here a subpart of the whole HCI field of 

research as it was not extensively investigated in this work. 

• Visualization has a deliverable called insight, which informs researchers on patterns, 

scores, or relations in their data in an interactive manner. Interactive plots were rendered 

with bokeh, a python library for creating browser compatible visualizations. 

Figure 6.2  

The Reproducible Research-Oriented Knowledge Discovery in Databases (RRO-KDD) Process. 

 

The Access feature presents components that are interactively created during an 

experiment (like charts and new data objects) as REST resources that might be accessed without 

the user interface via RESTAPIs. 

These resources aggregated in a virtual experiment can be semantically enriched for reuse 

as ROs. This is made possible because each component is uniquely identified and accessible via a 
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programming interface. As an example, a mining task created by a biologist is reusable via an RO 

with its unique identifier. The code of the prototype is hosted on GitHub under MIT license and is 

available here: https://github.com/armell/RNASEqTool. 

6.12 Conclusion 

Our results suggest that reproducibility cannot be reduced to data and code sharing and 

that the field of biomedical genetics suffers from a lack of software solutions that are both 

satisfactory for bioinformaticians and biologists who are mutually engaged in CEs. There are 

overlapping data analytics practices but also serious apprehensions from bioinformaticians to offer 

such a type of application to biologists if they exceed data visualization. 

Despite these concerns, we found that there is a gap to fill both in terms of data analytics 

and the reuse of previous work. As we have seen, biologists were more inclined to ask more 

visualization capabilities, whereas bioinformaticians expect a solution where scripting or custom 

data processing is allowed. A unique identifier of resources and platform-independent information 

exchange via REST enables this. Nevertheless, HCI alone for biologists is not satisfactory as they 

want to query data and compare the impact of different methods. These comparisons require pre-

processing and mining. 

Reusability of data, workflows, or parts of experiments seems to be more enjoyable for 

the two types of end-users, which evaluated the artifact than reproducibility. 

6.13 Future Work 

The suggested RRO-KDD is still in a design proposition phase that needs to be evaluated 

in other settings, and the interest in sharing Research Objects must be assessed. For this assessment, 

the mining tools have to be upgraded and provide more realistic possibilities to exchange and reuse 

virtual experiments and their components. 

Also, extending the RRO-KDD to distributed systems will have similar problems 

encountered in previous studies and known as workflow decay. This issue still holds in the RRO- 

KDD context, which is built around web services and URLs that may be inactive after some time. 

Permanent Identifiers may moderate accessibility issues but not the support of data objects or 

remote implementations of analysis packages. 

Recommendations to face these issues are integration with virtual environments or 

containers (e.g., Docker), dynamic documents, and proper data management solutions. More 

research on integrating virtual containers for the reusability of computational experiments for 
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bioinformaticians and biologists is needed. Dynamic documents generated by the tool could also 

play a role for bioinformaticians to understand what decisions were taken by biologists processing 

data via a user-friendly interface. 

These investigations should be made by effectively combining HCI and KDD, as 

suggested by Holzinger. However, the multiplicity of actors, analysis tools, and techniques remains 

a significant challenge first for reusability then for reproducibility. 

Hence, reproducibility arguments in literature should be replaced by better designs for 

reusability in IT solutions, at least for enhancing collaboration between bioinformatics and 

biologists. Reusability is broader than reproducibility as it enables repurposing of previous work 

and, in essence, reproducibility.
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Recently, the topic of research data management has appeared at the forefront of Open 

Science as a prerequisite for preserving and disseminating research data efficiently. At the same 

time, scientific laboratories still rely upon digital files that are processed by experimenters to 

analyze and communicate laboratory results. In this study, we first apply a forensic process to 

investigate the information quality of digital evidence underlying published results. Furthermore, 

we use semiotics to describe the quality of information recovered from storage systems with 

laboratory forensics techniques. Next, we formulate laboratory analytics capabilities based on the 

results of the forensics analysis. Laboratory forensics and analytics form the basis of research data 

management. Finally, we propose a conceptual overview of open science readiness, which 

combines laboratory forensics techniques and laboratory analytics capabilities to help overcome 

research data management challenges in the near future. 
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7.1 Introduction 

Research data management (RDM) is a pillar of future developments in open science, and 

particularly with regards to the efficiency of data preservation, sharing, and developments of open 

infrastructure (Higman et al., 2019). Also, in information systems research, the opening of data to 

the IS community is a current topic of debate (Koester et al., 2020; Link et al., 2017; Wilms, 

Stieglitz, et al., 2018). One practical reason RDM gains traction is that experimental activities taking 

place in laboratories increasingly rely upon digital technologies (Huang and Gottardo, 2013). 

Furthermore, scientific observations themselves are the product of digital technology, as scientific 

equipment transforms measurements of the physical world into digital entities (November, 2012; 

Stevens, 2013). This trend is observed in diverse practices encountered in experimental work, e.g., 

from small science, where all research is conducted in a single laboratory, to more complex projects 

where scientists employ large-scale, distributed, computational infrastructure (Cragin et al., 2010; 

D’Ippolito and Rüling, 2019). 

Consequently, research software, data files, algorithms, and workflows are widespread 

(digital) experimental resources. Besides, scientists create, exchange, preserve and share those 

resources using various channels such as digital files on storage systems, supplemental information 

sections integrated to publications, online repository deposits, or e-mail attachments, to name a few 

(Tenopir et al., 2011). To guarantee the re-usability of shared resources, academic publishers 

implement new guidelines for more transparent reporting and stress research data availability as a 

prerequisite to publication (Federer et al., 2018). Thus, scientific publishers operate on this matter, 

along with public funding agencies, to encourage proper research data planning and management 

to foster (or require) high-quality data dissemination of scientific data (Federer et al., 2018). 

Nevertheless, beyond the efforts to manage experimental resources more efficiently lays 

a wealth of issues stemming from research data management and scientific communication (NAS, 

2018). In the biomedical world, for instance, decade-long debates about the trustworthiness of 

results from lab experimentation and clinical trials pinpointed methodological issues and reporting 

issues, among others (Huang and Gottardo, 2013; Laine et al., 2007a). Methodological issues were 

found to vary from misapplications of statistics to poorly designed experiments (Moonesinghe et 

al., 2007; C. L. Williams et al., 2019). Reporting issues are the result of methodological issues 

(Ioannidis, 2018), and, more broadly, the lack of fit of the scholarly communication infrastructure 

to report on the results of activities and resources used in modern experimentation, such as the 

integration of results generated by computer scripts with scientific articles (Bechhofer et al., 2013).  
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Studies on data sharing and reproducibility in science are restricted to the analysis of 

research output, i.e., scientific articles and questionnaires administered to scholars in the forms of 

surveys and interviews (Adewumi et al., 2021; Federer et al., 2018; Sholler et al., 2019; Tenopir et 

al., 2011). On the one hand, reproducibility studies focus extensively on information technology 

development to mediate irreproducibility in defined research fields such as bioinformatics with 

Galaxy (Goecks et al., 2010) and reproducible software  (Napolitano, 2017). On the other hand, 

studies attempt to give insights into the wicked ecosystem of technology and the practice of data 

publication (Leonelli, 2013; Sholler et al., 2019; Wilms, Stieglitz, et al., 2018). However, insights 

on research data in laboratories are incomplete, as scientific publications analyzed in reproducibility 

studies are curated presentations of experimental processes (Brinckman et al., 2019). Besides, 

research data has not yet been investigated from an IS perspective, which makes our understanding 

of the peculiarities of RDM scarce and lagging behind studies addressing data analytics challenges 

in the corporate world (Mikalef et al., 2018). At the same time, proper RDM practice can lead to 

improved information quality and, therefore, ease the way to re-use high-quality scientific data at a 

larger scale. 

This is the reason why we elaborate here on an approach that enables the systematic 

extraction and analysis of experimental resources preserved on storage systems in laboratories. The 

approach we follow combines digital forensics techniques with information quality evaluation in 

laboratories named Laboratory Forensics, an approach analogous to digital forensics, an already 

established discipline (Palmer, 2001). By doing so, we aim at uncovering reproducibility issues 

stemming from data management practices in laboratories. Hence, our main research question is 

stated as follows: “How can a laboratory forensics approach help achieve open science 

readiness?” We propose to answer this question in the first phase of this study by investigating data 

management in one laboratory to (1) reconstruct the use of experimental data with digital forensics 

techniques and (2) evaluate the information quality of experimental data through the lens of the 

descriptive theory of information. Then, the second phase of our study (3) presents a proof-of-

concept of an analytic dashboard which introduces and visualizes principles for designing 

technology that will help laboratories achieve open science readiness (OSR). Briefly, OSR is the 

laboratory equivalent to digital forensics readiness, a state of IT infrastructure in organizations that 

speeds up forensic investigations by implementing capabilities to trace (cybercriminal) events and 

audit information systems (Serketzis et al., 2019). 

To further answer the main research question, we first need to gather knowledge about 

digital forensic methods and techniques that are readily available to extract information from 
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storage systems in a systematic way. Therefore, our study divides the problem of investigating 

laboratory storage systems into two parts, (1) the design of the laboratory forensics approach and 

(2) the application of the laboratory forensics approach to the evaluation of the quality of 

experimental artifacts managed by scientists in a laboratory. The former is presented in this article 

with the results obtained in a case study laboratory, where we systematically conducted forensic 

investigations in the lab and screened a subset of research data published by the same laboratory. 

The latter demonstrates how forensics results can translate to insights regarding information quality 

issues. This division between the development of the laboratory forensics approach and its 

application is illustrated in  Figure 7.1. 

Figure 7.1  

The First Part of This Work Reports on (1) The Design of the Laboratory Forensics Approach 

and (2) the Application of Laboratory Forensics Techniques to Report on Information Quality 

Issues Using a Semiotic Perspective as Found in The Descriptive Theory of Information (DTI) 

 
 

In the second phase of our study, we define several RDM capabilities that laboratories 

should consider in order for laboratories to gather evidence about research data management (RDM) 

practices. These RDM capabilities are devised from the results and lessons learned after our forensic 

investigations. Then, to illustrate the connection between RDM capabilities and open science 

readiness, we introduce an analytics dashboard demonstrating the use of RDM capabilities and their 

corresponding performance indicators.  
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7.2 Background 

The proper management and sharing of research data underlying published studies is still 

a lively subject of debate in academia (Bajpai et al., 2019; Editorial, 2014; European Commission, 

2016b; Freire et al., 2012b). Scientific communities, publishers, and libraries, among others, have 

concurrently developed numerous solutions to tackle the need for high-quality preservation and 

dissemination of research data and software (Borgman et al., 2016; Callahan et al., 2006). 

Furthermore, there are strong methodological incentives to improve data management in academia, 

as exemplified by the reproducible research movement that emerged more than a decade ago (Peng 

et al., 2006; V Stodden et al., 2014). More recently, the open science paradigm is perceived as a 

way of improving information quality in science through citizen science (Lukyanenko et al., 2020). 

Thus, the increasing number of initiatives to generate high-quality research data leads us here to 

investigate the difficulties experienced by researchers in documenting the research process using 

underlying technology such as digital file systems, remote servers, and digital repositories.  

Moreover, the analysis of research data preserved in laboratories is an exciting starting 

point to explore research data further, including data sets and software that are not publicly 

available. The reason much information is not publicly available is that internal storage systems are 

meant for exchanging and saving operational data that researchers produce. The operational data 

created during scientific experimentation is thus not primarily aimed at being exchanged with 

external parties. Nevertheless, the investigation of operational data with a lens of information 

quality is at the core of the forensics approach presented here. By conducting forensics, we aim at 

reporting on the reproducibility of scholarly work uniquely, i.e., through the lens of an information 

systems theory grounded into semiotics. Previous work in information systems has extensively 

discussed the usefulness of the semiotic approach to the analysis of information in organizations 

(Burton-Jones et al., 2005; Stamper et al., 2000). Nevertheless, as noted by Lukyanenko et al. 

(2020), scientific organizations differ from corporate organizations. Typically, scientific 

organizations such as laboratories are much more dynamic, and data flows through several actors, 

processes and, purposes that are not directly relatable to data management in the corporate world 

(Borgman, 2015; Lefebvre et al., 2018; Lukyanenko et al., 2020). 

Thus, in line with semiotics analyses applied to enterprise data integration for 

investigating data quality (Krogstie, 2015), we apply semiotics analyses to research data 

management.  Experimentation processes produce the research data we analyze in this study. These 

processes leave a wide variety of (digital) traces from different types of (laboratory) resources. It 
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leads to the fact that the interpretation of experimental evidence is not straightforward. For instance, 

editorial, experimental, and computational processes are of a distributed nature and, therefore, 

combines the use of a variety of data management systems, software, and laboratory equipment. 

7.2.1 Semiotics Perspective on Research Data 

From an information point of view, reproducibility is achieved when the experimental 

materials involved in the experimentation process are located on the storage, systematically named 

with meaningful concepts that reduce room for interpretation and are adequately documented. In 

other words, our assumption is here that digital traces that are preserved in such a state that the 

empirical, syntax, semantic and, pragmatic facets of the information they contain are satisfactory. 

Forensics techniques are used to extract digital traces with meta-data from laboratory storage 

systems to judge whether these facets of information are of sufficient quality for reproducing 

experiments. Therefore, we provide some background about the experimentation process that leads 

to those digital traces and their interpretation with the DTI (see Figure 7.2). 

Figure 7.2  

A Comparison of the Use of Events, Signs, and Traces From the Perspective of Experimenters 

(Experimentation Process) and Forensic Investigators (Forensic Investigation Process). 

 
 

First, the experimentation process corresponds to the activities, inputs, and outputs of 

experimental work in a scientific laboratory. Research cycle models are commonly used to represent 

such processes from the conceptualization of a research problem, the generation of data with 

instruments, their processing, analysis, and communication to outsiders (Cox and Tam, 2018). The 
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cyclic representation of experimental processes is emphasizing the re-use of previously generated 

data for new studies. As computers are involved in many (if not all) of these activities, it is expected 

to find (digital) traces on storage systems or even in other devices such as USB sticks or cloud 

storage. From a forensic perspective, experimentation processes are where digital traces originate 

from, independently of any research field, specific software, or storage architecture involved. The 

assumption is that experimental activities lead to files that are saved on a storage system. 

Undeniably, not all activities involved in the experiment are ending as digital files. Nevertheless, 

there cannot be reproduction without the presence of enough material to verify an experiment.  

Next, the interaction of forensic investigation and the experimentation process is 

understood as follows: software and instruments involved in experimental events generate all sorts 

of digital traces found on storage systems during the forensic investigation (Lefebvre and Spruit, 

2019b) . Thus, the purpose of a (lab) forensic investigation is to report on the information quality 

of digital traces left by experimenters conducting laboratory experiments. Moreover, the forensic 

investigation process involves the interpretation of information like signs, signs which are used by 

researchers to describe experimental resources used during scientific experimentation. Signs are 

elements in filenames such as the identifiers of a lab instrument and an object of study with the date 

of analysis written in a file name. The preserved material is meant for accomplishing the tasks 

relevant to communicate experimental results. Experimenters describe preserved material to 

accomplish their tasks. However, a forensic investigation collects these digital traces to 

accomplish something different, namely the evaluation of the reproducibility of scholarly work 

originating from the laboratory. In short, experimenters use signs to describe material for 

experimentation, and forensic investigators interpret those signs for reproducibility purposes. 

These two perspectives on the same material tend to provide a rich account of experimental events 

on the one hand and reproducibility issues, on the other hand. The former perspective is the 

perspective of an experimenter at work choosing concepts to name the material preserved on storage 

systems. The latter is the perspective of a third party that attempts to reproduce the experimenter’s 

work.  

As will be presented later, the forensic investigation leads to the interpretation of 

information signs discovered on storage systems in laboratories. There are several models of signs 

in semiotics, the triadic model of a sign (Klinkenberg, 1996; Nöth, 1990) being the model that 

conveniently illustrate, see Figure 7.3, the characteristics we investigate in digital files. The first 

notion is the notion of a vehicle of a sign, which corresponds to the digital traces (e.g., a file path). 

Vehicles are how signs reach their interpreter. Vehicles are, for instance, a language with their 
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written symbols or sounds. Then, the sense (or meaning) is an abstraction in one’s mind occurring 

when signs are perceived. In our example, it is a class of objects such as the concept of software. 

Last, the referent is the object itself, for instance, the corresponding software (and version of that 

software) used to analyze research data reported in a publication. 

Figure 7.3  

The Interpretation of Digital Traces Depicted as a (Semiotic) Triangle of Ogden-Richards. 

 
For this study, we make use of a descriptive approach rooted named the Descriptive 

Theory of Information (DTI) to evaluate several aspects of a sign. The DTI was first presented by 

Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2015). In their work, the authors of the DTI elaborate on a generic 

approach to the description of the information and provides a critical review of definitions of the 

concept of information used in IS research  (Wang and Strong 1996; Stvilia et al., 2007; Chatterjee 

et al. 2017). The DTI describes information according to two dimensions. The first dimension of 

the DTI articulates three different forms of information. Therefore, the DTI distinguishes intended 

information (i.e., stored) from potential information (i.e., potentially relevant to third parties), and 

information in use (i.e., as interpreted by third parties).  

The second dimension of the DTI regroups the four conditions for a sign to be interpreted 

as information by someone. The first branch of semiotics retained in the DTI is named empirics, 

which is at the physical level of information and deals with how information is stored on physical 

systems. Second, the syntax is about how information is structured and obey to rules of a sign 
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system. Third, semantics are conditions of information to provide meaning to information 

consumers. Last, the pragmatic aspect adds dimensions such as interests and socio-cultural context 

to the previous categories. DTI Facets express each of these branches. Facets are a condition for a 

sign to become information. Boell and Cecez-Kecmanovic (2015) suggest 15 facets of information 

(e.g., novelty, physical assets) classified into the four semiotic branches defined earlier. 

We observed that, in practice, at the stage of preservation, i.e., named intended 

information in the DTI terminology, a vast amount of research data resides locally and on 

organization-specific systems (Prost and Schöpfel, 2015; Tenopir et al., 2011). In laboratories, such 

as in the case study laboratory, the preservation of research data is set up employing shared folders.  

The digital file system provides basic meta-data structures. The generic architecture of digital file 

systems defines two types of meta-data: system-dependent and user-defined metadata (Venugopal 

et al., 2006). System-dependent metadata are analogous to empirics according to the DTI and are 

focused on physical descriptions of data objects. User-dependent metadata, on the contrary, might 

potentially cover syntax, semantic, and pragmatic facets of describing the data in folders and file 

names. With a mix of both types of meta-data, an investigator can recover experimental resources 

and obtain knowledge about the time at which they were created as well as other features written in 

filenames.  

The evaluation of experimental material leads to a score of each semiotic level, as can be 

seen in  Figure 7.4. The higher the score on the DTI faces (DTI Score), the higher chance a future 

experimenter can perform analyses with the material preserved on the local storage or online. For 

instance, a publication (A) using a software (Sa) to analyze a dataset (Da) and its corresponding 

manuscript (Pa) are stored in distinct locations that are hard to access. The empirics score of A will 

be low (e.g., a score of 1 on a scale from 1 to 3). If we add unstructured and ambiguous names 

(syntax and semantics), as well as the absence of documentation on the workflow (pragmatic), the 

DTI score will be low, i.e., publication A scores low on the empirics, syntax, semantic, and 

pragmatic levels.  

At a later time (noted t’ in Figure 7.4), a laboratory conducted another experiment 

involving other experimenters who, this time, carefully described the experiment, chose filenames 

wisely, and kept informative hints about their experimental processes. In that case, we obtain a 

higher score for B (Pb) than for Pa. As we explained earlier, digital traces that are accessible, well-

structured and, holding meaningful information lead to more reproducible experiments. Therefore, 

from an information point of view, a high DTI means a higher reproducibility potential. The process 

leading to such an evaluation and scoring with DTI is described later in Section 7.4. 
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Figure 7.4  

The Laboratory Forensics Approach Should Result in The Assessment Of Digital Traces 

Encompassing Datasets (D), Software (S) and, the Publication (P) Employing a Score Standing 

for the Quality of Those Traces. For Instance, Here A and B are Two Illustrative Publications, 

Where A Scores Lower (Harder to Reproduce) Than Publication B as The Score of Its 

Components (Software, Data, and Publication) Score Lower. 

 
The scoring mechanism forms the basis for developing analytics capabilities further. The 

scores indicate what type of issues are encountered. Information systems research has developed a 

wealth of useful capabilities, as introduced in Section 7.2, that can be placed in the context of 

laboratory work because laboratories are not entirely similar to the corporate context from which 

analytics capabilities where previously devised. Nevertheless, we can seek to connect analytic 

capabilities to the information aspects of the DTI that are scored on a level from 1 to 3, low to high, 

respectively. Equation 1 shows the criteria for scoring each aspect.  

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =  �
𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖

𝐴𝐴 ∗ 𝐶𝐶

𝐴𝐴

𝑖𝑖=1

 (1) 

Equation 1 Scoring the information aspects on the laboratory storage and the associated 

repository. Using this formula, four aspects (A) are scored according to three criteria (C) each. 

In Equation 1, the score is divided by 12 to obtain a final DTI score ranging from 0 to 1 

after summing up the score of the four DTI aspects, namely empirics, syntax, semantics, and 

pragmatic. The score (S) is derived from the criteria in Table 7.1.. These criteria help the 

investigator evaluate the quality of the experimental resources according to their semiotic facets. 
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Table 7.1  

Criteria for evaluating the investigated research data with empirics, syntax, semantics, and 

pragmatic branches of the DTI. 

Score Scale Criterion Example 

Em
pirics 

3 High All relevant files can be 
accessed and retrieved 

The list of folders that contain 
documents, raw data, processed material, 
and other relevant material. 

2 Medium A part of the files is still 
accessible on the storage 
systems; however, some 
files are not accessible 

The raw data might be preserved, but the 
analysis output has not been preserved. 

1 Low Some files are located but 
with low uncertainty and 
might not belong to the 
corresponding publication 

The scientific data behind the publication 
is hardly accessible 

Syntax 

3 High The structure of file and 
folder names is consistent 
in all project folders 

The authors follow a strict convention to 
write file names. 

2 Medium Files are partially 
structured 

Parts of file names can be delimited by 
symbols such as – or _, which ease the 
interpretation of their content 

1 Low No consistent structure in 
file names 

Date and time in file names can be 
written in many formats, some of which 
are confusing, like a date value 
02052020, which might refer to February 
or May 

Sem
antics 

3 High Enough resources mapped 
with certainty to the 
corresponding publication 

Groups of files are precisely matched to 
their role in the experiment helped by 
meaningful names 

2 Medium Some resources mapped to 
corresponding publications 

A part of the software or data in the 
method section can be mapped to the 
preserved resources 

1 Low No (or a small number of) 
experimental resources 
mapped to corresponding 
publications 

A list of figures is found on the storage, 
but no software output to generate them. 
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Score Scale Criterion Example 

Pragm
atic 

3 High Documentation present and 
folder structure is logical 

A readme file is present, code (scripts), 
and relevant data sets are described, and 
the connection between parts of the 
article and its related resources is 
unambiguous. 

2 Medium There is little information 
about how the resources 
can be (re)-used 

The necessary resources are present but 
in formats that are not easily modifiable, 
such data in a spreadsheet with many 
annotations instead of simpler text files. 

1 Low Few resources are reusable A file named such as output.txt does not 
define which kind of output, when and 
how it was acquired 

7.3 Research Data Management Capabilities for Open Science Readiness 

Thus far, we have introduced semiotic concepts used to investigate digital traces found on 

storage systems in laboratories. In this section, we analyze prior work on RDM capabilities relevant 

to achieve open science readiness. The concept of readiness is borrowed from the digital forensic 

domain (Rowlingson, 2004; Serketzis et al., 2019). Forensic readiness is a state of technology that 

enables organizations to resist (or investigate) external threats, such as cybercriminal events, on 

their IT infrastructure (Simou et al., 2019). In the context of open science, many events can occur 

that require information systems in laboratories to be ready to deliver experimental evidence 

appropriately to (future) laboratory members, reviewers and comply with their research institution’s 

policies.   

In information systems research, authors have argued that the targeted use of (big) data 

analytics can reinforce the organizational capabilities of companies  (Mikalef et al., 2018). 

Nevertheless, data availability is a prerequisite for the success of the Big Data enterprise in business 

and open science (Austin, 2019; Joubert et al., 2019; Sholler et al., 2019). The extent to which (big) 

data are in a state that can fulfill the ambitions of reinforcing organizational capabilities, support 

(national) policies for big data in businesses (Joubert et al., 2019) or the development of governance 

for open science, reproducible research and, and research evaluation (Austin, 2019). In all cases 

mentioned above, data quality (or veracity) is a significant factor in the success of big data readiness 

(Austin, 2019; Joubert et al., 2019). 

Transposed to the laboratory domain where experimental work is conducted, we explore 

how the analysis of research data can reinforce capabilities to manage data in a reproducible way. 

In the literature, research data management capabilities revolve around the research data lifecycle 
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and the activities that process data at each step of the lifecycle, from creation to publication (Cox 

and Tam, 2018). For instance, the SEI CMM is a capability maturity model tailored for research 

data management that is oriented towards the production, preservation, and dissemination of high-

quality research data (Crowston and Qin, 2011). The SEI CMM model lists four focus areas for 

RDM: (1) data acquisition, processing, and quality insurance; (2) data description and 

representation; (3) data dissemination; (4) repository service and data preservation (Crowston and 

Qin, 2011). Open science readiness is the state of a laboratory where RDM is implemented in a way 

that the transparency and reproducibility of scientific experiments are less challenging to achieve, 

i.e., do not require extensive forensic investigations to recover experimental evidence.  

Furthermore, open science readiness relies on open data value capabilities. Zeleti and Ojo 

(2017) presented open data value capability areas as data generation, knowledge of data standards, 

knowledge of data value and, data strategy for generating open data. These open data value 

capabilities align with research data policies that share the ambition of disseminating high-quality 

research data using digital repositories, preferably openly or with few access restrictions (Amorim 

et al., 2015; Jones et al., 2012).  

Therefore, we investigate what RDM capabilities can play a role in increasing the 

availability and quality of research data preserved and shared in laboratories. We first start by 

applying a digital forensics approach in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we reflect upon our forensic 

findings by introducing key RDM capabilities that, once implemented, will decrease the number of 

challenges occurring when managing research data locally, in laboratories, and online, in 

publications and digital repositories.  

7.4 Information Quality Evaluation With Laboratory Forensics 

In this section, we explain the process of extracting experimental evidence from laboratory 

storage systems. The included publications, listed in Table 7.2, are from experiments that were 

conducted independently; the DTI scores reported in this work are showing the scores of different 

publications, authors, and years. According to Årnes, a DF investigation starts with the 

identification of the data sources or interest, which are possibly containing relevant material. The 

next step is the collection step, where the evidence from existing storage systems is extracted. The 

collection of evidence requires an image of the data source of interest, as it would be hazardous to 

investigate storage systems in use. Once the evidence is isolated from a computer device, we 

proceed with the examination phase to locate potentially relevant evidence. After the investigators 

have recovered potential evidence, the analysis phase takes place. The last step, presentation, is the 
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translation of the findings into a format that can be understandable by third parties, who may not 

grasp the legal and technical details of forensic investigations (Graves, 2013).   

Table 7.2  

Background Information of the Selected Publications Examined in This Study. The Data in This 

Study is Reported Anonymously. Only the Year, Journal, and Publisher are Communicated. 

Publication 
Identifier 

Year Journal Publisher 

PUB_1 2019 Chemical science The Royal Society of Chemistry 
PUB_2 2016 Journal of the American 

Chemical Society 
American Chemical Society 
Publications 

PUB_3 2017 Analytical chemistry American Chemical Society 
Publications 

PUB_4 2017 ACS chemical biology American Chemical Society 
Publications 

PUB_5 2018 Journal of the American 
Society for Mass Spectrometry 

American Society for Mass 
Spectrometry 

PUB_6 2018 Journal of the American 
Society for Mass Spectrometry’ 

Springer 

PUB_7 2019 Journal of proteome research American Chemical Society 
Publications 

PUB_8 2019 Journal of proteome research American Chemical Society 
Publications 

PUB_9 2019 Molecular & cellular 
proteomics: MCP 

American Society for Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology 

PUB_10 2019 Analytical and bioanalytical 
chemistry 

Springer 

 

Hence, we followed a number of steps to achieve score the quality of the material 

underlying each publication, structured around digital forensics approaches: 

1) The collection of digital evidence is, therefore, a basic set of activities. The output of the 

forensic investigation depends on the quality of the data sources that are gathered. The 

investigated digital evidence is produced by experiments where experimenters combine 

laboratory work with computational work to produce research results. Once the evidence 

is gathered and secured with a snapshot of file system meta-data, an examination phase 

follows. During the examination phase, we conduct further quality checks on the data 

acquired from storage systems. 
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2) Next, we proceed with the analysis of experimental evidence. Once the examination 

steps confirm the relevancy of the evidence, the selected traces qualify as relevant 

experimental evidence as we are confident at this stage that the traces belong to the 

experiments reported in the publication of interest. Typical forensic techniques that are 

applicable at the analysis stage are the production of timelines (where the date of 

modification of files are plotted together with other information, such as extensions or 

filenames (see Figure 5 A).  

3) Last, we present findings as a report mentioning the number of relevant files found during 

the investigation, the total size of the experimental data, and the duration from the first 

creation data to the last modification. Besides, we comment on the quality of the material 

using the DTI to communicate, which issues are prevalent in the storage for each 

publication.  

7.4.1 Identification and Collection of Research Data 

In laboratory forensics, publications are used as a starting point for investigating the data 

disseminated together with the publication. Also, the search space on the storage systems is reduced 

to folders containing information about authors, methods, and software. The publications are 

extracted from PubMed. The selection conditions are (1) that a majority writes those publications 

of authors originating from the case study laboratory and (2) that a full-text version is available in 

PubMed Central (PMC) in XML format. The reason we opt for publications that can be retrieved 

in an XML format is to facilitate the extraction of meta-data and paragraphs in the articles. 

Next, in the case study laboratory, access to the storage systems was granted by a 

laboratory member of the case study laboratory. The storage systems in use in the laboratory are 

remote storage servers, which are logically divided into raw data folders, laboratory computers, 

users, projects, libraries, groups, and personal folders. Files and folders were first inspected using 

the file explorer in Windows or PowerShell commands before snapshots were created. We opted 

for a pre-selection of relevant folders so that the process of copying files does not overwhelm the 

requests on storage servers, which are used by experimenters. Also, a pre-selection decreases the 

number of files ending in the snapshot. 

The snapshot is preserved as a comma-separated value file (CSV) containing file paths 

(the location of a file on a file system), file names, dates of creation, modification, and last access. 

As the snapshot is a text file, it can be analyzed with text and natural language processing techniques 

during the examination and analysis phases. We used custom analysis software to assist in the 
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investigation. The path2insights – P2i - software is an analysis toolkit for investigating the content 

of file systems extracted as text (Lefebvre and Bruin, 2019). It, therefore, combines traditional 

forensic techniques (timeline creation, matching file extensions to software) with natural language 

processing techniques such as tokenization, distances (with Levenshtein distances). P2i offers a 

unified and comprehensive set of tools for analyzing file paths. P2I supports static file systems 

analysis without requiring access to the original physical storage. A scan of the storage’s content 

exported as a text file suffices to explore the files preserved on the laboratory’s storage system. 

Essentially, P2i brings foundational natural language processing techniques to the analysis of file 

paths. At this moment, P2i supports the tokenization, similarity, clustering of file paths to compare, 

and other file paths across different folders. For instance, a file name can be split into subparts so 

to compare these parts between folders and obtain a comparison of material preserved in different 

locations. Using a clustering approach, the content of different folders can be compared based on a 

subset of words (or tokens) extracted from the filenames. 

7.4.2 Examination of Research Data 

During the examination phase, the collected evidence present in the snapshot is checked 

and prepared for further analysis. At the end of the examination, unnecessary files are filtered out 

from the storage snapshot, and their inclusion in the snapshot is made certain. The decision is made 

based on the information reported in publications. So, experimental resources are identified from 

the publication and, if applicable, the location where the authors have deposited those resources. 

Here, we extracted nine concepts that occur in method sections of the publications (see Table 7.3). 

Besides, these concepts help the investigator detect the origin of resources and specific file formats, 

such as file formats that belong to laboratory equipment. 

When we recovered traces containing signs (e.g., words) referring to software, for 

instance, we matched those resources to the category “software,” as defined in Table 7.3. For 

instance, proteome discoverer (Colaert et al., 2011), a software used in proteomics, leaves particular 

patterns of files on the storage. Therefore, these files can quickly be recovered from their names 

and extensions, and hence can be mapped with confidence to the publication(s), which refer(s) to 

them. Nevertheless, in many cases, the evidence collected is not linkable to a publication with high 

certainty. Depending on the files and folders structure, trial experiments, tests, and other materials 

used for unpublished activities are confounded with the (relevant) material underlying a publication. 

In such a case, the DTI score has to be lower to reflect this confusion. 
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Table 7.3  

The Nine Coded Categories Used for Annotating the Ten Articles Published by Our Case Study 

Laboratory 

Name Description Occurrences 
in publication 

Data Mentions of the data created by equipment in laboratories or 
data analysis software reported in a publication 

9 

Database A database is a collection of data which is searched/queried 
to obtain reference material or compare local results with 
known recorded outcomes 

5 

Deposit A dataset or software is deposited in a repository (or 
website) which is publicly accessible (or with clear 
guidelines to access the material) 

7 

Equipment Equipment groups, instruments, and lab material intervening 
in the process of experimentation 

9 

Location A city or country where material, data, software, and 
equipment are originating from/manufactured.  

6 

Method Laboratory and computational processes used to 
operationalize experiments. 

9 

Organization A company, laboratory, institution, or any other group 
reported in the publication 

7 

Software Similar to equipment but purely computational. Software 
refers to packages, scripts, analysis software, and so on. 

9 

Supplemental 
Information 

The authors submit additional files on the editorial system 
and accessible directly on the journal’s website. 
Supplemental information is referred to from the text. 

7 

Number of 
investigated 
articles (N) 

The total number of articles investigated in this study 10 
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7.4.4 Analysis of Research Data 

Once the digital evidence collected from online sources and local storage systems has 

been examined, as explained in the earlier section, we continue with the analysis of the evidence. 

The analysis step is where the analysis of information quality issues takes place. From the domain 

of digital forensics, one can re-use several techniques that help an investigator show when 

experimental events occurred with timelines and how the identified files fit into the experimental 

process with link analyses. Timelines are constructed using storage meta-data (which is only 

applicable to laboratory storage). The timeline in Figure 7.5 A shows the date of modification of 

files recovered in the laboratory for PUB_10. In the timeline, we can observe that there have been 

several moments where raw data has been produced for almost a year, with interruptions of a few 

months between measurements. Then, data processing occurred after the production of raw data, 

making the total duration of experiments reported in an article an effort longer than a year.  

Figure 7.5  

In A, an Experimental Process Timeline is Reconstructed by Forensic Investigations. In B, a Link 

Analysis of Resources as Reported in the Corresponding Publications. Green Circles Refer to 

Resources Found on the Storage, Red Circles to Missing Resources.  

 
Moreover, to understand the context in which these resources are produced, another useful 

forensic technique is link analysis (e.g., Figure 7.5 B), which compares the reported experimental 

data with the traces found on storage. Thus, a network is created using information from a 

publication. Subsequently, the list of files is consulted, and resources reported in the publication 

which are not located in the snapshot are labeled as missing. The link analysis of PUB 10 is 

presented in Figure 7.5 B. The red circle pinpoints the resources that are not recovered (or missing) 
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on the laboratory’s storage. Hence, R and Python scripts mentioned in PUB_10 are not found on 

the storage server of the laboratory. 

7.4.5 Reporting on Research Data 

The last step of laboratory forensics is to produce a report summarizing the results of the 

investigated cases. The results of the scoring are presented in Figure 7.6, where the criteria shown 

in Table 7.2 have been applied on preserved (I.e., locally archived in the lab) and deposited (i.e., 

accessible online) material. The scatter plot of DTI scores shows that there is a variety of data 

management situations behind each publication. There are no standard data management practices 

in the laboratory, as the preservation of data depends on the experimenters and their data 

management choices. The score of deposited data is lower than the preserved data for half of the 

publications. The scores of the other half of the investigated publications had no data available with 

publications that are of sufficient quality to support the reproduction of the published work. 

Moreover, the material on the local storage is generally of better quality. However, it comes with a 

significant drawback: it is not available to third parties or teams who wish to reproduce the 

publication. 

Regarding the underlying reasons for the variations in DTI scores, there are several points 

worth to be noted. All publications investigated in this study shared research data online, one study 

(PUB_2) had files shared online, but no files were preserved in the laboratory at the time of the 

investigation. Nevertheless, half of the publications (PUB_5, PUB_6, PUB_1, PUB_10 and, 

PUB_4) uploaded data to repositories or supplemental information that were only covering a part 

of the analyses reported in their corresponding publications. Also, the low score on the online 

deposit (y) axis is caused by the fact that most of the material being available as PDF files in the 

supplemental information section of publications.  

Besides, there are cases where research data is produced outside of the laboratory by 

external research groups and commercial organizations. The recovery of resources provided by 

external parties is challenging when equipment and raw data where processed at a different location 

than the investigated laboratory as they leave no distinguishable traces on internal storage systems. 

Higher DTI scores are easier to obtain when experiments are entirely produced in the laboratory, 

while distributed experimental processes and technology led to lower DTI scores.  

Moreover, most publications are also related to incomplete information on the local 

storage of the laboratory. While generally, the local storage contained more material underlying 

publications, the relations of this material to the analyses reported in their corresponding 
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publications were not clear. One example is PUB_10 that did not differentiate test raw data and raw 

data from another series of experiments not reported in the investigated publications from the raw 

data underlying PUB_10. As this influence the recoverability of research data, the DTI score is low 

(below 0.4) despite the right use of file naming conventions by the authors of PUB_10.  

Last, the remainder of this article focuses on transferring the lessons learned from forensic 

investigations in a laboratory to decision-makers, such as laboratory managers, principal 

investigators, and support people such as data stewards. In short, how can RDM failures be reduced 

through the development of RDM capabilities on the one side and analytics on research data on the 

other side.   

Figure 7.6  

Overview of the Scores of Information Aspects for Research Data Underlying Each Publication 

(Local Storage and Deposit). The Closer to 1, the Higher the Information Quality of the Material 

Extracted From the Storage. In the Case of PUB_2, Our Approach Failed to Recover Files on the 

Local Storage, Which Explains the DTI Score of Zero.

 

7.5 RDM Capabilities for Open Science Readiness 

In the previous section, we presented the outcomes of the forensics approach. Our findings 

showed that there is a wide variety of RDM practices that influence the quality of research data. 

Besides, we show that not all resources were recovered efficiently. The remainder of this article 

focuses on capabilities that are aimed at reducing the failures of forensics, i.e., the non-
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recoverability of essential experimental resources on storage systems in laboratories. To increase 

the recoverability also means that data availability must be guaranteed. Nevertheless, the results 

presented in Figure 7.6 show that data availability is not systematic, whether online or locally. 

Besides, the recovery of relevant research data underlying published experiments is not 

straightforward, as shown by the efforts and techniques required by a forensics approach to collect 

digital evidence systematically.   

7.5.1 Capabilities 

The RDM capabilities for open science readiness cover the four DTI branches that were 

previously scored: empirics, syntax, semantics, and pragmatic. Each capability could lead to an 

improvement of the DTI score as they would make the recovery of research data with forensics 

techniques less error prone. We list the four DTI levels and their corresponding RDM capabilities 

in Table 7.4. First, to increase the empirics part of the DTI score, linking research data on storage 

systems would enable a smoother retrieval of relevant resources (Bechhofer et al., 2013). Often, 

research data was retrieved with low certainty during our investigations. Due to a lack of explicit 

links between folders and files, we retrieved more research data than necessary, files which do not 

belong to the experiments reported in the investigated publication. A large number of files would 

then need more intensive processing at the syntax and semantics levels.  

Table 7.4  

RDM Capabilities for Open Science Readiness 

DTI 
Branches 

RDM Capabilities Description 

Empirics Linked research data  Makes experimental resources discoverable on the file 
systems by explicitly linking related resources. 

Syntax Traceable resources Makes use of distinguishable temporal elements, 
ownership, and sequence in filenames and folder names. 

Semantics Ontology-based data 
management 

Develops consistent naming conventions and lists of 
materials, people, journal names to be used in filenames 
with semantically rich aggregates of resources with 
FAIR objects. 

Pragmatic Open data value 
strategy 

Guarantees the cohesion between laboratory research 
data and (meta-)data made available on online sources 
(e.g., articles, repositories) throughout open data value 
capabilities. 
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Then, the syntax was an issue as crucial elements such as date times, sequences, data 

creators, experimental conditions where inconsistently written by laboratory workers. It makes 

those records of experimental operations hard to trace, which is detrimental to reproducibility (M. 

Williams et al., 2017). For instance, dates and times were alternatively written in US formats and 

other formats. Data creators were using first names, usernames, and initials to identify themselves 

and collaborators. Besides, some folders are labeled by journal name, funder, and project name in 

an inconsistent way. Syntax issues could be circumvented by clear rules that make research data 

traceable. Traceable research data is, therefore, included here as a capability at the syntax level. 

Next, semantics is the most challenging branch of the DTI to score based on the forensics 

approach. A single filename can carry many parts referring to different objects, for instance, objects 

of study, samples, journals, authors, locations, and domain-specific elements. To remove 

unambiguous elements, laboratories may use (or develop) ontologies in line with FAIR principles 

for research data management (Harjes et al., 2020). With an ontology-based (research) data 

management approach, ambiguity can be reduced by structuring domain-specific knowledge 

(Lenzerini, 2011).  A wealth of ontologies are readily applicable for describing domain-specific 

knowledge (Mayer et al., 2014), their combination with recent developments in FAIR technology 

extends semantic capabilities to the whole lifecycle of research data (Harjes et al., 2020). 

Last, pragmatic relies on empirics, syntax, semantics, and open data value capabilities to 

provide high-quality research data for reproducibility purposes. Pragmatic is the last level of the 

DTI score and stands for the (re-)usability of research data. Research data should be preserved and 

made available following a consistent strategy of documentation and curation to be useful to 

laboratory members and external parties. Hence, curation is a collaborative effort between many 

stakeholders to ensure the availability of curated data inside research institutions and on the 

scholarly communication infrastructure. 

These capabilities, summarized in Table 7.4, are aiming at implementing open science 

readiness in laboratories. In other words, these are capabilities to achieve the state where a 

laboratory can responsibly manage research data. However, the dynamic nature of experimentation 

processes makes the forensics approach hard to scale, and, therefore, automated monitoring of 

research data quality based on the laboratory’s ecosystem is presented here as a future step. Once 

capabilities that streamline the description of research data are in place, it will allow novel 

possibilities to interpret data quality in an automated fashion.  
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7.5.3 Analytics 

The analytics dashboard shown in Figure 7.7 is decomposed in three areas representing 

the “research data strategy” capability of research data management discussed earlier. These three 

areas are information quality of research data, the openness of research data with citable data, and 

alignment with stakeholder goals, such as open access programs of funders. We refer to the Tableau 

public cloud environment for an online interactive version of the dashboard (Lefebvre, 2020). To 

generate a prototype dashboard for monitoring open science readiness, see Figure 7.7, we extracted 

data from dimensions.ai about publications and data sets covering the laboratory where we 

conducted our forensic analyses. Then, we created an additional data set by randomly assigning 

values to the properties of interest. The reason values are randomly generated to populate the 

dashboard is that extracting real values from the case study laboratory would necessitate a lengthy 

forensic investigation process on hundreds of publications. Therefore, the random data simulates 

DTI scores as those obtained during our forensic investigations, as reported in Figure 7.6. 

Figure 7.7  

Analytics Dashboard for Monitoring Open Science Readiness 

 
An overview of DTI scores according to the type of openness, citable data, number of 

publications, and citations are shown in Figure 7.7 A. In Figure 7.7 A, the overview shows how 

DTI scores could be applied to the scientific output of a lab to flag publications with high, medium, 
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and low information quality. Publications in a dark-red color indicate that there are serious data 

quality problems that hinder reproducibility. Compliance with open access to research information 

per funder is shown in Figure 7.7. B. Figure 7.7. B is an example of how the availability of research 

data complies with requirements from external stakeholders, in this case, funding agencies. The last 

part, the state of data openness, is shown in Figure 7.7. C. As mentioned before, the availability of 

data is crucial for reproducibility. New techniques enabling re-use to rely upon citable data, where 

research data can be credited in addition to publications (Robinson-García et al., 2016). Thus, the 

dashboard in its current state simulates a view of data quality using DTI scores to offer a high-level 

overview to laboratory workers and managers about the state of research data in their organization. 

7.6 Discussion 

In this study, we have shown the results of a forensics approach conducted in a case study 

laboratory. The forensics approach, named laboratory forensics, has the purpose of evaluating the 

quality of information preserved in laboratories as well as the quality of information of research 

data shared with scientific publications. Next, we described how the outcomes of forensic 

investigations could nurture a reflection about RDM capabilities and analytics aiming at increasing 

data quality, and subsequently reproducibility, of published experiments. Here, we present our 

contribution concerning the existing literature and the practical implications of our findings.  

7.6.1 Implications for existing research and future work 

We investigated a laboratory that evolves in a chemistry and life sciences, those are 

scientific domains where one may find a profusion of solutions to preserve, describe and share 

research data (McQuilton et al., 2016). Still, disparities in the quality of research data exist, showing 

inconsistencies in the way research data is managed in a research unit. In that sense, our results tend 

to confirm previous literature emphasizing the responsibility of individual researchers, rather than 

research units, for managing data (Baykoucheva, 2015; Wilms, Stieglitz, et al., 2018). Nevertheless, 

we also note that these disparities are rooted in data management practices that are still challenging 

to align with modern solutions to achieve high quality, reproducible data packages like research 

objects (Bechhofer et al., 2013).  

We found there would be a need for at least four capabilities to make the recovery of 

research data more robust. Those are linked research data, traceable resources, ontology-based 

management, and open data value strategy. In the literature, these capabilities are encompassed in 

findable, accessible, interoperable and, reusable (FAIR) principles and research object principles 
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and technologies (Ribes and Polk, 2014; Wilkinson et al., 2016). However, a point that current 

FAIR and research object technology tend to overlook is the multiplicity of actors, equipment, 

locations, and experimental designs that are currently described by experimenters using standard 

file management systems in laboratories. A reflection about technology, on the one hand, and 

research data management capabilities, on the other hand, has to be conducted to make research 

data management more resilient.  

First, we concur that linked research data is a limited part of what makes reproducibility 

a success (Bechhofer et al., 2013). Nevertheless, many issues arise from the absence of clear links 

between different outputs generated during experimentation and publication. It further impedes the 

possibility to automate retrieval techniques and automated assessments of research data preserved 

on storage systems. At the same time, analytics on linked data posits additional management 

challenges to integrate a broad diversity of datasets, as shown by the case of big and open linked 

data analytics  (Lnenicka and Komarkova, 2019). As such, it is notable how the application of 

semiotics, as suggested in our laboratory forensics approach, can account for the enormous diversity 

of datasets origins and purposes to study research data challenges in greater detail and reconstruct 

their linkages. 

Second, the ambition of making scientific experimentation, at least at the computational 

level, traceable are the domain of scientific workflows (Cohen-Boulakia et al., 2017; Santana-Perez 

et al., 2017). In scientific workflows, experimental resources are represented as a graph providing 

the ability to experiments to repeat experiments by automating the sequence of steps, inputs, and 

outputs. The difficulty here is that in real laboratory settings, completeness of the archive was a 

significant issue. As shown in Figure 7.5 B, some of the resources are missing from storage 

archives. Moreover, the input of the computational experiments is generated by lab equipment. Both 

types of resources, i.e., laboratory and computational, were (1) not linked correctly in a majority of 

the investigated cases (2) containing ambiguous information about their usage in an experiment, 

with the absence of exact version or date-time properties in the file name, for instance. 

Third, ontology-based data management refers to a mechanism to access data through a 

(formal) representation of the domain of interest (Lenzerini, 2011). In the biological domain, and 

more generally, domains dealing with open data, the use of ontologies for data integration is useful 

(Mayer et al., 2014; Soylu et al., 2019). The data model on file systems is a hierarchical model that 

lacks the accuracy of a semantic data model in terms of information that can be preserved. In the 

investigated laboratory, there was no semantic technology in use to preserve and recover research 

data. In contrast, much of the information was quite ambiguous as there is no space on the file 
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system to describe the role of experimental resources in an experimenter. Often, authors, journals, 

projects are named with abbreviations in filenames, abbreviations that can lead to the uncertain 

matching of research data to publications. As an example, the authors' initials may be confounded 

with protein names. The role of ontologies would be to reduce that uncertainty by defining the 

domain and possible values. 

Last, an open data value strategy was missing in the laboratory, despite its utility to forge 

high-quality data, as shown by Zeleti and Ojo (2017). A missing open data strategy makes the 

recovery of research data challenging as the material recovered online is not systematically helpful 

to investigate the data on the laboratory’s storage. Except for publications obtaining a high (> 0.7) 

DTI score (i.e., scoring the maximum on the majority of semiotic branches), online material 

consisted in supplemental information files with modified names during the editorial process and 

(extensive) list of files deposited on online archives accessible through a link and identifier 

mentioned in the corresponding publication. We observed that data deposition is then mostly ad-

hoc and dependent on the specific requirements of the outlets in which the investigated articles were 

published (Wallis et al., 2013). Laboratories should, therefore, work on their internal capabilities to 

stay in control of data preservation and dissemination technology and mechanisms. Furthermore, a 

data strategy will foster initiatives to develop a more analytics-driven approach to the evaluation of 

reproducibility and openness in laboratories that are currently permitted by current RDM practices. 

In other words, a denser reflection around specific capabilities is necessary for achieving open 

science readiness. Nevertheless, before reaching a state of readiness where these capabilities can be 

fully exploited, there are several other practical implications of laboratory forensics that need to be 

discussed, as explained in the next section. 

7.6.2 Practical Implications 

Our study aims at contributing to a better understanding of research data management 

pitfalls as they currently occur in laboratories. Forensic and semiotic techniques help make sense 

of complex research data and identify shortcomings. For research data professionals, the application 

of forensic techniques may help shape more specific guidance to laboratories based on their unique 

RDM strengths and weaknesses, as well as article and data publication practices. Moreover, we 

recontextualize the scope of FAIR technologies and show their limits when it comes to informing 

data professionals about the state of RDM in laboratories. That being said, several steps are still 

necessary before laboratory forensics is fully applicable to professional research data support, as 

we have learned from a focus group evaluation of laboratory forensics with professionals. 
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We introduced laboratory forensic techniques to seven participants with expertise in 

research and scholarly communication. Also, participants had a variety of computer skills, ranging 

from beginner level to proficient at coding, which is an ideal situation to obtain feedback about the 

complexity of forensics for a wider audience. The focus group session took place in August 2019 

in Los Angeles at the University of California (UCLA) during a six-hour introduction course to 

laboratory forensics where participants actively applied forensics on a snapshot exported from the 

case study laboratory and provided feedback on the utility of the forensics approach. Furthermore, 

limitations and future directions were discussed. 

The advantages mentioned by the participants referred to information quality issues, and 

a lesser extent, governance, and sharing of data. Understanding data to prevent data losses (or 

finding lost data) served as a basis for discussing conventions or best practices. Several participants 

even mentioned the benefits of such an approach to develop more robust data organization strategies 

by discussing conventions in the laboratory. Also, participants considered the practice of forensic 

investigations as activities that are beneficial for reproducing experiments.  

Regarding the challenges of laboratory forensics, the participants discussed the 

methodological and technical challenges ahead. Regarding the forensic methods, participants 

experienced difficulties with knowing where the process ends (e.g., when do we obtain the complete 

set of files, what to write in the report). Also, the fact that, at the empirics level, many files are not 

coherently aggregated on the storage system. A participant experienced that data in multiple places 

is challenging.  An essential limitation of the forensics approach mentioned by the participants is 

that, technically, the investigation required participants to be quite comfortable with digital file 

management systems and python tools such as path2insights (Lefebvre and Bruin, 2019). These 

technical barriers were still experienced as significant by the participants, so future developments 

of forensic applications should focus on easier tooling for a wide range of skillsets and audience. 

Therefore, to apply to a broader audience, laboratory forensics has to be further developed, as 

explained in the next section. 

7.6.3 Limitations 

Despite these advantages, the laboratory forensics approach suffers from several 

limitations in its current state. One limitation is that it is yet to be further applied and evaluated in 

different laboratories to increase its rigor and reliability. The current results are based on a single 

site case study, which limits the ability to generalize and compare to other organizational settings. 

Despite this limitation, the issues encountered also indicate that the investigation of storage systems 
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in laboratories provides deeper insights into how experiments are conducted, which can serve as a 

basis for the development of data management systems, scientific workflows and pinpoint specific 

information issues in laboratories.  

The first drawback of the forensic investigation is that thousands of files are created during 

experiments. On several occasions, their names and folder structure (i.e., signs instead of content) 

do not always suffice to ensure that the selected digital traces are indeed belonging to the 

investigated publication. Moreover, a holistic interpretation of such traces is also challenging when 

filenames do not contain sufficiently informative concepts for third parties. For instance, we found 

repetitive sequences of filenames that only slightly vary in the experimental conditions. As 

publications might be based on a fraction of these files, the absence of explicit experimental 

conditions in a publication has detrimental consequences on the time one investigation might take. 

In contrast, file names might not be informative enough and require their content to be analyzed 

(which is out of the scope of this study).  

Second, as the case study laboratory has no file naming conventions in every archived 

folder, the evidence contained in a majority of folders needs to be carefully mapped to publications. 

At the same time, this issue of mixing experimental data with other types of (non-experimental) 

data can be mitigated by using discriminative names of folders and files. When no discriminative 

name, such as the name of a journal, the method of the author is used, the likelihood to include files 

that are not relevant in the analysis is high. Hence, these limitations are mainly due to the erratic 

nature of reconstructing events from digital footprints (Mabey et al., 2018) and the error-prone 

manual extraction of experimental data from storage and publications. Furthermore, the 

interpretation of signs requires a great deal of knowledge about the experimentation processes and 

idiosyncrasies of one’s field of research.  

7.7 Conclusion 

In this study, we answered the following question: “How can a laboratory forensics 

approach help achieve open science readiness?”. We have developed an approach to investigate 

experimental evidence in laboratories, including tool support for processing digital files. The 

purpose of laboratory forensics is to describe reproducibility issues occurring in laboratories in a 

systematic way, using digital forensic methods and techniques. By investigating the digital files left 

on storage systems and digital repositories of 10 publications using a variety of tools (e.g., 

path2insights) and forensic techniques, we have been able to show that in daily practices (digital), 

experimental data are not systematically preserved or shared online in a reproducible way. We 
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reached this conclusion by applying the semiotic classification of the descriptive theory of 

information (DTI) on folders and file names. Besides, we propose that laboratories follow an open 

science readiness vision on research data management that focuses on increasing information 

quality for further preservation and dissemination of (open) research data. Subsequently, we 

demonstrated how our findings from laboratory forensics can assist the digital transformation of 

laboratories towards open science readiness.  In future research, we will further investigate this 

promising synergy of laboratory forensics with research data management practices. Taking these 

potential synergies into account, this work contributes to the understanding of scientific data by 

developing open science readiness to help realize the strategic promise of an open science future. 
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We have examined research data management in an open science context using surveys, 

interviews, case studies, and laboratory forensics approaches. Our research has resulted in the 

design of analytics and forensics tools, a framework of replicability threats, and a forensic approach 

to structuring information quality evaluation using digital forensic techniques. In this final section, 

we conclude this dissertation by recontextualizing our findings in action design research. Moreover, 

we seek to achieve a certain level of generalization by discussing and formalizing our findings in 

Section 8.2. In the introduction section, we posed the following research question: 

MRQ - "How can we organize research data management for preserving and disseminating 

laboratory experiments in a reproducible way?"  

To formulate an answer, we first elaborated on the key concepts in Chapter 1. Then, we 

explored in Chapters 2 and 3 how research data management is paving the way for a more open, 

reliable, and efficient science despite many organizational difficulties laying ahead for funders and 

research institutions. In Chapter 2, we conducted two exploratory case studies where we 

investigated research data management policies and interviewed experts and researchers. We 

identified three functions encompassing roles and responsibilities in RDM: research, RDM services, 

and RDM governance.  Research covers the wide spectrum of tasks and responsibilities related to 

the management of research data during its lifecycle. RDM services support research for making 

the research lifecycle more efficient with tools and practices. RDM governance attributes tasks and 

responsibilities to roles involved in the research and RDM services functions. One point of attention 

we found was the overfocus on research for attributing accountability of research data, while the 

accountability of RDM services was not as clearly defined. At the same time, we observed in 

Chapter 2 that the quality of RDM deliverables as requested by governing bodies (such as funding 

agencies) are insufficiently ensuring that RDM will be conducted rigorously. 

Second, we also found that research data management and reproducibility are notions that 

cover many challenging activities and outputs in scientific laboratories in Chapters 4 and 5. First, 

we developed the laboratory forensics approach and explained some of the technical challenges 

encountered to evaluate two types of reproducibility: functional repeatability and functional 

replicability. In Chapter 5, we dive deeper into the details of reproducibility types and provide a 

more comprehensive view of reproducibility types found in scientific experimentation. 

Finally, we introduced tools and approaches to analyze experimental data for biologists 

and bioinformaticians with research objects in Chapter 6 and laboratory forensics for data stewards 

and laboratory managers in Chapter 7.  The tools developed are a web application for the study of 

RNA-seq data embedding research object technology on the one hand. On the other hand, a python 
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module named path2insights combines file path analytics with natural language processing to 

explore research data preserved in laboratories. Thus, this thesis analyzes data management in 

practice by identifying the organizational roles and processes of stakeholders, and by intervening 

with technological tools and approaches specifically designed to answer the MRQ.  

8.1 Contributions 

To structure the organizational and technological aspects of our study, we opted for an 

action design research (ADR) that results in (emergent) design principles for research data 

management through the design and evaluation of an ensemble of artifacts (Sein et al., 2011). Those 

emergent design principles are discussed in Section 8.1, where we answer the six research questions 

and summarize each question's main contributions. Next, we present the limitations in Section 8.2 

and conclude with future work in Section 8.3. 

RQ1: How can research data management contribute to efficient and reliable science? 

From a societal point of view, as expressed in funders policies, open science has two 

objectives: reliability and efficiency of science. Both objectives depend on proper RDM to be 

achieved. At the same time, we observed that RDM is lagging behind industry standards on several 

aspects, primarily research data governance (RDG) is currently underdeveloped. Thus far, RDG 

often merely vaguely implements data management planning and control in its policies. For that 

reason, the efficiency of science, through better-regulated RDM, can be achieved by involving 

research supporters and make their responsibilities clearer in data policies, in which they are 

currently not well represented. Reliable science is challenged by operational issues arising in 

experimental work such as data archival and privacy to be addressed by RDG policies, supported 

by governance supporters. However, governance supporters are perceived as open science 

champions without the proper infrastructure to make RDM work for researchers. The subsequent 

chapters address the shortcomings in the infrastructure that lead to discrepancies between science 

at work and how it can be better supported by RDM and RDG.  

Insight 1: Implementing research data management for open science requires data 

governance for reliability. However, we found that, in practice, much of the efforts in RDM is 

resting on researchers' shoulders and prioritize efficiency (to extend the lifecycle of research data). 

We followed the categories of Link et al. (2017) to depict an open data implementation strategy. 

We highlighted that RDM governance supporters have room for improving science reliability (i.e., 

the traceability of experimental resources). In contrast, RDM supporters and researchers have the 
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power to make science more efficient if research institutions foster a coherent research data strategy 

and put control loops in place. Besides, we seek to introduce two support streams of data 

stewardship: research supporters and governance supporters. Research supporters aim to directly 

intervene in experimental workflows; governance supporters who are knowledgeable about legal 

issues can guide policymaking to make research data management more reliable. 

RQ2: What are the current challenges and practices in research data management planning? 

Research data management planning (RDMP) is the cornerstone of research data 

management practices and the initial step for researchers to design RDM tailored to their projects. 

However, RDMP has many ongoing challenges. Funding agencies expect research data to be 

reusable, however they do not evaluate data management plans and the evaluation criteria differ per 

funding programme. As an example, we identified differing planning processes, non-standard 

quality criteria, and a series of complex challenges occurring during the planning phase. Likewise, 

we have integrated recurring points of improvements from our respondents into actionable criteria 

to adequately ensure that RDMP addresses data reusability.  

In current RDMP settings, data stewards also act as a bridge between funders and research 

institutions. From that perspective, data stewards possess critical responsibilities in fostering the 

adoption of RDM by researchers and tailoring RDM services and infrastructure. Research data 

management plans are documents that serve two purposes: planning research data management for 

research projects and give directions to governance and support services in identifying weaknesses 

that can be addressed by better support and infrastructure at institutional or (inter)national level. An 

issue here is the unstructured nature of answers to data management plans. There are initiatives to 

collect structured data management plans (Jones et al., 2020). Nevertheless, the profusion of 

disciplines and the little incentives to elaborate on research data management early make the 

creation of high-quality data management plans challenging for researchers.  

Although data management planning documents are unstructured, we compared data 

management paragraph content from research grant application documents submitted by 

researchers to a website providing automated feedback. We showed that natural language 

processing can play a role in identifying quality issues in data management paragraphs based on a 

set of criteria used by funding agencies. This resulted in feedback suggestions aimed at completing 

the automated feedback capabilities of the software. Natural language processing capabilities were 

used to scan the documents for weaknesses in the data management planning phase based on data 

management paragraphs' content and preliminary data management plans.  
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Insight 2: We showed that while research data management planning has the potential of 

being a tool for improving governance of research data at the institutional level, the current state of 

research data management planning is misaligned with institutional and funder's policies. Data 

reusability is perceived as a goal of RDM by funders and research supporters, but the (information) 

quality criteria necessary for increasing reusability are still not uniformly defined. However, RDMP 

is also where research supporters and governance supporters can provide feedback for improving 

research data management and its governance at the early stages of the project. Therefore, means 

to automate feedback on research proposals and DMP help researchers improve RDM during the 

writing of their proposals. 

RQ3: How can digital forensic methods and techniques be applied to investigate artifact 

reproducibility? 

With Laboratory Forensics (LF), we have shown that in daily practices (digital), 

experimental resources are not preserved in a functionally repeatable and replicable way. In short, 

the laboratory forensics approach supports a rigorous assessment of data management issues related 

to laboratory work. We applied a subset of the criteria of the ACM badging initiative (ACM, 2018) 

to determine artifact functionality, a quality criteria involved in many other dimensions of 

reproducibility (see Chapter 1).  We also divided artifact reproducibility into functional 

repeatability and functional replicability. Functional repeatability means that the artifacts (e.g., 

traces of raw data, software…) found on the laboratory storage are of sufficient quality should 

anyone in the laboratory be willing to reproduce a study using the original author's artifacts. 

Functional replicability is similar to replicability except that it gives an indication on the quality of 

the artifacts deposited in online repositories, and therefore aimed at external (teams of) researchers 

willing to reproduce the results using the original authors' artifacts. 

Figure 8.1  

Summary of the laboratory forensics process 
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To investigate reproducibility, we adapted digital forensics techniques to the examination 

of experimental material in laboratories. There are five main steps that are necessary for an external 

observer to understand the domain, collect the relevant resources and report on the results. The 

main steps are depicted in Figure 8. and briefly described below: 

• Identification starts with the collection of information about experiments published in a 

scientific article. Authors, methods, software, organizations, among other elements, are 

identified from full-text publications. Then, a similar identification is conducted on the 

storage systems, where potential raw data, user and project folders and files are identified 

for the next step in the forensics process 

• Collection is where the extraction of evidence takes place. More details are given under 

RQ6 about how collection is operationalized. Briefly, the identified experimental 

resources are copied from internal and external storage system before the examination 

step 

• Examination is a matching intensive processes where collected resources are related to 

their corresponding role in an experiment. For instance, a file name containing a protein 

name and ending with an extension referring to a specific analysis software is matched to 

a sentence in the corresponding publication 

• Analysis is the assessment of functional reproducibility based on the examined evidence. 

The folder and file structures are compared to the method and result sections of a 

publication. Missing or ambiguous resources decrease functional reproducibility, whereas 

complete and documented resources increase functional reproducibility 

• Presentation is a step where the findings of a forensic investigations are reported to 

stakeholders. These reports aim at helping stakeholders improving RDM practices with 

evidence-based forensic analyses that specifically describe the issues encountered in a 

given laboratory. In addition, we showed that there are discrepancies between the data 

preserved in laboratories and data made available online in Chapter 4  

Insight 3: We designed a laboratory forensics method to investigate research data in 

laboratories and create rich insights in reproducibility. In an initial iteration we discovered that data 

preservation practices insufficiently guarantee the traceability and quality of experimental resources 

and their corresponding publications. The functional repeatability and replicability of research data 

varies per research projects and individuals. Nevertheless, well-preserved research data in a 

laboratory can be significantly degraded when published in repositories and supplemental materials 
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online. Therefore, we show that reproducibility is challenging to achieve due to data and software 

being unavailable and low information quality, making the retrieval and interpretation of the 

operationalizations of experiments inefficient.   

RQ4: What reproducibility threats occurring in experimental systems stem from vulnerabilities 

in research data management practices? 

Reproducibility is a complex concept. With the experience gained from the forensic 

analyses we have sought to integrate functional reproducibility in the broader picture of the 

reproducibility literature. We constructed a framework that highlights the dynamics of scientific 

experimentation for working scientists (i.e., the actors) operationalizing experimental design (i.e., 

the tasks) using laboratory instruments and computers (i.e., technology) to communicate novel 

findings on the scholarly communication infrastructure (i.e., structure). The framework gives a 

richer perspective of reproducibility from the perspective of researchers in several disciplines. It 

circumvents the limitations of our strictly technical view on reproducibility used in laboratory 

forensics. It is particularly important to underline that experiments scoring high on functional 

reproducibility after a forensic analysis are not necessarily reproducible from a broader scientific 

perspective. The framework we introduced in Chapter 4 help to understand why this is the case.  

For instance, from the survey, interviews, and screening of publications conducted in 

Chapter 4, we saw that dissemination and preservation strategies are challenging to implement in 

laboratories. RDM deals with the fragmentation of policies, ad-hoc data governance in laboratories, 

and puts few constraints on systematic and structured sharing of computational resources in 

publications. Our results show that reproducibility risks need to be better understood to redesign 

the research data management and scholarly communication infrastructures effectively. 

Insight 4: Forensic analyses assess reproducibility from a limited set of criteria. 

Nevertheless, reproducibility consists of several dimensions that correspond to as many threats to 

reproducibility, some of which are unrelated to research data management. We can therefore deepen 

our understanding of reproducibility issues in laboratories. We first decomposed reproducibility 

into inferential replicability, method replicability, result replicability, closedness, repeatability, 

conceptual replicability, and availability. By doing so, we describe how RDM activities can support 

reproducibility in experimental systems. Besides, we are able to set limits to the scope of the 

reproducibility assessments as presented in our laboratory forensics work. 
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RQ5: How can we bridge interactive data mining solutions with reproducible research object 

technology? 

To answer RQ5, we conducted a design science project in a biomedical research 

laboratory. The settings differ somewhat from our main case study organizations, even if 

similarities are found due to both organizations conducting experimental research. Our results 

suggest that the software technology that can address reproducibility suffers from a lack of solutions 

that are both satisfactory to bioinformaticians and biologists who are mutually engaged in 

computational experiments. There are also serious apprehensions from bioinformaticians to offer 

advanced analytics to biologists that are going beyond data visualization as many choices and 

assumptions are contained in bioinformatics software. 

Figure 8.2  

The translation of experimental operations to research objects as designed for the RNA-Seq miner 
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To design a solution bridging both experiments in biology and collect annotated traces 

and resources, we opted for a research object architecture, as shown in Figure 8.2. As explained in 

Chapter 6, we built a system that enabled biologists to use bioinformatics packages in an interactive 

way. Next, the system generated a representation of each experiment using a research object model.  
For the operationalization of experiments, we define two concurrent processes (see left-

side of Figure 8.2.). First, the domain of the data needs to be understood by the researchers 

investigating the phenomenon at hand. Then, bioinformatics pipelines integrate, pre-process and 

mine multiple sources of data to answer the research questions guiding the experiment. 

Concurrently, the interest of biologist lays in the visualization capabilities to group, filter and 

identify relevant values. Therefore, a deeper integration of bioinformatics pipelines and interactive 

visualization capabilities was at the core of the designed artifact (as explained in Chapter 6). 

On the right-side of Figure 8.2, we depict resources. Resources are the inputs and output 

of experiments that are preserved as elements of research objects.   The integration of research data 

by bioinformaticians lead to a (series of) data objects. Next, these data objects are pre-processed 

into analytical data, suitable for analysis by biologists. On analytical data, patterns can be identified 

through data mining. The research object architecture is adding a crucial capability labelled access. 

Access is implemented as a REST programming interface where each resource of a virtual 

experiment can be accessed by members of the research team or by external teams. 

Research objects propose a representation of experimental operations and resources in a 

way that makes them accessible through semantic annotations and interfaces interoperating 

experiments with third-party software, such as software used by teams that attempt to replicate 

experiments. Contrary to digital files that required forensic approaches and techniques due to their 

lack of structure and documentation, research objects aim at aggregating experimental resources in 

an accessible way to increase reusability.  

Insight 5: We found that there is a gap to fill both in terms of data analytics and the reuse 

of previous work. Biologists tend to ask more visualization capabilities, while bioinformaticians 

opt for a solution where scripting or custom data processing is allowed. However, visualization 

alone for biologists is not satisfactory to query data and compare the variations in results obtained 

by different methods. Reusability of data, workflows, or parts of experiments appear to be more 

pleasant features, for the two types of end-users that assessed the artifact, than reproduction. 

Nevertheless, a bridge can be made by allowing bioinformatics programs to be included in the 

visualization pipelines of biologists, as long as data, algorithms and their parameters can be 

preserved in an annotated way.  
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RQ6: How can a laboratory forensics approach help achieve open science readiness?  

We have developed an approach to investigate experimental evidence in laboratories, 

including tool support for processing digital files. The purpose of laboratory forensics is to describe 

reproducibility issues occurring in laboratories in a systematic way, using digital forensic methods 

and techniques. By investigating the digital files left on storage systems and digital repositories of 

10 publications using a variety of tools (e.g., path2insights) and forensic techniques, we have been 

able to show that in daily practices (digital), experimental data are not systematically preserved or 

shared online in a reproducible way. Besides, we propose that laboratories follow an open science 

readiness vision on research data management that focuses on increasing information quality for 

further preservation and dissemination of (open) research data. Subsequently, we demonstrated how 

our findings from laboratory forensics can assist the digital transformation of laboratories towards 

open science readiness. The first step towards open science readiness was to refine the laboratory 

forensics approach designed for answering RQ3. 

Figure 8.3. shows a more complete laboratory forensics approach than the approach used 

to answer RQ3. The lab forensics approach presented here details the steps resulting in an evaluation 

of the quality of information stored on file systems. The concepts (on the right side of the process 

deliverable diagram) are described in table 8.1. 

Table 8 .1. 

Concepts of Laboratory Forensics  

CONCEPT Description 

RESOURCE Experiments employ materials, software, and equipment to preserve and 

process samples 

ANALYSIS The analysis refers here to the processing of resources with computational 

means. 

STORAGE 

SYSTEM 

The storage system is where raw and processed resources are preserved in a 

persistent way.  

REFERENCE 

DATA 

Reference data is used in a forensic analysis to verify the likelihood that 

resources stored on a storage system correspond to resources reported in a 

scientific publication. 
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CONCEPT Description 

VERIFIED 

REFERENCE 

DATA 

Reference data is verified when the resources, methods, authors, 

organizations (and any other relevant element) is confirmed to be part of the 

investigated experiments. 

SNAPSHOT At this moment, laboratory forensics is limited to a textual analysis of 

resources preserved on storage systems. A snapshot generates a text file 

containing a copy of the (meta)data preserved on storage systems 

CODE Coding is a label on resources identified in publications. Labels refer to a 

taxonomy of methods, equipment, among others. 

TAXONOMY Taxonomies classify codes, digital files, and folder structures to generic 

categories such as person, method, equipment, software, and repository. 

FORENSIC 

ANALYSIS 

A forensic analysis Is the analysis of the snapshot to generate a 

reproducibility assessment  

FACET Facets are characteristics of information aspects, as defined in the descriptive 

theory of information (see Chapter 7).  

DTI SCORE We devised a DTI Score that approximates the level of information quality of 

resources stored on storage systems. A low DTI hinders reproducibility as it 

signifies that resources are missing (or hardly recoverable) from the 

investigated storage; a high DTI scores means that resources are stored and 

well documented. 

FORENSIC 

CASE 

The forensic case comprises all the investigated elements: snapshot, reference 

data, forensic analyses, and report. 

LINK 

ANALYSIS 

The resources are linked to represent the relation between the types of 

resources identified on the storage system. An example of linked analysis is 

shown in Figure 7.5 (Chapter 7) where it appears that analysis scripts are not 

included in the archive of research data underlying one of the investigated 

publications. 

TIMELINE 

ANALYSIS 

Timelines show when resources are created or modified on the storage and 

help identify gaps in the preservation of resources 
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Figure 8.3  

Process-Deliverable Diagram of Laboratory Forensics 
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The notion of open science readiness extends the outcomes of laboratory forensics to the 

monitoring of the state of open science and reproducibility in a laboratory. The reasoning behind 

open science readiness is twofold. First, we observed that current research data management 

practices in laboratories do not systematically preserve experimental data in a reproducible fashion. 

Second, research data management governance in research institutions is uninformed about the 

practicalities of scientific experimentation and the implications of current scholarly practices in 

research data management. In that context, open science readiness is then the capability of 

laboratories to implement research data management with the aim of addressing reproducibility 

threats. Therefore, open science readiness requires capabilities to trace research data underlying 

scholarly publications and measures bits of research data management practices to point 

shortcomings to laboratory members and institutional stakeholders. 

Insight 6: The second iteration of laboratory forensics sheds light upon information 

quality issues arising in storage systems. Instead of focusing on reproducibility from a normative 

perspective (i.e., rules to be followed to make experimental material reproducible), we opted for an 

assessment of reproducibility from an informational perspective. Open science readiness (OSR) 

perceives ad-hoc evolutions of open science practices as a threat that laboratories should address. 

OSR   We elaborated on a laboratory forensics approach to counter weaknesses of current data 

management practices and help identify information quality issues impacting reproducibility. 

Moreover, we connect the outcomes of our forensic approach to a comprehensive semiotic analysis 

of information quality.  

8.2 Lessons Learned 

This section highlights some of the lessons learned and frames our work in the current 

RDM literature. We discuss several lessons learned from the various studies we have conducted. 

First, research data governance is often ad-hoc and research data management 

policies are not sufficiently implementing control mechanisms. Therefore, the action of research 

institutions, funders, and support services on collecting evidence about the state of research data 

management practices is limited and further improvements are challenging to coordinate through 

organizational units in research institutions. Nevertheless, we observed that the study of research 

data management plans combined with the acquisition of evidence about RDM practices in 

laboratories will benefit governance. We showed that current infrastructures lead to information 

quality issues that make published experiments irreproducible.  We then propose a solution to 
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decrease information quality issues by monitoring the quality of experimental resources, as shown 

by our work on open science readiness in Chapter 7.  

Second, research data management (RDM) in scholarly settings poses challenges 

that differentiate RDM from enterprise data management. RDM concepts are challenging to 

understand with concepts from enterprise data management. In Chapter 2, we related RDM to an 

enterprise data management (EDM) framework from DAMA. However, we found that many 

activities and roles present in RDM were hardly overlapping with EDM roles. In an academic 

context, most of the knowledge areas of data management ends in the researchers' hands, whereas 

enterprise data management presupposes trained professionals for metadata management, 

information security and data modeling (among others). Also, policies in our case study institutions 

are written and overruled by faculties and departments while research data knows boundaries that 

are much more interdisciplinary. It calls for a generalization of the knowledge we have about 

research data management practices to devise policies in line with experimental work (for instance) 

instead of organizational divisions that might poorly reflect the actual research settings of a study. 

This situation leads to difficulties for managing data because of some unique characteristics of data 

handled in scholarly settings: 

• The lack of control in a number of aspects of scientific knowledge production. There are 

external factors such as funder policies, journal policies, peer-reviewing where external 

actors interfere with how research data ought to be managed.  

•  Software used or developed for research purposes may be short-termed. Research data in 

the lab we investigated was scrupulously managed by projects and derived publications. 

Nevertheless, the software versions and custom scripts were harder to trace back to 

elements preserved on the lab ‘storage systems. Experimental software and computer 

scripts are also hard to inventory, and research organizations miss the global picture of 

data inputs and outputs, processing software, licenses and more. This is another point 

where the systematic collection of evidence from lab can help produce better governance 

of information technology currently “under the radar” 

Third, FAIR principles for research data management need empirical grounding. 

FAIR research data are principles leveraging the linked data architecture for improving the 

findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reusability of research data. Although these 

principles are commonly found in the RDM literature, policies, and workshops, we found that the 

gap with RDM in practice is still significant. Experimenters do not systematically have full control 
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on the computational resources used for conducting experiments. Dependencies to external 

software limit the extent to which experimenters can achieve FAIR data. Moreover, experiments 

may be distributed across several laboratories and facilities, each performing analyses with different 

methods, laboratory resources and software. It leads to a situation where research data of one 

laboratory becomes the secondary data in a (collaborating) laboratory while not all resources are to 

be found in one laboratory or fully online. Then, editorial processes might influence the 

management of experimental resources by modifying (parts) of the analyses previously conducted, 

add new analyses, or lead to resubmissions to other journals. We observed that this was a challenge 

with respect to internal storage systems as it fragments files and folders further and makes it 

challenging for researchers to preserve the files in a structured way. Also, data availability 

statements in publications are often too ambiguous to be used to find resources (see Chapter 5 for 

an analysis of data availability). This section of publications has room to be improved with FAIR 

and provenance metadata as it is currently limited to full-texts and weblinks in an unstructured way. 

In that respect, laboratory forensics can help pursue the collection of evidence about research 

practices in laboratories.  

• Identify division of labor in publications and trace back to the research data that has not 

been (openly) published 

• Identify equipment, hardware and software and match their output to storage systems. 

• Identify reporting issues in publications (mislabeled software, incomplete descriptions,) 

and compare disciplines (or research) groups to better specify their RDM needs 

• Integrate forensic approaches with (inter)national communities and working groups for 

open science and data management so that evidence about RDM in practice is acquired 

by data stewards 

Fourth, the application of machine learning and natural language processing techniques 

offer great potential but also pose great challenges. There is a great potential to integrate 

information preserved on storage systems with methods and resources available in full-text 

publications.  resources described in methods section can be mapped to resources identified from 

file names. However, although there is some potential in applying automated techniques to extract 

structured information from files and publications, digital files and full-text publications remain 

complex to analyze in-depth algorithmically (Lefebvre et al., 2019). As we discovered during our 

laboratory forensics study in Chapters 4 and 7, the outcomes of a reproducibility assessment depend 

on how well external observers can interpret the resources. The successful interpretation of these 
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resources requires background knowledge and multiple comparisons between the concepts written 

by researchers in file names, the workflow presented in a publication and the reference data created 

during the forensic analysis. Therefore, the applicability of automated methods is limited, and our 

tool Path2Insight is a first step towards the use of natural language processing for research data 

management. 

Fifth, open science is gaining traction, but its broadening scope is weakening efficient 

intervention for RDM. In recent years, open science has been constituted as a means to address 

each of the shortcomings of scientific practice. In Chapter 1 we exposed shortcomings from the 

point of view of working scientists: irreproducible results, lack of data sharing, complexity of the 

scholarly infrastructures impeding the preservation and sharing of high-quality data to name a few. 

These shortcomings are at the core of what open science has attempted to address since its inception, 

as an extension of open access. Nowadays, open science covers a much broader range of 

shortcomings in scholarly practices, including rewarding individual researchers, performance 

evaluation of research units, citizen science, and much more. This dissertation only touched upon 

the core shortcomings and showed that governance and monitoring are lacking at this stage. 

Therefore, we employ a more stringent definition of open science that reflects upon the concept of 

open science readiness, which focuses on information quality and accessibility for better 

reproducibility of experiments exclusively. At the same time, the broadened scope of open science 

must be addressed, as there is a risk that open science starts to englobe and attempt to address all 

(perceived) shortcomings of scientific practice, which in our view would dilute the efficiency of 

intervening on the core shortcomings. 
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8.4 Bridging the Gaps in Practice 

The challenges above result from a number of gaps in the current research data 

management landscape that we experienced at our case study organization. In this section, we relate 

the lessons learned to concrete examples encountered in our research. We also reflect further on the 

choice of an information systems research (ISR) paradigm to study research and the management 

of research data. This choice influenced many of the assumptions, methods of inquiry, and 

deliverables included in this dissertation. The goal is to provide further insights into conducting IS 

research in a scholarly context and develop RDM further than what we have achieved in this work. 

Our research project started as an extension of Chapter 6. We would have broadened the 

research object architecture, a platform harvesting and annotating all sorts of research artifacts 

produced during scientific experiments. The (longer)-term storage used for the project was a Yoda 

environment at Utrecht University, a storage solution using iRODS as a backend. At the start of the 

project, iRODS featured options to store meta-data as a key-value-unit structure. The essence of 

our study would then be to bridge the meta-data requirements for preserving experimental data in a 

reproducible way, as well as evaluating such as an environment in one or more laboratories. 

Nevertheless, the application of ISR methods to study scientific work (mostly bioinformatics) in 

practice and provide actionable deliverables to research support (more specifically IT services) has 

proven arduous due to two factors: (1) the conceptual and practical unclarities of research data 

management for researchers, supporters, and policymakers (2) the design of studies for which the 

outcomes are usable by several disciplines, such as bioinformatics and ISR. 

First, unclarities emerged at the start of our study. In any branch of design science 

research (DSR), the organizational structures and stakeholders have a prominent place, as design 

science artifacts are evaluated according to utility criteria. In those circumstances, the vast RDM 

and open science landscape needed to be framed. Framing is critical for DSR so that the results 

obtained during evaluation sessions with stakeholders are relatable to the characteristics of our 

designed artifacts (e.g., a research objects platform) and not contingent factors (e.g., the lab starts 

using notebooks and it suffices to impact the reproducibility of their work positively).  In other 

words, rigorous applications of design science principles lead to the designed artifact being at the 

source of (positive) adjustments in organizational processes. Nevertheless, in the context of RDM, 

the potential changes range from profoundly disruptive to strongly counterproductive.  

A profoundly disruptive change is streamlining research artifacts from acquisition (or 

creation) to scholarly publications effectively. We have observed information quality issues that 
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posit some severe threats to reproducibility and reusability, as previously described. Nevertheless, 

those issues are not systematically caused by inadequate data management practices in labs. In 

Chapter 1, in Figure 1.3., we depicted organizational characteristics that promote laboratories to 

operationalize new experiments differently. The aim of alternative operationalizations is to create 

new experiments building upon recent discoveries or addressing shortcomings of previous 

experiments while also composing with the limits of current technology. Hence, designing research 

infrastructure for augmenting research data quality is a long-term research project, demanding that 

research institutions pursue their efforts to invest in RDM infrastructure. The current situation 

where (many) choices for RDM are left to researchers that make RDM depend on a funding process 

with few chances of success is detrimental for institutional data management strategies in the longer 

term. However, reproducibility and data reuse are longer-term achievements.  

A counterproductive change is to disrupt research processes while evidence is scarce 

about how scientific articles unfold from laboratory work and scholarly discourse. Criteria of rigor 

in data analyses and reporting are better understood than characteristics of "good" data management 

and researchers who are not well-versed in what might pop up as (yet) another administrative 

burden that occurs in a crowded competition for funding. Therefore, existing solutions that support 

better RDM processes are often overlooked, even more so if they require more time and effort to 

store, exchange, and quickly retrieve research data above other core activities. Besides, journals, 

funders, and institutions fail to inspect the availability and quality of disseminated research data, 

leading to little incentives to plan and monitor RDM carefully. In that case, intervening in RDM as 

IS researchers calls first to understand better what, how, when, how much, and with whom research 

data is exchanged in laboratories. Input from researchers is, unfortunately, not a strong source of 

evidence for answering these questions. This is what led us to devise a forensics approach to obtain 

this evidence without depending on the researchers' input for understanding RDM matters in 

laboratories. In that sense, improving support for RDM comes from engaging directly with research 

practices in laboratories and collecting evidence about the state of affairs to nurture governance and 

institutional infrastructure that fit research work in practice. 

Then, the underlying question is then how to intervene in laboratories and collect better 

evidence for the development of RDM than what we could currently achieve in the scope of this 

dissertation. Here, direct collaboration with scientific disciplines is key. It is a matter of engaging 

with knowledge creation processes in laboratories as well as understanding science from a "working 

scientist" perspective, to use a Latourian concept (see Chapter 1). Even a more basic approach than 

forensics could foster genuine new insights into data management practices. Spending some time 
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in laboratories as external observers, starting a series of exercises, together with a sample of 

scientists, to reconstruct publications, identify where research data is stored, and scan publications 

for data made openly available will show what the deeper struggles with research data management 

are, and provide a broader understanding to nurture RDM strategies. There is no need to approach 

labs from a normative perspective, by, for instance, only pinpointing that data went missing or that 

it is s not deposited online. These exercises would aim to collect direct experiences from researchers 

in an as-is situation without the lenses of a "should be" that often occurs in open science. 

Second, we have encountered several drawbacks while conducting studies of an 

interdisciplinary nature. The expectations of an information systems research community and a 

bioinformatics community regarding artifact development and publication differ. In the information 

systems community, literature about research data management is scarce (less than 10 results in the 

AIS library in November 2020 for the keywords "research data management", only counting full 

articles) and most of the theoretical work underpinning data management in a scholarly context is 

yet to be developed. It made the scoping of our DSR approaches in RDM hard to tailor for 

information systems venues and journals. In bioinformatics, software artifacts that are developed 

aim at answering concrete questions emerging in biology and related fields or increase the 

efficiency of bioinformatics pipelines for better exploiting data in the boundaries of these fields. 

The demand for genericity is not as high in bioinformatics as developed artifacts can be proven to 

adequately deal with the biological data and questions. In information systems research, we were 

confronted early on with an exigence of abstraction and a well-delineated contribution to the IS 

body of knowledge. These frictions have had a long-lasting impact on how this dissertation would 

eventually be shaped. As much effort have been spent to establish RDM as a novel phenomenon of 

interest for IS researchers, it appeared that the demand for practical utility embraced by 

bioinformatics would be challenging to achieve all at once. 

Nevertheless, information systems research offers the conceptual and methodological 

toolkit for studying RDM in a field-independent way. Design science research particularly suits the 

current need for intervening and deploying useful artifacts in RDM. DSR offers a methodological 

backbone to include many perspectives from stakeholders such as funders, librarians, IT services 

and researchers in a consistent research framework. Moreover, artifact design is especially 

welcomed in an evolving scholarly context, where open science calls for a number of changes where 

information systems could be of valuable help. Collaborating with fields like bioinformatics with 

offer the opportunity for reality checks and forge a better mutual understanding of what RDM for 

open science actually means and how it might shape scientific practice in the coming years. At the 
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same time, the multiplicity of angles to research RDM in its complexity and conduct research on 

research from an IS perspective in general, still needs more efforts to find common grounds with 

what is valued by research in practice, as exemplified by our cases in bioinformatics. 

8.5 Limitations 

The first limitation is the limited scope of our case studies. Most of the evidence we 

collected originates from one university in the Netherlands. While we have seen in Chapter 1 that 

the organizational settings observed in our samples also reflect changes in policies at national and 

international levels, we have not yet satisfactorily included the variation in RDM practices and 

comparability with laboratories conducting similar experiments. Therefore, we addressed external 

validity threats by situating our case study organizations in an international context of open science. 

That being said, generalization of our results is a limitation, and future research is needed to evaluate 

and refine our approaches in broader settings. Applying forensics on a single case organization, we 

showed that information quality issues do exist, both regarding laboratory infrastructure and with 

respect to the scholarly infrastructure. In the literature, as explained in Chapter 1 and Chapter 5, 

similar patterns have been found in other domains but are limited by the fact that those findings did 

not result from in-depth investigations of digital files in laboratories. Thus, while the result of our 

forensic approach lacks generalizable insights, we can be confident that similar patterns will be 

observed in other laboratories based on our interviews and focus group discussions.   

Second, internal validity threats to our research are that the artifacts designed and used 

for collecting and analyzing dealt with a limited scope of experimental activities. We focused on a 

few scientific domains in relation to life sciences, with few exceptions. Previous studies showed 

the variability in research data management practices, corroborated by our findings in Chapter 2. 

Thus, several limitations apply to the relation between the artifacts we designed and the assessment 

of reproducibility: 

1. We used a score (the DTI score, see Chapter 7) that summarizes four aspects of 

information described in the DTI theory. We summarize a rich set of variating input and 

experimental designs into a single value after interpreting a limited amount of digital 

evidence. Therefore, the comparability of DTI scores between experiments (or 

publications) is problematical, and more evidence and testing are needed to produce an 

accurate and reliable DTI score. 

2. We measure a reproducibility "potential" instead of successful reproducibility. In other 

words, we can only conclude that there is a chance that a study can be reproduced based 
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on information quality attributes evaluated during laboratory forensics. There is no 

possibility to conclude that a study has been reproduced, or that a high-scoring study is 

more reproducible than a lower-scoring study using the DTI. As shown in Chapter 5, there 

are many more aspects to consider when establishing the reproducibility of results. 

Therefore, the DTI scores fits a better purpose for research data management governance 

and is not to be used to conclude that a low-scoring study is irreproducible. 

3. In the first study, presented in Chapter 2, we argue that RDM can result in efficient and 

reliable (open) science. As explained earlier, we focused on RDM among many other 

dimensions of science. While RDM demonstrated its positive impact on efficiency and 

reliability of science, there many confounding variables that are left out of our approach 

so far. It remains challenging to define a standardized scope of RDM, and hence, to 

communicate which RDM roles and activities affect efficiency and reliability of science. 

Next, laboratory forensics is, in its current stage, is too labor intensive to scale. Although 

 the laboratory forensics approach, while labor intensive, was still manageable for an 

 external investigator, we can assume that for a number of laboratories, with a larger 

 number of devices and equipment, or research in clinical settings might vastly complexify 

 the feasibility of forensics, even considering a team of forensic investigators.  

4. We mainly collected our data from Utrecht University. We have made several attempts to 

broaden the scope of the data collection, nevertheless we have also found that collecting 

data about research practices across universities is challenging to implement. In our 

experience, research institutions tended to favor local surveys, for instance, for acquiring 

knowledge about research data management practices. However, laboratory forensic 

outcomes and research on research data management need to be evaluated against 

evidence from a larger number of institutions. Hence, research on RDM requires to 

consider multi-case studies by design, where stakeholders accept to cooperate for 

acquiring evidence on open science and RDM. 

Finally, tool support for forensics and open science readiness are in an early stage of 

development. We have had limited opportunities to evaluate the laboratory forensics in real settings, 

partly due to a lack of proper tooling to make the approach suitable for a non-technical audience. 

Therefore, we discussed the generic approach, outcomes and future directions in focus groups and 

presentations. The evaluation of the efficiency and accuracy of forensics applied to research data is 

still in a preliminary stage, and future design iterations may achieve a faster and more in-depth 

analysis or research data.  In addition, open science readiness has not yet been implemented in the 
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investigated laboratory. The design proposition of open science readiness needs further extensions 

to be evaluated and used in practice. Then, better evidence will be created for research data 

governance as the metrics, evidence and, stakeholders will be able to formulate an evidence-based 

open science strategy. 

8.6 Future Work 

In this dissertation, we have shown, with a number of case studies, that our approaches 

led to a rich perspective on social and technological challenges within research data management 

for reproducible research. We have approached research data in laboratories with digital forensic 

techniques to obtain a better view on information quality issues that persist in archived data. We 

have also investigated other types of documents such as research data management plans, scientific 

publications, and research data policies from funders, research institutions and publishers. Further, 

we developed tools and approaches to adapt forensic techniques to the investigation of research 

data. Nevertheless, the current results we obtained are mostly situated into one research 

organization. Therefore, there are a number of research areas that need further developments in 

technological support and analytical approaches to further expand our view on research data 

management in an open science context.  

First, the organizational (i.e., social) dimension of open science in research 

institutions deserves more attention. The open science landscape is evolving rapidly and new actors 

influencing open science strategies in research institutions are now found in communities mixing 

faculty, junior researchers, and support services. The extent to which these new actors and 

communities affect core activities such as data management planning discussed in Chapters 2 and 

3 is a point of attention. Besides, these communities might play an active role in shaping better 

governance for open science at institutional levels. Including open science communities in the 

sample will enable a more accurate picture of more recent open science practices at universities. 

Second, we have only shown the utility of laboratory forensics on a small set of cases. 

These techniques have potential for numerous stakeholders involved in research data management 

to provide evidence about the state of data management in specific laboratories and disciplines. A 

major shortcoming that needs to be addressed is the tool support for streamlining our forensic 

approaches and make them useful for a wider audience by automating forensic activities where 

possible. In Chapter 7, we discussed the shortcomings with a focus group, and future research 

should focus on the algorithmic and human-computer interaction aspects of forensics. On the one 

hand, software that supports forensics activities on research data requires more detailed algorithmic, 
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logging, mining and natural language processing capabilities to produce high-quality reference data, 

make the results of investigations fully traceable, and help score information quality more 

interactively. On the other hand, current use of the tooling necessitates programming knowledge 

that might posit issue for certain stakeholders. Digital forensics tooling offers user-friendly 

interfaces for exploring storage systems, laboratory forensics can leverage digital forensics software 

tooling to reach a wider audience of RDM professionals. 

Third, as mentioned in Chapter 7, laboratory forensics (as developed in Chapter 3) are a 

starting point to provide monitoring capabilities of reproducibility and research data management 

in laboratories. Taking the shortcomings of governance described in Chapters 2, 3 and 5, we 

introduced a strategy for open science readiness that constitutes a horizon for improving the 

efficiency of RDM infrastructure. With the open science readiness (OSR) dashboard, we make an 

attempt to give insights into the accessibility and quality of research data. We used a limited number 

of metrics originating from our experience with laboratory forensics. A future step is to include a 

broader set of indicators about the domains of informetrics, meta-research, and responsible research 

to achieve a more robust overview of the many aspects of reproducibility in research labs. 

Furthermore, the utility in practice of the dashboard should be further evaluated as well as integrated 

into our overall action design science research approach. 

Last, we underline the necessity of working on robust techniques to process scientific 

information, whether it concerns research data or as full-text publications. Achieving 

reproducibility in the studies included in this dissertation suffers from the same challenges 

encountered by our interviewees working in other research domains. In other words, we did not 

escape the common hurdles of sharing evidence for reuse and replication as we worked with 

licensed, confidential, volatile evidence extracted from paywalled content and file systems that 

were replaced twice during our investigations in the laboratory, for instance. It is therefore 

welcomed to investigate further the integration between the scholarly infrastructure and research 

data management while leveraging any gain obtained by small steps towards open science.  Besides, 

even in design science research, there are recently vivid discussions about the reusability of artifacts 

published by DSR researchers. Therefore, it is apparent that the need of scholars to access and build 

upon previous technical artifacts are covering a much larger spectrum of disciplines and domains 

than bioinformatics and biology. In essence, working on better RDM for reproducibility (and 

reusability) will foster steps towards transparency and openness of research information by making 

the governance of open science fairer and more evidence based in all areas of research.  
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8.7 Personal Reflection 

In the final section of this dissertation, I would like to write a few words about why doing 

research on research is as fulfilling and potentially impactful as surely extremely confusing for a 

junior scholar.  

When I started to work on a topic that involved studying my peers and science at work, I 

believed the timeliness and relevance of investigating research data management for open science 

would make it a rather smooth journey. Smooth in the sense that the “normal science” I was 

observing appeared to be much harder and respectable to conduct, as it involved (and still does) the 

mastery of an important body of knowledge, the meticulous application of research or experimental 

techniques and competing in well understood publication and conference arenas. In contrast, five 

years ago (and still nowadays) research data management is a topic that can become anything, for 

instance, you could start making the software that makes things easier and make a difference or 

adapt a data management framework to data management in an academic context, and this would 

help quite a number of stakeholders.  

As a topic of research for a PhD, the multitude of angles and potential contributions are 

quite overwhelming. At the same time, many of the basics of data management (and even more 

open science) are not well known. This leads to a situation where my efforts to position this research 

were not followed by proven approaches that I would have find important to learn, as a (future) 

researcher. An example is design science research. I learned extensively about its complexity and 

rigor during a doctoral consortium and conference at DESRIST in 2017. But no matter how hard I 

attempted to structure this project to leverage design theories and outcomes, I felt that the novelty 

of RDM made the application of rigorous information systems research basically impossible. My 

suggestion then would be to give some room to include replication research as part of any PhD 

trajectory, certainly in information systems research. By doing so, no matter the biases induced by 

the topic, time and resources are given to become more comfortable with conducting independent 

research that can be evaluated with proven standards. A perfect opportunity for fostering good 

science with open science! 
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This dissertation investigates research data management practices in laboratories in the 

context of open science. To achieve that, we first seek to understand what kind of organizational 

and technological issues are impeding the planning, production, preservation, and dissemination of 

data in laboratories. Then, we propose a conceptualization of laboratory work using the lens of 

experimental systems theory, which provides a socio-technical perspective on the building blocks 

of scientific experimentation. Finally, we apply the lens of reproducible experimental systems 

further to design a laboratory forensics approach for investigating storage systems in laboratories. 

The laboratory forensics approach is a starting point of experimental resources discovery and 

evaluation in labs. Next, we draw upon the results of forensic investigations to shape open science 

readiness, which is an ensemble of RDM practices and technology that supports reproducible and 

open practices in laboratories. The goal of pursuing the design of open science readiness for 

laboratories is to foster evidence-based research data management that effectively achieves the 

preservation and dissemination of research data in an open and FAIR way. Therefore, the main 

research question of this dissertation is stated as follows:  

How can we organize research data management for preserving and 

disseminating laboratory experiments in a reproducible way? 
First, we start with organizational and technological issues among stakeholders involved 

in research data management. First, we examine the cooperation between researchers and data 

managers. By doing so, an agenda for open data in academia is proposed based on qualitative 

research highlighting issues such as lack of proper infrastructure, accountability, legal frameworks, 

and rewards in research data management. At the same time, new roles such as data stewards and 

the struggles with data management support are investigated. To further determine stakeholders’ 

needs and practices, a similar exploratory approach is used to discover how funding agencies and 

data management support develop a research data strategy in the Netherlands.  

Then, we elaborate on the concept of reproducibility in experimental science. To achieve 

that, we dive into data management issues from a technological point of view, showing what types 

of reproducibility issues occur in storage systems with laboratory forensics techniques. Moreover, 

we investigate reproducibility in research data management by mapping laboratory work and the 

scholarly infrastructure to a socio-technical model. As such, we obtain a more comprehensive view 

of reproducibility issues and refine organizational and technical aspects of reproducibility 

challenges in practice.  
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Finally, we illustrate some applications of “FAIR technology”. First, we show the need 

for designing reproducible and reusable research software with the reproducible, research-oriented 

knowledge discovery in databases process (RRO-KDD). Then we present a strategy for open 

science readiness. The results of this work provide research laboratories and other stakeholders such 

as libraries, ICT, and funders with insights into reproducibility and open science challenges 

grounded into an investigation of laboratory work. 
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Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de praktijken van onderzoeksdatabeheer (‘research data 

management’) in laboratoria in de context van open wetenschap (‘open science’). Om dat te 

bereiken, onderzoeken we eerst wat voor soort organisatorische en technologische problemen de 

planning, productie, bewaring en ontsluiting van data in laboratoria belemmeren. Vervolgens 

stellen we een conceptualisering van het laboratoriumwerk voor door gebruik te maken van de lens 

van de experimentele systeemtheorie, die een socio-technisch perspectief biedt op de bouwstenen 

van wetenschappelijke experimenten. Ten slotte passen we de lens van reproduceerbare 

experimentele systemen toe om een forensische laboratoriumbenadering (‘laboratory forensics’) te 

ontwerpen voor het onderzoeken van opslagsystemen in laboratoria. De forensische 

laboratoriumbenadering is een startpunt voor het ontdekken en evalueren van experimentele 

bronnen in laboratoria. Vervolgens putten we uit de resultaten van forensisch onderzoek om de 

bereidheid van open wetenschap vorm te geven, een geheel van onderzoeksdatabeheerpraktijken en 

-technologie die reproduceerbare en open praktijken in laboratoria ondersteunt. Het doel van het 

ontwerp van open wetenschap-paraatheid (‘open science readiness’) voor laboratoria is het 

bevorderen van op bewijs gebaseerd beheer van onderzoeksdata waarmee op effectieve wijze de 

bewaring en verspreiding van onderzoeksdata op een open en FAIRe (i.e. vindbare, toegankelijke, 

interoperabele en herbruikbare) manier wordt bereikt. De hoofdonderzoeksvraag van dit 

proefschrift is daarom als volgt: 

"Hoe kunnen we het beheer van onderzoeksdata organiseren om 

laboratoriumexperimenten op een reproduceerbare manier te bewaren en te 

ontsluiten?" 
Allereerst beginnen we met organisatorische en technologische vraagstukken bij 

belanghebbenden die betrokken zijn bij het beheer van onderzoeksdata. We kijken bijvoorbeeld 

naar de samenwerking tussen onderzoekers en datamanagers. Door dit te doen, wordt een agenda 

voor open data in de academische wereld voorgesteld op basis van kwalitatief onderzoek waarin 

kwesties worden belicht zoals het ontbreken van een goede infrastructuur, verantwoording, 

wettelijke kaders en beloningen in het beheer van onderzoeksdata. Tegelijkertijd worden nieuwe 

rollen zoals data rentmeesterschap (‘data stewardship’) en de worsteling met 

databeheerondersteuning onderzocht. Om de behoeften en praktijken van belanghebbenden verder 

te bepalen, wordt een vergelijkbare verkennende benadering gebruikt om te ontdekken hoe 

financieringsinstanties en databeheerondersteuners een onderzoeksdatastrategie in Nederland 

ontwikkelen. 
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Vervolgens gaan we dieper in op het concept van reproduceerbaarheid in de experimentele 

wetenschap. Om dat te bereiken, onderzoeken we vanuit een technologisch oogpunt verscheidene 

databeheervraagstukken en laten we zien welke soorten reproduceerbaarheidsproblemen optreden 

in opslagsystemen met forensische laboratoriumtechnieken. Bovendien onderzoeken we 

reproduceerbaarheid in onderzoeksdatabeheer door laboratoriumwerk en de wetenschappelijke 

infrastructuur in kaart te brengen vanuit een socio-technisch model. Als zodanig krijgen we een 

uitgebreider beeld van reproduceerbaarheidsproblemen en verfijnen we organisatorische en 

technische aspecten van reproduceerbaarheidsproblemen in de praktijk. 

Ten slotte illustreren we enkele toepassingen van FAIR-technologie. Ten eerste laten we 

de noodzaak zien voor het ontwerpen van reproduceerbare en herbruikbare onderzoekssoftware met 

het reproduceerbare en onderzoeksgerichte kennisontdekkingsproces in databases (RRO-KDD). 

Vervolgens presenteren we een strategie voor open wetenschap-paraatheid. De resultaten van dit 

werk bieden onderzoekslaboratoria en andere belanghebbenden zoals bibliotheken, ICT 

ontwikkelaars en financiers inzicht in reproduceerbaarheid en open wetenschapsuitdagingen die 

zijn gebaseerd op onderzoek van laboratoriumwerk uit de dagelijkse wetenschapspraktijk. 
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